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HOLDS

JAMES WALLACE
BE PENITENTIARY

1

WILL

1

Other News
of Capitol Corridors

ses Received

;

"

I Tl

GOLDEN

NO, 61

11

HAS FALLEN

Constitutionalists Take Constantinople
After Sharp Fighting With the Garrison Casualties are Estimat-

!h'

ed at a:Thousand--PalacGuard Surrenders
e

S4rrTho
April
Constantinople.
forces of the Young TurkVmtered
Constantinople this morning at 5
o'clock and after severe nubang In
(the streets in which it is estimated a
I
thousand were killed or wounded, the
Turkish capital was taken. The Conf

:

,

Clll

T7

t Governor Curry tendered the pos- Legislative Assembly and that he will
t
ition of superintendent of the Terri- announce the third member early-nexweek.
last
torial penitentiary in this city,
For Penitentiary Commission.
evening to Hon. James Wallace
Governor Curry will appoint Capto succeed Captain Jonn W.
S". Lea of Roswell
a member
Green, resigned. Mr. Raynolds, who tain J.
had the offer of the place some time of the Penitentiary Commission to
ago, but declined it, accepted it upon fill the vacancy caused by the appointthe earnest solicitation of the admin- ment of Commissioner J. W. Raynolds
istration and his friends, and will to be superintendent of the Penitentake charge as soon as Captain Green tiary. The appointment will be made
can arrange his personal affairs to as soon as Mr. Raynolds qualifies as
leave, which may not be before June superintendent and thereupon resigns
names had as commissioner.
1 A number of other
been considered for the place and
Incorporation.
several candidates announced themLand Company of Las
The
Optimo
selves as soon as it became known Vegas filed
papers toincorporation
that there woiud be a vacancy, but day. The capitalization is $15,000 di
Governor Curry concluded that the vided into 150 shares. The New Mextioaltlnn demanded a man of the
'
and exper- ico agent is Stephen B. Davis, Jr.
s,

highest business ability
ience and therefore tendered the position again to Mr. Raynolds, who is a
resident of this city, and is especially
well qualified for the place.
Mr. Raynolds is 36 years of age
and is a native of Pueblo, Colorado.
His father, Hon. jefferson Raynolds
of Las Vegas, is one of the best
Jiiiown bankers of the west and a
pioneer in the banning business in
Colorado and New Mexico. Mr. Raynolds came with his parents to Las
Vegas in 1876 and attended schools
Las Vegas and at Canton, Ohio,
his father's birthplace, going thence
to Boston. He graduated as a mining engineer from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, in 1896, in
vuMrh vear he was married. In 1S'J7,
lie entered the office of Territorial
asSecretary George H. Wallace as
took
1898
a
in
position
and
sistant,
in the First National Bank at Las
Vegas. In 1901, he was appointed by
President McKinley to be Secretary
of the Territory and was
He
President Roosevelt.
d by
business
the
thoroughly systematized
.and conduct of affairs of the oflice,
and made it a model in every respect.
Since his retirement from the office,
he has served as secretary of the
Kemiblican central committee of the
Territory, and it was due in great
Delepart to his energetic work, that
was
Andrews
H.
W.
gate
'
after the most memorable campaign
in the history of the Territory and
at the beginning of which the Democrats were quite confident of victory. Appointed as a member of the
Territorial Penitentiary Board, he at
once acquainted himself with the
physical condition of the institution
.and formulated plans to place it on
v
a thorough business basis. It is evident thereforethat Governor Curry's
choice is a very satisfactory and
happy one' and will result in the penitentiary being managed with economy, honesty and efficiency.
Conservation Commission.
Governor Curry announced today
that he has selected Hon. Solomon
Luna of Los Lunas, and Hon. W.
Fleming Jones of Las Cruc.es, to be
members of tie Conservation Com
mission, created by the Thirty-eight-
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Governor Curry Selects Two Members
of the Conservation Commission-Applicat- ions
for Fishing Licen-
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stitutionalists are now patrolling the
streets and foreigners are not be-

lieved to be in danger. The Sultan
The
Is safe at the Yieldiz vviosk.
Americans, in Constantinople are all
safe.
Rattle of Artillery.
April 24. Heavy
Constantinople,
ride firing at 5 o'clock this morning
mingled with the rattle of artillery
from the heights surrounding the
Yieldiz Kiosli, marked the culmination of the expected clash between
the troops or the Constantinople garrison and the army of investment.
The firing was still in progress at
7 o'clock the Saloniki troops having
attacked the Matchka and Kischla
barracks south of the Sultan's palace.
It. is reported that the casualties are
heavy.
Negotiating for Surrender.
24. The
April
Constantinople,
commander of the troops of the Yiel- diz Kiosk and the commanding officer of the army of investment, are
the surrender of the
negotiating
Yieldiz garrison. Schefket, the commander of the investing army, demanded unconditional surrender by
noon but granted a four hours' extension. It is understood that the Sul-

V

The incorporators and directors are:
Katherine G. Sullivan, Frank Roy and
Stephen B. Days, Jr.
District Court.

Abbott & Abbott, attorneys, today
for Ricardo
filed suit for divorce
Alarid vs. Emelia J. Alarid. The petitioner asks for the custody of his
three minor children, alleging that
the defendant is an unfit person to
have custody of them. In his petition, the plaintiff' alleges that the defendant has a violent temper, an
disposition, has subjected
him to cruel and inhuman treatment
going so far as threatening to kill him
and calling, him names.
Building-YesteTurn Over" Armory
Contractor G.
evening
A. Dahlgren
and Architect 1 H.
Rapp, formerly turned the' Armory
building, which is now in a state of
.

rday

completion, over to the Armory Board
The Board consists of
of control.
Colonel E. C. Abbott,' president, presi
dent; Colonel J. A. Maasie, Colonel J.
D. Sena and Lieutenant A. J. Fischer.
After the building had been turned
over, Lieutenant Fischer resigned as
a member of the board and in his
place Captain Carlos Vierra was appointed. The contract for the heatlns
plant and the plnnulng was awarded
Hardwai-to Wood-Davi- s
Compart v of
this city and will be installed immed

HON. J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Appointed

Superintendent of the Territorial Penitentiary.

n in

WEEK

FOUR

PEOPLE

Three Days Will Be Ramshackle of
Hotel Destroyed
Given to Ceremo
nial Work

tan

BURNED TO DEATH

i

insisting

on

additional

guar-

Barracks Surrendered.

I
:

Degrees From the Fourth to Fire Originated in Electric
Will
the Thirty-Secon- d
Wiring on the First
Floor.
Be Conferred.

building was riddled with bullets, litr;
none of the inmates wre hurt. Ttw
Constitutionalists finally cleared the
known
When it became
grounds.
that the fighting was at an end, the
streets filled with people eager to get
the new. Police patrols at 11 o'clock
visited the shops and assured the
that they had nothing to
fear and inviting them open for business. Ambassador Leishinan sent a
party ot sixty Americans to a steamer
about to leave the city, under a guard
supplied him by the local commander.
Leiehman then visited the hotol.s
and assured the Americans of their
safety, An occasional shell fell In the
city when a short engagement took
place near the German embassy at
2: HO o'clock.
Sultan to Be Disposed.
Constantinople,
April 24. Several
foreigners are said to have been
wounded. Among them is Frederick
Moore, a. newspaper
correspondent
from New Orleans. He was shot in
the back. Ambassador Leishmanhas
arranged to have him sent to the
Halid Bey, who
French hospital.
has been the representative of th3
young Turks at London, predicted the
disposition of the Sultan in an interview wtlh a representative of the Associated Press. He said that the people are anxious to have no harm befall the Sultan, but after the recent
events, it is impossible to expect a
continuance of his reign. He said
the orthodox Moslems attach loyalty
to the office of sultan than to the person occupying it. It is the wish of
'nnal party that the

,

r,nnstantinoi)le. Anril 24. The men
fn the Tasch Kischla barracks surrendered at 1 o'clock and with this
event the entire capital has passed1
.
into the hands of the Constitutions-aliststo
give
It is impossible yet
the number of killed and injured but
it is believed that tneir number will
reach a thousand. Several thousand
of the Constantinople garrison were
taken prisoners by the

byHames

L

is

Two white flags are flying
antees.
from the Yieldiz Kiosk. The Sultan
is unharmed. All is quiet in the royal
pavilions.

-

'

at

whethei
without concu;.

'v.
'

i

'"

thousand
of his majesty .vest

Of five

111

'

:.

.

"
.;'

'

nearly nil
have been killed or wounded or have
,
escaped,
1
American Embassy Guarded.
24.
Tho
April
Constantinople,
guard In front of the American embassy is in command of a colonel
wearing the uniform of a private soldier. When this detachment reached
the embassy it was worn out by its
1 he embassy supplied
long march.
with
men
coffee, rolls and cigar-ettethe
The men then picketed the
streets and placed all weapons they
captured In the embassy enclosure.

u,

City Quieting Down.
Constantinople, April 24 In spite
Applications for Fishing Licenses
Game Warden Tohmas P. Gable,
of the surrender of the Yieldiz Garri
this forenoon received eight applica
where a white flag was hoisted,
24. Four son,
Santa Fe will next week be the
Topeka, Kuns., March
at Alamosa,
tions from
detachment of the Sultan's
another
lives in a fire which
Mecca of Scottish Rite Masons of New people lost their
its resistance some
Colorado, for fishing licenses.
continued
guard
destroyed" the Central hotel. Pro27
was
finally overpowtime longer, but
Wanted By Congressional Library, Mexico. For three days, April 26,
F. L. Campbell is seriously
prietor
the Belgian leof
The
ered.
grounds
The Congressional Library wants and 28, the first reunion of the An hurt and one woman and one fireman
a detachment
the following numbers to complete its cient aud Accepted Scottish .Rite of were injured. The dead are: Chas. gation were occupied by in the skirmand
historical sets from New Mexico: Free Masonry of the Orient of New E. Cheadle of El Paso, Texas; L. E. of the loyal garrison
with the Constitutionalists, the
Bulletin No. 9 of the New Mexico His- Mexico will be held in this city. For Stratton,-addresunknown, and two ish
torical Society; minutes of the 12th several weeks preparations have been men whose names are unknown.
14th, 24th and 25th annual encamp' made by the local brethren to make
The fire is thought to have originatGAME WARDEN
ments of the New Mexico Department the event a memorable one and for ed in the . electric wiring near the
'
AFTER PATTEN
of the Grand Army of the Republic; the past ten days or more they have switchboard "in the southeast corner
Ramona Days published by the Uni worked day and night perfecting of the first floor on which is the dinJames A. Patten, the Chicago
versity of New Mexico at Santa Fe themselves in the m&stery of the de ing room. The building is declared
wheat king, even though he is able
The Library has the October, 18S7 grees that will beiion'ferrea during to have been a poor excuse for a
DREYFUS to have his own way in the matter of
directions of f hotel. The upstairs rooms were small
January, April and October, 1888 the reunion,
numbers and wants the remaining Hon. Harper S. Cunningham, 33rd de- and a narrbw hall lead to them. There
cornering wheat and causing a raise
that
here
is
'
and
it
in the price of bread, is soon to find
,
numbers.
,
gree, of Guthrie, Oklahoma, sovereign were no; windows
death.
met
victims
the
out that in New Mexico he can not
rand inspector general in Oklahoma
do just as he wantsbut must strictly,
Death.
been
Three"
to
who
has
Smothered
giving
and New Mexico,
and
Colorado
states
western
other
Three
for
the, law. Hearing of the report
24,
in
obey
;
and
time
April
his
energies
preparing
Kan.,
Topeka,
FOR PROTECTION
s
summer.
man
the
Patten was going fishing and
as
that
One
coming
during
of next week and in
guests' were smothered.
OF INDIANS Irrigation Committee Coming West. the events
Game
in Colfax county,
but
tor
the
hall,
hunting
the
tried to escape through,
sisting in the . preparation
'
rewho
Thomas
Gable,
Warden
his
P,
'
him
Masonic
cost
the"
the
of
of
proposed
lack
openings
Washington, April 24. 'Members of building
to
a
Oklahoma Senator Introduces Bill to
noon
from
at
turned
'
trip
today
;
life.
the Senate committee on irrigation Temple in this city.
Prevent Sale of Liquor to Them
immediately
New
eastern
Mexico,
On Monday, April 2C, the Ineffable
decided to start from Chicago about
The dead are: John W. Erickson,
Off Reservations.
wired his deputy in Colfax county to
1 on the committee's pro
will be conferred on a class of Clav Center, Kansas, county clerk;
degrees
September
FRANCISCO
effect that he see that Patten take
ARRESTED
the
ATAN
Special to The New Mexican.
posed visit to all of the national irri numbering more than fifty, as fol- Beniaraln Shinley. of Belle Plains,
Senator
24.
out
a prescribed outsider's hunting
April
Washington,
Secret Master 4th degree; Kansas, student at the State Univer
The lows:
gation projects ot the West.
license
and that if the wheat king be
the
bill
a
Intimate
of
introduced
prohibiting
Owen
Topeka,
Perfect Master, 5th degree;
trip will occupy about sixty days.
sity; Walter Shipley
found violating the law in any way,
L.
and
Grand
Provost
of
sale of intoxicating beverages to In6th
Fe
the.
Santa
Railway;.
the
of
Under
chemist
degree;
Secretary,
Charge
that he be summarily dealt with.
miles
dians on or within twenty-fiv- e
Judge, 7th degree; Intendant of the R. Stfatton, dishwasher at the hotel.
is Wanted
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
a
Larceny
are
of any Indian reservation under
of
Nine,
the
Elu
8th
Walter and Benjamin Shipley
Building,
degree;
IS VALID 9th degree; Elu of the Fifteen, 10th brothers.:, The latter had .come to
New York.
government agent, i The penalty is
BULLY OF MRS.
imprisonment for sixty days and a
degree; Elu of the Twelve, 11th de- l Topeka to visit his brother and being
SALLIE CARR
San Francisco, March 24. Broughat
fine of from $100 to $200.
12th degree-Royaunable., to" eet accommodations
Spokane, Wash., April 24. Judge gree;' Master Architect,
and
novelist
Senator Bailey will lead in the William A. Hunoke. sitting in the
Arch of Solomon, 13th degree; Walter's boarding house, came to the ton Brandenburg, the
Washington, April 24. An incident
magazine writer, was arrested here
great tariff debate, which will begin Spokane county Superior Court, de Perfect Elu, 14th degree. These de- hotel for the night
In today's session of the Daughter's
from
as
a
last
justice
fugitive
on Monday and will move the adopt- clared in a devision in the suit
the
night
conferred
be
will
degre
by
grees
from New York on the charge of of the American Revolution occurred
ing of an amendment providing for Judge J. Z. Moore and wife against team of Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection ROOSEVELT IN
itan income tax.' The dissatisfaction,
hasbeen
grand larceny- in connection with a when Mrs. Sallie Houston Carr of
perfecting
the Spokane Country Club, that the No. 1, which
to
been Kansas, niece of General '.'Sam" HousNelhave
claimed
article
of Senators Dolliver, Cummings,
WILDS OF AFRICA political
of the deed by tele self in the work by constant practice
Grover
Cleveland.
ton, read a poem on her native state
late
the
written
son and other yestern. Republicans is acknowledgment
by
the past few weeks.
communication
the
between
phonic
of
and then going to the piano played
is
the
he
"Dreyfus
He claims that
causing much concern. Senator Gug- grantor and a notary public is valid
Aztlan Chapter of Rose Croix, No, He Gives Orders That Movements of
own ' accompaniment to a song
her
made
a
is
scapeamendments
and
haB
.
being
America,"
Pub-prepared
genheim
His "Party Be Kept From
on Tuesday confer the Knight
will
1,
Moores
means
that
had
the
This
e
duly
also
dedicated- - to, her state, avirs.
the
before
goat of justice. Shortly
to take from the free list manage-nesI He In Future.
to eighteen of the East, 15th degree; Prince 01
titles
their
transferred
is
to
Carr
the
sold
ho
cent
25
election
last
nearly,
of
years bid.
a
year,
per
and impose
duty
acres of land in the outskirts
Jerusalem, 16th degree; Knight of the
Kapiti Plains, East Africa, March New York Times, the Cleveland arad valorem and in the clause regard'
of the Roosevelt ticle which was
Spokane at the rate of $400 an acre East and West," 17th degree; and 24. The first-nigh- t
published after F. S. MAN THOUGHT
ing plaster rock and gypsum to and
in Africa
canvass
under
of
Rose
degree.
Croix,
l?th
the
club
re
did
expedition
Knight
that
everything
Hastings, executor of the Cleveland
strike out "twenty" and insert "fifty."
Coronado Council of Kadosh No. 1 passed "without incident. The camp estate, nronounced It genuine. Later,
MURDERED ARRESTED
and if ground or calcined "two twen quired by the contract with Judge
Mrs. Moore's acknoWledg- will on the same day confer from the was an elaborate affair near the rail-- Haatinua declared the article a for- Also that the duty on zinc Moore.
mentto the instrument was by tele 19th to the 30th degrees, known as road station. Roosevelt arose in fine gCTy and Brandenburg was indicted
Des Moines. la., April 24 United
In blocks or pigs one and one-hal- f
mem- for
detne
to
He
The
orders
club
Chivalric
to
The
officials declare that J. C.
gave
States
and
phone.
and
the
Judge
spirits.
Philosophical
forgery
give
larceny.
agreed
forgery
cent per pound.
to give any In- charge was dropped and the author Maybray under arrest here, accused
Moore a life membership and permit grees, as follows:
19th de- bers of the party-no- t
Pontiff,
West.
President's Trip Through
23.
Senator a roadway across the club grounds to gree; Master of Symbolic Lodge, 20th formation regarding their movements was released on l,C00 bond to ap- of working fake horae races throughApril
Washington,
an the remainder of his lands, also giving degree; Noachlte or Prussian Knight, in the future. The Mombasa paper pear on February 1. He failed to out the country, Is McCHnn, a man
offered
Guggenheim of Colorado,
seek- - believed to have been murdered by
amendment to the census bill to pay a guarantes that the grounds will be 21st degree; Prince of Llbanus, 22nd published a violent article scoring appear and the police have been
claims
for
Roosevelt
Jackson
Oovernor
"Lord" Barrington of St. Louis sev- -'
and
since.
un
23rd
him
used
club
of
Chief
for
the
Brandenburg
purposes
ing
Tabernacle,
exclusively
(
degree;
President Taft $25,000 for traveling
'
1918
Counsel for the Moores has degree; Prince of the Tabernacle, permitting only American newspaper- - that because the article was- - detri- - eraf- year
til
gb, and for which Bar-j- ?
fiscal
year.
for
the
coming
expenses
of.
out
men
is
now
to
to
leaders
mental
the
Democrats,
the
to
notice
accompany
expedition
Su
of an appeal
rngten
the
,servlng a life sent-- $
Should this amendment be adopted given
hi4
of
'J
Mombasa.
On
D
Court.,
to
,
visit
HftU'J
(Continued
l?f
Page
President
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preme
Eiglt.)
fcaWI)PeectiN!
it, will enable
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THE DAILY

Established 1856.

i

Merchant Tailoring
Department is now
running in a
This is the
shape.
first chance that Santa
Fe ever had for our
customers to come into
our up to date store
and pick the woolens
right from stock, cut
and made and pasted
on a man's shoulders
and filled from the
bottom of pants to top
of coat, and finished
with best of workmanship, living, and best
first-clas- s

An. Ode to a Quill
Speed feathered medium o'er vast
plains of white,
1
M-IiM
Onward in course e'er prolific of
might.
Swords are quite deadly and men
stand in fear-Dea- dlier
still is thy work without
peer.
Steeped in a fluid as dark as the
night,
Grasped in the hand of a master quite
tight,
Oft dost thou yield to his mind keen
and bright,
Thus to give praise or destroy with a
blight.
Men do much fear thee and well 'tis
they may,
Knowing thy power to make or to
slay.
that's
Yet hast thou done much
worthy of praise,
Good, that perhaps the bad, full outweighs.
RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
Feeling this true, from abuse I'll reSORES, SPRA5NS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
frain,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
Think thee a blessing, not thing thee
G. A. Friodel. Dallas, Tex.
a bane.
.
T
1 - . LIT
T ,15,. O
H. R. H.
writes; i uiw juumr u auu w
It
Minnie fl Liniment for my family.
Divorce Mrs.
Suit for
is the beat Liniment maue.
Chaves of Albuquerque, has sued for
It relieves burns andscalds.'
divorce from Jesus Maria Chaves, on
25c, 50c and $1.00
and abandthe ground of
onment.
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
Bond Election On May 3 School
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
District No. 1, Otero county, including
the city of Alamogordo, will on May
In
?,, vote for an issue of
$20,00
Sold and Pcominftn1d by
t went,y year bonds, for public school
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
purposes.
Run Over By Street Car John
"The Corrections of History."
Colfax ing
Talbot Abbot of Cimarron,
Junior Endeavor Sabbath afternoon
county, was run over by a street car at 3 o'clock.
at Trinidad, Colorado, and died of the
Senior Endeavor meeting at 6:45 p.
He was j m.
internal injuries received.
aged 2S years.
at
Evening worship and sermon
Recommitted to Insane Asylum
7:4o; subject of sermon, "The CerWilliam Ferris of Grant, county, who
tainty of the Triumph of Righteous
has been in jail at Las Vegas, has ness."
been recommitted to the territorial
Meeting for prayer and Bible study
asylum for the insane by Chief Jus- - Wednesday evening at 7:45 o'clock.
tice William J. Mills,
The public is cordially invited to
Smokestack
Callapses The large worship with this congregation.
smokestack of the old electric light . JONATHAN W. PURCELL, Pastor.
plant of the Las Vegas Hot Springs
Methodist Episcopal.
line, collapsed yesterday with a ter-- '
E. C. Anderson, pastor.
rifle noise. No wind was blowing at
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
the time and the cause of the col- Morning preaching service at 11
lapse is a mystery.
o'clock.
Alamogordo Militia Company Or-- !
Theme, "Broken Vows."
ganizes The new National Guard
Ep worth League meets at 7:00 p.
Company at Alamogordo, has elected m.
C. R. Shiffler, captain; H. C. Lan- Evening preaching service at 7:45.
sing, first lieutenant, and W. H. Pel- All are cordially invited.
phrey, a second lieutenant. Thus far
forty-simen have enlisted.
Free Shade Trees The manage-Wall.
.Mnnntoln
mpnt ftf thf Rnntv
1 1 HI
.'IVJLtllLH.ll
AWWIJ
road, Is not only planting its
at Cimarron with shade trees,
but Is giving trees free to everyone in
Cimarron who will plant them. In
consequence, Cimarron will in a few
years be one of the most beautiful
towns in New Mexico.
Had Sixty Boils when but Six Months
Double Their
Membership The
Was Annually Attacked by
Old
eighteenth annual session of the AlHumor
It Looked Red Like a
a
buquerque District Conference of the
Scald and Spread Over Half Her
Methodist Episcopal Church, south,
adjourned at Albuquerque last eveHead
Both Troubles are Cured.
ning after a three days' session. The
conference ha3 doubled its memberNO PRAISE TOO HIGH FOR
ship in one year, now numbering
members, 30 ministers. There
THE CUTICURA REMEDIES
are fourteen Sunday schools in the

!!Y.)

II

Why ksufferwilh
pain when

of style that money
can buy. Our cutter,
Mr. Synfy, is not only
a first-clas- s
tailor, but
an expert designer of
his profession and he
is always ready and
willing to aid you to
get the latest cut and
style, as he is familiar
with all the latest designs. We have done
with Eastern
away
profits which we used
to pay and charge to
our customers. Now
you only pay our profit, which is not half as
much as it used to be.
Come right along, this
department is to stay
and serve you for all

BAlLARDS snow
LINIMENT

1909.

Incorporated 1903

$eligman Bros.
WesalB

24,

Co,

Ms

aBfl Retail Cry

We Represent the Following Well Known Lines.
M. BORN & CO

Im

FRED KAUFPMANN
WANAMAKER

&

BROWN

HARVARD
KANT WEAR OUT
HERCULES

Mafle to Orfler Clofkioi

J

Yomitt Mens

aDfl

Boys

Mwy

MONARCH )
CLUETT f

Men's Shoes
Ladies and Childrens-Shoe-

GEO G. SNOWJ
UTZ & DUNN,
WARNER BROS
MENDEL'S

s

Corsets
Ladies Waists
Hosiery
Hats
Trunks & Suit Cases

IRON CLAD
STETSON
A B, C.
TREPOUSSE& Co.

Kid Gloves

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department

non-suppo-

the time to come. Earlier vou come the bet
select your choice before the best
ter to
numbers are picked out.

POBox

291.

FOR

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 36'

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

j

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

i

Win m
On notei, diamonds and Jewelry a ow as J10 and
Loans are atrictly private. Time one month to or? yew.
reasonable. Call and see us hefora borrowing.

Rter

Win. FARAfl

ROUND UP.

APRIL

j

J

at SALMON Store

j

j

NATHAN SALMON.
3an

Francisco street.
The largest and the only

mono
itore

te

ii

Santa

IBS.

VICTOR

i

It.
a

j

j

x

TV

i
i

3 CARS FLOUR 3
Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial
Pansy
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Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
Corn Meal
WE CONTROL ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR

w inter

No. 40

Telephone

CALL AflD SEE FOR YOURSELF

Cathedral.
Second Sunday after Easter.
First mass at 6 o'clock a. m.
Second mass at 9:30. Sermon in
English.
Third mass at 10:30. Sermon in
Spanish.
Vespers and Benediction at 6:30

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8'

Diamonds Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods;

3. Sflity
Spill

p. m.
Holy

The
Priest-hvCharg-

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

j

"When my little Vivian was about
lix months old, her papa had a boil on
At
nis forehead.
that time the child
was covered with
prickly heat and I
suppose in scratching it, her own head
became infected for
it broke out in boils,
one after another.
She had about sixty
.in all and I used
Cuticura Soao and
. Cuticura Ointment
which cured her of
thorn entirely. Then.
sometime later, her little foot got sore
toes.
between the
Being afraid it was
salt rheum, I spoke to our doctor. He
me
a
powder which dried it up,
gave
but soon after it broke out behind her
ears. They cracked half way around
and the humor spread up on to her head
until, on several occasions, it was nearly
half covered. The humor looked like a
scald, very red with a sticky, clear fluid
coming from it. This occurred every
year. 1 think it was toward the spring;.
I always bathed it with warm water and
Cuticura Soap and applied Cuticura
Ointment which never failed to heal it
up. The last time it broke out was
when she was six years old. It became
so bad that I was discouraged. Then
I procured a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent which soon cleared it put of her
blood. I continued the U6e of Cuticura
Soap and Ointment with the Resolvent
until she was perfectly well. She is now
about eight years old and has never
been troubled in the last two years.
We also find Cuticura Resolvent a good
spring medicine and we are lust giving
the children Cuticura Resolvent Pills
as a tonic. We do not think any one can
raise Cuticura Remedies too highly.
Irs. M. A. Schwerin, 674 Spring Wells
Ave., Detroit, Mich., Feb. 24, 1908."

OUR STOCK

IN THIS LINE

Is Fore Complete Than Ever
SOLICITED

MAILORDERS

Wright & Ditson Tennis Ball
Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

TRY OUR

MM

kJ

11 lea

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

LEO

HERSCH

Hoir, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,

"

Faith Episcopal Church.

Rev.

Roscoe

A.

Clayborne,

e.

Second Sunday after Easter. St.
Mark's Day.
Holy Communion at 7:30.
Morning prayer and sermon at 11.
N
Sunday School at 9:45.
Sermon subject:
"Life of St.
Mark."

I
--

AGENTS

y

Passes in His
Newspaperman
Checks The funeral of W. S. Shepherd, for a number of years, publisher
of the Alamogordo News, took place
from the Presbyterian church at Ala- mogordo on Wednesday.
Shepherd
was aged sixty-nin- e
years and came
to New Mexico more than twenty
years ago. He was the first probate
clerk of Otero county and at the time
of his death was U. S. Commissioner,

for SANTA FE

8

CHILD S DREADFUL

1

right-of-wa-

district.

Grocery Co.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

j

1

First Presbyterian.

Sabbath School tomorrow at 9 : 45
a. m., Alan R. McCord, superintendent.
Morning worship at 11 o'clock, with
sermon by the pastor, the subject be- -

Complete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infante, Children and Adults coif
lata of Cuticura Soap (26c.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin and Cuticura Resolvent (50c), (or In the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills, 2fic. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood,
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug & Chem.
Corn- - Sole Props., Boston, Mass.
Mailed Free. Cuticura Book on Bkln DlMuaa

P3RE.S CRIPTION

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

DIAMONDS

.

WATCHES

l3XUietVLXK of

right goods

MEXICAN

FILIGREE

EyeaTested and
346 San

Fitted

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
N. M.

By

Date Method..

,

Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

use knowledge and care in the selection of ingredients which go into
Prescriptions and science in compounding ; them. In case of sickness
which is more important, that the prescription be filled by a "cheap"
druooist or by a good druggist?

tytye

H. C VOWT7

-

-

2

IK'S WW
PHONE NO. 218

SATURDAY,

APRIL

24,

1909.

TIIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

Chamberlain's Has the Preference.
Mr, Fred C. Hanrahan, a prominent
druggist of Portsmouth, Va., says:
"For the past six years I "have sold
:md recommended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrheoa Remedy. It
is a great remedy and one of the
'li?.'st patent medicines on the market.
I handle
some others for the same
purposes that pay me a larger profit,
lint this remedy is so sure to effect a
euro, and my customer so certain to
appreciate ' my recommending It to
him, that I give it the preference."
For sale-ball druggists.

NO REASON FOR IT.

When Santa Fe Citizens Show
Certain Way Out.

the

THE

There can be no Just reason why
any reader of this will continue to
suffer the tortures of an aching back,
the annoyance of urinary disorders,
the dangers of diabetes of any kidney
Ills when relief is so near at hand
and the most positive proof given that
Head what a
they can be cured.
Santa Fe citizen says:
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto street, Santa
Fe, N. M says: "I derived benefit

n

They Are The

Best

of International
Coming Lake
Arbitration;
Mohonk Conference.

Some Achievements

from Doan's Kidney Pills which gives
me just cause to vouch for their effAt intervals for three years
iciency.
I was more or less troubled by pains
in my back, and seeing Doan's Kidfor
ney Pills' highly recommended
this complaint, I procured a box at
Stripling & Burrow's drug store. After using them as directed a short
time I was relieved."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York,- - sole agents for the United

GET TO USING

PRACTICAL SIDE OF
PEACE MOVEMENT

States.

the

About a year ago fifty business men
met in a little New York town and
save to the nress a statement of
peculiar interest. The men were delegates sent by business organizations
to the Lake Mohonk Conference on

International Arbitration, and the
statement was this:
"The men representing business organizations In various parts of the
country, recognize that International
arbitration as a substitute for war between nations is a practical proposition; that practical education should
be encouraged as the best, means to
hasten the day of a World's Court of
Justice; that the business men. being
vitally interested in this, the greatest
cause of humanity, feel it their duty
to assume a large share of the financial burden of this educational campaign; They appreciate further that

and they should give time and serious
For all Coughs and Colds,
thought to the problems confronting
those who are now engaged in the inDiarrhoea, both in children and
movement."
and
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney
The seals and record books for no- ternational arbitration
Stomach Complaints.
New
This was no hasty or
taries public for sale by the
There is no more efficient
Mexican Printing Company at very declaration, but an official utterance
BeLiniment and Medicated Oil
reasonable rates. Seals for incopo-rate- by men of high responsibility.
handled.
National
sides the president of the
than the INTERNATIONAL.
companies are also
Call at or address the New Mexican Board of Trade, who presided, there
were present officers and delegates of
Pinting Company, Santa Fe, N. M.
three other national bodies and of
forty-sileading chambers of comThese remedies onn be found!
Rheumatic poisons are quickly and
boards of trade in the largand
merce
For Sale by all Druggists and
surely driven out of the blood with est cities of the country,, representing,
liDr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy
Dealers in Medicine,'!
in the words of the president, nearly
quid or tablet form. Dr. Shoop's bookhundred organizations.
three
interlet on Rheumatism plainly and
done.
is
how
this
These
tells
representative business men
just
estingly
Veil some sufferer of this book, or had merely put into words the convicCompounded, Solely, By I
better still, write Dr. Shoop, Racine, tion of a large and increasing body of
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
.Wis., for the book and free test sam- Americans that the peace movement
ples. Send no money. Just join with contains an element promising early,
OF NEW MEXICO.
Dr. Shoop and give some sufferer a practical results. It must be admitCentral
New Mexico
pleasant surprise. Stripling, Burrows ted that on one question that of ar& Co.
maments our people, like other peoples, are widely divided in opinion,
and the present great agitation
IKK
against further increase in the navy
seems lost In the race for naval suUnfortunate as it is, the
premacy.
public is generally unmoved by both
ethical and economic
arguments
against great armaments, and anything like general agreement, appears
to be far in the future.
But apart, from this, the peoples of
the world are coming into close accord on the question of international
feelarbitration. There is
armaments
after
all,
may be,
ing that
and that
only results, not causes,
through upright diplomacy, supplemented by arbitration as mads possible by past and future Hague conferences and tribunals, there may
eventually come about an international condition "that will 'atrophy excessive armament by making its unf
"If you are interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3, passnecessary.
From this point of view, recent
enger 'oadster, do not buy a car until you have inspected our
events are decidedly hopeful. A net!)UI) Models.
The wonderful performances of this car over New
treatwork of more than seventy-liv- e
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car yon should
ies of arbitration, including the two
buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying three
score negotiated by Mr. Root for the
passengers and 200 pounds luggage.
United States, bind twenty-fivgreat
Los Ccrrillos and return over mountain roads 52 miles on high
nations to reserve all save their more
vital differences from armed strife.
gear, 2 hours and 3 minutes.
On May 1st the Hague Tribunal meets
Climbing Fort Marey and Tesuque Hill on high gear.
to decide the Casa Blanca controversy
between Germany and France, after
EARL
Demos
For
tration
MAYS,
FORD AGENCY
which it is soon to take up the New102 E. Palace Ave.
call Upon
foundland" Fisheries case, by the subSanta Fe, N. M.
mission of which this country and
England terminate a century of dispute. Other cases are said to await
it in pending claims of the United
States against Venezuela arbitration
I
of which, refused by Castro, has been
granted by President Gomez. These
OF .
three cases will not. only renew public
interest in the Tribunal, but will
doubtless stimulate international ac
tivity in giving life to the proposed
new court of Arbitral Justice.
N.
MEX.
MESILLA PARK,
Nor should we pass unnoticed such
events as the convention creating a
ly school whose aim is to prepare young men and women joint high commission to finally deter
the
mine our Canadian boundary;
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
shown by the world, par
ticulatiy the United States, in not us
11 College courses are ottered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
ing justifiable force against the late
Household EcoO'vil and Electrical , Engineering and
Castro government in Venezuela ; the
three conventions among great Eu
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculropean powers neutralizing Norway
and agreeing to respect each others'
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
territory on the North and Baltic
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
Seas; the exchange of notes between
Japan and the United States relating
for self support.
to the Far East ; the fact that the Cen
American republics, despite cur
tral
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
rent rumors, have not yet violated
their agreement of 1907 to refer all
their differences to the court of their
own
creation and that the court has
N.
Mex.
Agricultural College,
actually settled two cases; and particularly is it well to consider how
many years ago the Balkan crisis
could ' have been thrust into world
politics without a war. These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
The civilized world is at peace and
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters there is no question that rulers and
a
Cliff Dwellings,
west has been thoroughly ; tested by the statesmen fwl the pressure of a senmiraculous cures attested to In the timent a world conscience - if . we
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- please-th- at
makes it, increasingly
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's harder for
nation to break that
any
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic peace 'by" war while other means of
Grande Railroad, trom which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
settlement are at hand. The influ
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Com- ence of the
is
"
Hague Conference
The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and baththe
abroad;
opened
they
opportunities
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50 In the way of mediation, commissions
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver of
and arbitration (which may
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for- - Santa Fe train nowinquiry
be sought by either disputant)
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. - This resort is attracweigh powerfully against any spirit
ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is
open all of milillari8m.
It' tis not impossible1,
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter.
for Ojo Caliente but it is very
Passengers
unlikely,.that war will
from consumption, cancer, and o'ther can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
ever again be waged over any but
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
really vital issues. It remains to so
"These watera contain 1,626.24 grains same
day. For further particulars strengthen public sentiment and to
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address;
so improve the machinery of arbitration that many questions now consid
ered vital" may eventually be referred
Oj)
County .N Al with confidence to peaceful adjudica
Remember the name
take no other.
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tion. Along this line the more conservative peace societies are bending
their energies; and the very fact that
the great National Peace Congress
about to meet in Chicago is to be presided over by the United States Secretary of War has in its not a tinge of
humor, but a striking proof of the
practical trend of the movement.
While the distinctive arbitration
movement has come particularly Into
public notice since the first Hague
Conference, two powerful agencies
precede that great Rat lifting. Beginning in ISSfl, the Interparliamentary
Union, that great body of the world's
now numbering more than

f

New Mexico Military Institute

Q

2,500,

Superintendent
LfcJ

f

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen'years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

their engagements

permit

are:

Hon. James Bryce, British Ambassador; Count Von Bernstorff, German
Mr. Nabuco, Brazilian
Ambassador;
'Ambassador; Hon. William 1. Buchanan of Buffalo, Hon. David R. Fran
cis of St. Louis, and President Judson
of the University of Chicago.
Among other who will attend are:
Dr. Andrew D. White, Hon. J. M.
Ganiboa of the Mexican Senate, Rev.
V. A. Costabel, Italy; Judge Karl Von
Lewinski of Germany, Dr. Halvidan
Koht of the Nobel Institute, U. S.
Commissioner of Education Brown,
Dr. Francis E. Clark of Boston, Hon.
James Breck Perkins, M. C; the
Mexican, Japnese, Netherlands and
Brazilian Consuls Generals in New
York; Rear Admiral Merrell, U. S. X.;
College Presidents Thwing of Western Reserve, MacCracken of New
and
York, Garfield of Williams
Stryker of Hamilton; Judge Weakley
and Bellon Gilreath of Birmingham,
Henry C. White of Georgia, Joseph E.
Willard and R. S. Turk of Virginia,
Jones of Minneapolis, Justice Moore of Michigan, Henry Van
Kleeck of Denver, Joseph Shippen of
Seattle, Lyman Abbott of the Outlook
and 'Albert E. Hoyt of the Albany
Argus,
H. C.

PHILLIPS.

For Constipation.
Mr. L. II. Farnliain, a prominent
diuggist of Spirit Lake, Iowa, says:
'Chamberlain's Stomach and Li"er
Tablets are certainly the best thing
en "the market for constipation.'" Give
these tablets a trial. You are certain
to find them agreeable and pleasant
it: effect.
Price, 26 cents. Samples
free. For sale by all druggists.

LANDLORDS HELD
RESPONSIBLE
1

Will Be Haled In Court at Pueblo for
Leasing Houses to Women of
III Repute,

numbers.

IE

19-2-

if

MEXICO.

spot of the West lit an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
ittio rain or snow during session.
Eleven Ofllccrs.and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respocts.
REGENTS E. A. CaLoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and V
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
i .'dress.
COL. I At. W. WILLION,

s

s believed to have had a considerable influence in the calling of
the first Hague Conference; and It. Is
certain that the Union was the Inciting cause that led President Roosevelt
to initiate steps for the second Hague
Conference. The influence of the Interparliamentary Union for peace can
hardly be overestimated, Yet, as its
meetings are only occasionally held in
this country, Americans are perhaps
more familiar with the other agency,
the Lake Mohonk Conference on In- ternational Arbitration, founded in
'1S95 by Mr. Albert K. Smiley who
still entertains as his personal guests
at his picturesque summer home in
'southeastern New York those who atFrom a
tend the annual meetings.
small beginning, this Conference has
grown until its meetings call out some
three hundred distinguished persons,
Americans and foreigners, represen-- .
tative of all classes, of widely differing views on national policies and
national armaments, but united in
support of international arbitration.
Nearly two hundred business organizations and about half the colleges of
with the con- the country
in
Terence
promoting this object.
annual conference
The fifteenth
'meets this year, May
with President Nicholas Mvrray Butler of CoThe
lumbia University as chairman.
'program includes as speakers, among
others, Senor Don F. L. de la Barra,
Mexican Ambassador; the Chinese
Minister, Dr. Wu Ting Fang; the Bolivian and Costa Rican Ministers;
the Dean of Worcester, England;
Hon. Alfred Mosely of Ixindon, Chief
Justice Maclaren of Ontario,
Montague of Virginia, Governor
Ansel of South Carolina, Hon. RichHon.
ard Bartholdt of Missouri,
j Frank "Plumley
of Vermont, President
Faunce of Brown University, Presi- '
dent Flnley of New York City College,
Bishop McVickar of Rhode Island,
and Hon. William McCarroli of New
York.
Other eminent men who will speak

NEW

ROSWELL,

"The Weil Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLAbS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Ilealthlcts location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
u the beautiful Pecos Valley
the garden

SCHOOLS:

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,

Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

ERSITY

UIsTI

at reasonable ratesi
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo tk Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
--

TO-

Parts of the World.

All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH . &: ;

J. D. BARNES.

527 San

Mil

aoii

Francisco

no

Aoent

Street

wares

Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

GREAT SLAUGHTER
FROM
NOW

EVERYTHING
IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS

SUCH AS

CLOSE

Ladies' Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men's Youths
and Boys Soils etc.

OUT

will

UNTIL

;k

sold hklow cost

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

PLEASE
CALL
AND

CONVINCE
YOURSELF

DRY GOODS

Pueblo, Colo.. April 24.- - As a result
of over sixty women from t he red light
district being haled into police court,
it is expected that sensational arrests
For anything and everything appertaining to
will be made. The women before bethe-Necall
Mexican Printing Company.
on
ing fined were renuired to cive the
names of their landlords and it is said
that names of men high in business,
social and church circles were dis
closed, j. According to recent, statements of the new officers, arrests of
these men will likely .follow. The
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
women were ordered to leave the city.

CO.

Printug or Binding

COAL AND WOOD

People past middle life usually have
some kidney or bladder disorder that
saps the vitality, which is naturally
lower in old age.
Foley's Kidney
Remedy corrects urinary troubles,
stimulates the kidneys, and restores
strength and vigor. It cures uric acid
troubles by strengthening the kidneys
so they will strain out the uric acid
that settles in the muscles and Joints
causing rheumatism. Sold by all

druggists. '

$4,50 per ton
5.25
6.00

Screened Raton Lump
k'

Monero

'

Cerrillos"
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

dL

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Near

A.

T A 3. P. Depot

Phona No.

85, Offloe Garfield

Ateaaa,
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so
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Mexico
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sain an idea of their financial status 000,000.
sub
financial only in rare emergencies, when a
Amagnificent
ta Fe.
the banking line, and aims to extend to them ek liberal
stateand to assist in drafting the
indeed, especially when it is stantial grievance exists and must be
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
Attest:
showing
to
treatment in all respect, as is consistent with safety and
hood bill, especially in reference
that up to twelve years taken note of."
Clerk.
considered
(Seal)
territorfor
the
been
proposed land grants
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
ago, the territorial finances had
A HeallngSaive
for Burns, Chapped
ial institutions and the payment of
Democratic
CEASE.
NEVER
WILLL
WONDERS
rent. The patronage of the public is respsctfully solicited.
woefully mismanaged by
Hands and Sore Nipples
rethe debt.
Inter-Oceaassessment
that
says:
The
j
Chicago
administrations,
As a healing salve tor burns, sores,
. ,i
New Mexico can make a better turns were low and the credit of the
"The Democratic Senators held a snre ninnies anai cnanpea.i i.nanus
Arizona,
than
a
as
the
on
about
to
Territory
its
conference
very
shaken
showing
Friday
long
Salve is most excelChamberlain's
Territory
as far as bonded indebtedness is contariff bill and what they should do lent. It allays the pain of a burn
alcerned, but not in assessment,
with it. They are said to have con- almost instantly, and unless the in- is
cluded that they couldn't do anything u ry is very severe, heals the parts
though New Mexico's valuation
FORESTRY IN THE EAST.
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zona valuation and at the present
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for the
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New
reathat
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millions of dollars for reclamation Democratic tariff policy, gave
Department of the Interior,
were in such excellent and splendid works and other millions to preserve son in this outburst of refreshing
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
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states
begin
April 5, 1909.
the forests. Eastern
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that Celes- "'Tariff
is
Notice
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hereby
territorial six per cent bonds did not at their own exnense. Vermont has existence- so far as the Democratic tino Gonzales of Cowles, N. M., who,
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ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAWIN6
tax collections averaging less than ern taxpayers are spared this burden.
"These words may well be regarded. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
bonded
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Elks' Hall.
Telethon 142. Night 152 Hou(.
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lars, although
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most doubled and tax collections are fault with the West and accuse its is that, whenever it was tried, it at 10th day of June, 1909.
reClaimant names as witnesses:
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not
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its bonded
parts of the Far West. There is no the second Cleveland administration; ery for constipation and liver trou
administwelve years of Republican
denying that, this destruction has been to the enrichment of the money ble.'" Foley's Orino Laxative is best
trations have demonstrated their enormous and that much of it could sharks and to the impoverishing of for women and
children, as it is mild,
financial ability, their economy,
''
have been prevented; but how many the people. Even at this late day it pleasant an deffective. and is a splen
MexNew
New
have
placed
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and especially New England, is consoling to see the Democratic aid simne medicine, as it cleanses
Eastern,
ico's credit way above par. Governor critics of the AVest have given thought leaders, saying that "We might just the system and clears the complexion.
assessfor instance, as well write protection into our next Sold hy all "vugglsts.
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the to the fact that Maine,
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Department of the Interior,
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HOTEL
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THE SICK

DR. DIAZ
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PAUL P. LACASSAQNE

CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER

SATURDAY,. APRIL

W. S. DAVIS

24,

TIIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. II.

1909.

N.

Pret!dnt,

A

PERRY, Vice President

R SOCIAL

$50,000.
STATES

TRUST GO.

1

SANTA FE, N. M.

,

are guests at the Palace, having

YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.
DIRECTORS

J

N. B, LAUGLING
A. J. GREEN

N.A.PERRY
C. H. BOWLOS

R- -

W.S.DAVIS

H.HANNA.

We Can Furnish Your House In
FUNITURE OF ALL KINDS

pgr)

BRUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER

RUGS AND

TAPESTRIES,

or

CARPETS

DAVENPORTS OF LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

AND

REPAIR

FURNITURE.

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.

Full

Phone

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone
No. 10

ALSO NECKWEAR
"

No. 10

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co
of the Southwest
--

A IW

tanta Fe,

Catron

N. M.

Block

NEW LACE CURTAINS
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL

ASSORT-MEN- T

OF FOREIGN AND DOMES
TIC MAKES EVER SHOWN AT

SEE US
8,

FOLLOW HIM
It will pay YOU to pro
tcet your property in like
manner. A policy in a good
company is what you want.
Ask us.
M. KIN SELL

249

San Francisco St

-

I

LOCK

hi. iw

oi Bindina

ISN'T IT SINGULAR

mnMl1ofrt Prniflflntinn f
lbitinniii
on May 7, 8 and 9, he having accepted the invitation of Father A. M.
Mandalari.
Bishop J. B. Pitival will
officiate at the dedication.
The Fifteen club met Friday afternoon with Miss Massie. The program
consisted of quotations from living
authors; an original story "Following the Trail," by Mrs. Thomas; a
reading by Mrs. Boyle, "On the Trail
of the Ghost," and current events.
The club will meet April 30 with Mrs.
Palen.

(Continued

On

raper, Alabastine, Muresco Harness and Saddlery,
ana uamp equipment, rumps, Pipe and
Fittings, RoofiDg, Spoutmg.
i.enis

We do

Plumbing, Roofing Spouting, Tinwork;
Stove aud Range Repairing and General Jobbing
Leave Your Orders for Screen Doors and Windows
Painting and Paparing We have tbe Goods and we
send a competent workmau to do the job Home
Men. whom you know.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Phone No 83.

Mail Order Solicited.

Page Eight.)

GRAMMAR LESSONS
Given Either in
SPANISH OR GERMAN-RAYMO-

ND

Naacke

FRESH EGGS

MILK

HOUSE

GREATLY AMUSES

THE

equivalent!
A New York publisher is circularizing people and wants to sell
stock in his company. Among investments that he gives as very
risky is mining, but if you want any of his stock its a singular
fact that he wants a mining product in payment Gold Coin or
'
its equivalent!
statements
few
who
make
the
that
never
Probably
mining
people
pays have read the statistics that show that the Gold and Silver
mines of the United States pay more dividends than the banks, and
the copper mines pay more than the railroads, but if you have a
payment to make to them they want a mining productM5old Coin
or its equivalent!
Further," when a man wants to express the fact that a business
is superlatively good he says : "It's as good as a Gold Mine;" There
i nothing as good as a Gold Mine. or rather its product, and if
you doubt it look back to the fall of 1907, when banks and business.
Rouses were failing for lack of Gold
Gold Dredging is the best and safest kind of mining.

Catarrh Cannot

;

;

--

!

-

.

'

MRS. L. A. HARVEY,

Santa FeN, M.

SUPPLIES

?

Clam Juica
Sardines

Be Cured.

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take Internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a
quack medicine. It was prescribed by
one of the best physicians
in this
country for years and is a regular pre
scription. It is composed of the best
tonics known, combined with the best
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combina
tion of the two ingredients is what
results in
produces such wonderful

curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Toledo, O.
t
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

to
$10.00
SAME
$300.00
PRICE EVERY-WHER-

FROM

CHILDREN

AND AN EDUCATOR

E

FOR OLDER HEADS
OF

THE

save
charges.

aud

FAMILY

Buy here

express

the REAL VICTOR

V

hy that is the real thing you can't tell it
from the actual human voice; That's what
people say every day, upon hearing the
NEW VICTOR PHONOGRAPH that is now beiDg
shown at
RACKET STORE" And when their
amazement is over they further exclaim

"what an improvement over

the original old machines,

WHY THAT IS SIMPLY WONDERFUL"

It is now

possible to bring the greatest singers of
the age, the grand opera, theatre or vaudeville stage
to your center table, j

he Racket Storfl
T
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
THE

ONK

IP

PRICK STORE

NEW MUSIC
ARRIVING EVERY
WEEK

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
Printing Company.

call on the New Mexican

tll E A L

'm

!

PRICES RANGE

For Lenten

.

.

Hrrine

That a man who will talk all day to tell you that mining is a fake,
that no one ever made money in mining, etc., when it comes to a
business matter always wants his pay in a mining product Gold
Coin or its equivalent
.
That a man in, the banking business will tell you how risky mining is and how many have lost money in it, regardless of the fact
that there has been more money lost in the banking business in the
past two years than in mining in the past twenty, yet when you
' have a note to meet wants a
mining product Gold Coin or its

tan

We Sell China. Glass, and O llppnswn.ru. rviirnitnre
Paints, Oils, Colors, Glass, Wall Finish and Wall

A

SOME

For ujthing ud every&ing Appertaining to Printia
tall on the New Mexican Printing Company...

la.

No poultry fence made equals it. We have a large
stock, its reasonable, and WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

SUGGESTIONS

'

Vol' MuNKY.

EUffl.

Hi HE SCO.

wheel

VK CAN' SAVK

UNION

3

OPERA

BERGERE. Manager for Pew Mexico

Unexcelled for quality.
Unequalled for price.

Is the fellow who protects
his savings with a good Fire
Insurance policy. He feels
secure when his buildings
8,re curling up in smoke'.

CREAM

Denver Colorado.

mmwm

Who Looks Ahead

GEO,

f

For the town' lot or the
thousand acre ranch hose,
rakes, forks, spades, garden cultivators, orchard
harrows, double shovels,
plows (pony to the tioest 14
inch steel beam) 60 tooth
harrows, planters cultivators discs.
Tie CeletaM i?er? Line

Mrs. F, C. Wilson and children of Nusbaums Washington Ave.
Johnson street,will leave Thursday for
or care New Mexican
a lengthy visit with relatives in Chicago, Washington, Virginia and Maryland.
Mrs. William Haydn, nee Irene
of Cimarron, Colfax county, arrived last evening for a visit with
&
her parents, Captain and Mrs. H. S.
DuVal.
Telephone No UU Red
Thomas P. Gable, game and fish
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
warden returned at noon today from
Clovis and other points in eastern
New Mexico where he had gone on
business.
H. W. Kelly of Hodges and C. F. Le- A. M. DETTELBACH, Mgr.
Clare, of Albuquerque, tie inspectors
for the Santa Barbara Tie and Pole
Every Evening 7:30 and 8:45.
3:30 p. m.
Company, are in town today. They Saturday Matinee
are quartered at u.e Palace.
Moving Pictures,
Hon. Charles A. Spiess and son
Illustrated Songs,
Waldo have returned from Raton to
Only Licensed Films Shown
10 and 20 cents
Las Vegas, but Mrs. Spiess re- Admission
mains in the Gate City for the presMatinee, Children 5 cents.
ent, a guest of Mrs. Jan Van Houten.
M. N. Meixell,
Evening Show ?t 7:30 and 8:30.
manager of the
Farmers' Development Company, with
headquarters at Miami, near Springer,
Colfax county, is in Santa Fe today
on business, ith Territorial Engineer
Vernon L. Sullivan.
Mr. and Mrs.JL J. D'Arcy and child
are here from Albuquerque.
Mr.
D'Arcy will relieve Mrs. H. W.
THE LEADING
Warner, as operator of the Postal
Telegraph office in this city, while
Mrs. Warner goes on a vacation to
California.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Essinger left
this morning for El Paso where they
will meet their daughter, Miss Irene
Essinger. iMrs. Essinger and daugh
ter will leave for the City of Mexico
to spend the summer, Mr. Essinger
returning to. Santa Fe.
B. Pain and daughMr. and Mr&'-pftter, Miss H$ie Pain, parents and
sister of Mrs. ifiax. rrost, arrived
Smoked Halibut
last evening "frdlfa Kansas City, and
will spend the,uipmer as the; guests
Whale Codfish,
of Cclonel an4, Mrs. Frost oh East
Salt Mackerel
v
PalaceL(avenue,
Holland
Mrs. C, E. Wllv who has been- - sufKippered Herring
fering from a nervous breakdown the
Rolled Herricg with Pickles
past six weeks, will leave tonight for
Spiced Herring
Los Angeles, California, in the hope
that a lower altitude will benefit her
AMERICAN CREAM ' I
health, Mr. Doll returned from a busiROQUEFORT & IMPORTness trip to accompany her to Califor
ED SWISS CHEESE
nia.
Governor Curry will attend the dedication exercises of the new church
Salmon
edifice of the Congregation of the Im- Du-Va- l,

swMsl

Man

-- The

.

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance

AT

CORNER PLAZA

Lo-se-

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

"
i

MISS A MUG LEE.

SOUTHEAST

ar-

rived in Santa Fe on last night's train.
Miss Elizabeth Willy, teacher at Albuquerque, is in Santa Fe for a few
days. She is a guest at the Sani'
tarium.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Aldredge
and daughter of Springer, are visiting
Thomas Hayward and family at Las
Vegas.
Mrs. F. E. Nuding returned last
evening from a visit to her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hahn at Albuquerque.
Mrs. F. W. Clancy accompanied her
husband, Attorney General Frank W.
Clancy, to Santa Fe from Albuquerque, this week.
Judge Henry L. Waldo, after spending some time at his headquarters at
Las Vegas, has returned to his home
at Kansas City, Missouri.
Thomas S. Hubbell, deputy coal on inspector, was an arrival on last evening's train. He is
here on political business. He will
leave tonight for El Paso, Texas
Mrs. E. D. Raynolds of Las Vegas,
entertained at bridge on Tuesday afternoon,
Miss
to
complimentary
Thompson, a guest of Mrs. C. S.

IMPLEMENTS

MILLINERY

OP

Dr. R. A. Morley, who figured in a
recent big real estate deal, has returned to Las Vegas from Chicago.
E. E.'Van Horn, inspector for the
territorial Cattle Sanitary Board, has
returned froin an official trip to Taos.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the territorial mounted police, will leave this
evening on a business trip to Roswell.
Ray A. Hunt and wife of Chicago,

that takes
bK POSIT, your mouey with the bank
want yoiH
We
times.
all
at.
cure of its curtpmers
wl! re,Pne
business with the assurance that you
slhee Decour
business
of
The
growth
treatment.
fair
e
us,
In
Come
tow
own
story
ember tells Its
are at your service,
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HUES

Assortment

Attorney Frank Springer has returned to Las Vegas from a business
visit to Raton and Cimarron.
J. D. Muligan, an undertaker of
Leadville, Colorado, is in Santa Fe on
business.. He is at the Palace.
Mrs. Peyton Gordon and daughter
of Washington, D. C, today took up
their residence at the Sanitarium.

1

BANK AND

j THE

H. P. Bardshar, internal revenue
collector, has gone to Albuquerque on
business.
A. C. Rlnglaiid,
of Albuquerque,
district forester, is in Santa Fe on
official business.
Colonel E. C. Abbott, district attorney, has gone to Denver on important legal business.

Capital Stock

UNITED

AND PERSONAL

Cashier

C. H. BOWLDS,

FIVE
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Clams

Lobsters
N Salsa Pura
Shrimp
Soft Shelled Crabs
N Deviled Crabs
Crab, Meat
E Chile and Beans
Anchovie Paste
D Mackerel in tomato
sauce

Shedded cctL'ish

I. S.

MB
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bargains
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and
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Two very choice lots on Don Oaspar Ave. neBr Capitol j
14 acre fruit ranch, one mile Iroro Pliua
40 acre fruit & alfalfa ranch, six room house, Ave miles from Plaza,
175 acre ranch 25 acre in fruit, six room house, Ave miles from Plaza.

Fox Xaaferiaatioja,

a.i Prle

O. C WAT30N

Pabst

.

y

,

to

COMPANY

REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE

Drink

,

TATE

AGENTS

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

3
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flew Mexico Central Railroad; Time Table.
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Paris, April 24 The personal effects of A. Halt McKee of Pittsburg,
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ample of the wardrobe
Tickets to all parts of the world, 'ullman berths reserved. Exclusive American. The clothing includes 22
innumerable shirts, silk
tgency for all ccean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various colored vests,
of pairs of
hundreds
railroad and steamship lines, contain ng valuable Information to travelers, underwear,
cravats and
of
numbers
large
gloves,
free upon application.
suits of every color
handkerchiefs,
markets.
ant"
Vestern
and
all
service
to
from
Eastern
freight
for every occasion and a collection of
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MILKS

1

NO.

Altitude

2

HEALTH GARMENT
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
A

.

LYNG.

Entrees:

Desert:
Lemon and Mince Pie.
Vanilla Ice Cream.

"ir
ir

Si Louis
Pacific

Company.

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
NO.

Miles from
Dei Moines
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Connects with E, P. & S. W. Ry. train No.
M., 6:15 p. m.
Connects with E. P. & 8. W. Ry. train No.
j
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ing carriage.
NULIFE does its work while you do yours it s one
of the greatest health producing garments ever invente- dfill out the attached coupon order today,
) AA
4V
price, postpaid to any address

W

MAY CO.

ra.
m.

Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Elizabethtown,
Ouesta, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

RATON,

N-

-

W. A. GORMAN.
J, van HOUTEN;
Ores, and Gen Mgr- Gen- Pass- Agent
RATON. N.

JVt.

JW

tyisTifTFTIFO

-

RATON,

N, M,

I

TllAVELING

EAST

- WEST

TRAVEL VIA

New Mexico Central
and

E. P. & S. W.
CLOSE CONNECTIONS
FAST SCHEDULES
El Paso, Texas,

Direc

NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.
Know all men by these presents,
that we, the undersigned, being desirous of forming a corporation under
and by virtue of the laws of the Territory of New Mexico, hereby certify:
I. The name of this corporation
shall be New Mexico Exploration
Syndicate.
II. The principal office shall be
maintained in Santa Fe, New Mexico
and the agent in charge thereof upon
whom processes may be served la
James L. Seligman.
III. The purpose for which this
corporation is formed are to acquire
by purchase, lease, option or in any
other lawful manner control of properties of all kinds, whether going concerns or otherwise, with the object of
operating or disposing of such properties in the manner and upon terms
that may be deemed advisable by the
board of directors.
IV. The authorized capital stock
shall be forty thousand dollars
divided into 400 shares having
a par value of One Hundred Dollars
($100.00)
each, which when issued
shall be full paid and
The amount of capital with which the
corporation shall begin business will
be two thousand dollars ($2,000.00).
V. The number of directors shall
be five; and the names of those who
are to act as such for the first three
months are M. A. Otero, L. A. Hughes,
J. L. Seligman and J. W. Raynolds, all
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and H, A.
Judd, of London, Egland.
Witness our hands and seals this
29th day of March, 1909, as incorporators and subscribers to the number
of shares set opposite our names.
(SIGNED):
M. A. OTERO, 4 shares.
L. A. HUGHES, 4 shares.
JAMES L. SELIGMAN, 4 shares.
J. W. RAYNOLDS, 4 shares.
HENRY A. JUDD, 4 shares.
Territory of New Mexico, )

)ss:

TO
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
.j. Denver Colorado Springs a ad Pueblo
is Via the

DENVER

&

I

GRANDE

WAV

Lffni

Through the f;rtile San Luis', valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, train service, descrip-tiv- e
literature, etc. call on or address.
S K. HOOPER, G. P.
Denver, Colo.

& T.

A.

F. H. cTHcBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

,

9

A ff

e

A"

These tickets accepted in tourist
sleepers on payment of Pullman

thereof Wyatt. Denver; J. H. Lauck, Denver;

with the

N. N. Michell, Miami;

T. Jones, Bos'

stopovers.

Ever
Eat an Orange?
Did you ever have as many as
you wanted? Refreshing, weren't
they? The real good ones came
irbm California. That flavor come
from picking the fruit when ripe.

During the spring every one would Fast
orange trains did the rest.
be benefited by taking Foley's Kidney I
Remedy. It furnishes a needed tonic Orange culture is a profitable
to the kidneys after the extra strain venture. Why not go to Caliof winter, and it purifies the blood by
fornia now and investigate?
stimulating the kidneys, and causing
For full information about the trip
them to eliminate the impurities from
It Foley's' Kidney Remedy imparts stopovers, and tickets apply to
new life and vigor. Pleasant to take.
H. S. LUTZ
Sold by all druggists.

Eppich, Lowell, Arizona.
Coronado.
John Kerr, Los Cerrillos; A. G. Gas- sett, Embudo; J. S. Mack, Sacra-- j
mento, Calif.; W. M. Hall, Big Spring, PROTEST AGAINST
(
Mo.; H. O. Scott, Tuscon.
WHITE SLAVE TRADE
of
reader
this
Any lady
paper will,
"
receive, on request, a clever
Coffee Strainer Coupon privi- Catholic Prelates Arrayed Against
Continued Tolerance of Iniquilege, from Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
tous and Immoral Practice.
It, is silver-platevery pretty, and
Washington, April 24. Suppression
positively prevents all dripping of tea
or coffee. The doctor sends it, with of the "white slave" traffic was one
his new free book on "Health Ceffee" of the topics of chief interest dissimply to introduce this clever sub- cussed at the annual meeting of the
stitute for real coffee. Dr. SIiood's archbishops of the Roman Catholic
Health Coffee is cainine- its errnt nnn. church
The archbishops voicing the senti-tastularity because of: first, its exquisite
nients
of tne church in the United
and flavor; second, its absolute
healthf ulness; third, its economy
States, unanimously agreed to lend
1
2
to the movement.
lb., 25c fourth, it convenience. their
No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling. The marriage laws recently proclaim"Made in a minute," says Dr. Shoop. ed by the Catholic church were also
Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant discussed.
Those present were: Cardinal GibCo.
surprise. Cartrigbt-Davi- s
Riordan of San
bons, Archbishop
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Francisco, California, Archbishop Ire(Forest Reserve. Not Coal Land.) land of St. Paul Archbishop Farley of
New Yortr; Former Attorney General
Department of the Interior,
(Charles Bonaparte,. Richard C. Ker- United States Land Office,
ens of St. Louis, and Very Rev. Thom
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10, 1909.
of the Catholic
Notice is hereby given that Lucian-it- a as Shahn,
Ribera, of Pecos, N. M., who on university.
March 11, 1904, made Homestead EnWe often wonder how any person
of S. W.
try No. 7843 for the S.
of N. E. 4 can be persuaded Into taking anything
of Section 27, S. E.
and N E.
of S. E.
of Section but Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs,
Do not be
colds and lung trouble.
28, Township 17 N., Range 12 E.,
fooled
into
"own
make" or
accepting
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
conother
The
substitutes.
genuine
r
to
intention
make final
proof, tains no harmful
in a
is
and
drugs
to establish claim to the land above
Sold by all
described, before the register and re- yellow package.
Eppich,

G.

Agent.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

"No-Drip-

'

e

j

($10,-000.0-

V. R. STILES
General Passenger Agent.

to almost any part of California
or the northwest, while to many
intermediate points the fare will
be no more than that.

''

j

(SEAL)

-

A

T

mum rate to be $1.50 for the fuel gas
and $1.75 for illuminating gas. The
company agrees to pay the city $250

HOTELjRRIVALS.

Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Palace.
John S. Cushley, Denver; A. C.
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
Forest Service; H. W.
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at 1 o'clock p. m on Kelly, Hodges, N. M.; C. FvLeClare,

of the

No. 2, 7:05 p. m.

-

for $25.00

A?
SJ

OF COMPARISON.

CERTIFICATE

same,
original
in Dawson, N.
now on file, and declare it to be a cor-

t

Superintendent

O

in
m.
m,
three years after the franchise is
m.
m.
granted, $350 the fourth year and $100
in.
Ring-landAn ordinance
annually thereafter.
m.
m,
the franchise was referred
granting
m. the 13th
The city
day of March, A. D. 1909, Albuquerque; Roy A. Hunt, Chicago; to the proper committee.
in.
m. articles of incorporation of New Mex- J. I). Mulligan, Leadville.
a franchise for a hydro-electri- c
granted
m. ico
Claire.
Syndicate No. 5SS3, and also, that
m.
lighting plant, which is in operaI have compared the following copy
N. A. Hardeman, St. Louis; Boyd tion with a street lighting contract.

Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
i, S. at Des Moines, E. P
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., Is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,

V- -

April 30, 1909.
Until then you can buy a

One Way
Colonist Ticket

A,

a

VUI1IUI11IU
is possible now and until

m

O

DENVER, COLO.
WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS

A

I to

a

1

THE

A Cheap Trip

r-

NULIFE is a thin, washable garment, weighing but a few
.
.
4
4
4
.14
r 44
r
.4
r.
,4
ounces, it manes you Dreatne to me iuu oeptn ot your Kings, au
the time. It is not a shoulder brace, but a scientific supporter of
the body. It straightens round shoulders, expands the chest from
two to six inches, and gives its wearer an erect command

j

E, J, DEDMAN,

i

YOU CANNOT THINK RIGHT

rect transcript therefrom and of the ton.
123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
whole thereof.
Normandie.
a.
m.
.l:55
Given under my hand and the Great
O. D. Gleason, Albuquerque; C. H.
van
N.
at
for
N.
M,
meets
NI.,
trains
4f "
Houten,
f Stage
Preston,
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, Ingraham, LLa Harpe; J. P Foree,
C, & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital Ojo Calienle; A S. Chaves, Galisteo;
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
on this 13th day of March, A. D. 1909. Desiderio Naranjo, Espanola; John
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.

n c- nnAPirni
pnurtnLi l

Co.

tlO 15 a.

47

-n
it nnren cm

l
um
iwu

NULIFE compels deep breathing and holds the spine and head erect,
giving the brain regular blood circulation and filling the brain cells with
pure blood at every heart beat.

The old fashioned way of dosing a
weak stomach, or stimulating the
heart or kidneys is all wrong. Dr.
Snoop first pointed out this error.
This is why his 'prescription Dr.
Snoop's Restorative is directed entirely to the cause of these ailments,
the weak inside or controlling nerves.
It isn't so difficult, says Dr. Shoop,
to strengthen a weak stomacv, heart
or kidneys, it one goes at it correctly.
Each inside organ has its controling
or inside nerve, When these nerves
fail then those organs must surely
lalter. These vital truths are leading druggists everywhere to dispense
and recommend Dr. Snoop's Restorative. Test it a few days, and see!
Improvement will promptly and surely
follow.
Sold by Stripling, Burrows &

k

ML

Rocky

walking sticks.

PASSENGER AGENT.

AND

'

Lamb Fricassee.
Vegetables:
Sweet Peas.
Mashed Spuds.

cst

J.P

Lettuce.

Soup:
Chicken a la Cream.
Boiled:
Beef, Horse Radish.
Roast:
K. C, Prime of Beef.
Chicken With Dressing.

Ton-anm-

CITY FREIGHT

24,

Relishes:
-

i a-- e
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1909.

SATURDAY,
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RKAD DOWN
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General Assembly
the

of

DENVER, COLO
MAY

20 TO JUNE

1

$21.10

and
limit Oct.

On Sale May 17th 18th

19th. Return
3 1st. 1909.

This rate will ftlso l usod f)r
Rummer Tourist business
June 1st. find on sale
dftlly after that date. ,
com-iiieiiei-

1-- 4

4

4

five-yea-

ALL THE WAY

ceiver of the U, S." Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M on June 7, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:

Cres-tln- o

Ribera, Pablo Gonzales, Toribio
Gonzales and Enriques Ribera, all of
Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
If you have backacli5and urinary
ti oubles you should take Foley's Kid-i,eRemedy to strengthen and build
up the kidneys so they will act properly, as a serious kidney trouble may
develop. Sold by all druggists-.

1909 MODELS AT

ALEXANDER'S GARAGE
"

1

)
County of Santa Fe,
I hereby certify that this Instrument was filed for record on the 8th
CITY FRANCHISE
day of April, A. D. 1909, at 9 o'clock
a. m., and was duly recorded in Book
IS VALUABLE
1 of the records of McR., page 251,
on this Sth day of April, A, D. 1909.
Laramie, Wyo., April 24. J. A.
Witness my hand and Seal of offlce
of Chicago has asked the City
Jones
"
GEO. W. ARMIJO.
Council for a
(SEAL)
gas franchise,
P. C. and Recorder, Santa Fe Co., N. M. the plant to cost $100,000, the tmaxi- -

1

''"

"jl

'

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRIBUTOR OF THE MITCHELL, MO-- J
LINE, McINTYRE and ZIMMERMAN 1909 Models AUTOMOBILES
and COMMERCIAL MOTOR CARS, in shaft or chain drive, in a
variety of prices and styles to suit anyone automobillcally inclined.
On the floors ot my garage Jn Santa Fe can be Been the different 1909 models in Touring, Roadster, Runabout and Commercial.
Motor Cars, suited to the wants of Doctors, Merchants, Stockmen
and Rancher, in prices ranging from $375 to $2,500, and horse-pow-

Becoming a mother should be a
source of joy, but the suffering
incident to the ordeal makes
anticipation one or areaa.
Mother's Friend is the only rem
edy which relieves women of
much of the pain of maternity;
this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, is not only made less painful, but danger is avoided by its use. ; Those who use this remedy are
no longer despondent or gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are overcome,
I M
TTSTSK
IT " mfy
Y"
and the system is prepared for
O
If
1
JI
the coming event. "It is worth
Y
V
in pold."
its weight
savj manv
....... . 1
'
who have used it.

Vy
INZlTrTvrTff qqits

yr

r-

m.

i

tl 00 per bottle. Ibxik ot mlnn to
all expectant luolliurti Dialled free.
Tk Brrifield ReguUter Co. , Atlutt, Cs,
"

,

f

fyJ
JOl Wl

,-

JC
Vn

mm
.

er

from 10 to 40.
These models were selected by me at the Chicago Automobile
Show as representing the best automobile values and best suited to
New Mexico road conditions, from an exhibit of more than eighty
types of cars.
Call or write for literature of the car Interested In; also ask for
a road demonstration of the car.
A full line of Auto Supplies and fully equipped Machine Shop
operated in connection 'with this garage.

)

..,

-

O. W. ALEXANDER
310 San Francisco

Street

8anta Fe,

N. M.

APRIL

SATURDAY,

1909.

24,
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WILL ARD; IEW MEXICO.
The Live Commercial

City

of the Estancia

BELEI.

.VaSief

N EW MEXICO.
LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY '

FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF WIL LARD destined to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico Was laid out in the fall of 1905. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, runninsr east and w0st fwu.
Chicago to ail California points and the NewMexicoCentralRauroad runmug
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection wim me Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
'men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.
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Tewn Let Free

To Encourage the Building of more Homes
in

BELEN,

we will give one adjoining lot

FREE to a purchaser of a residence lot.
This Opportunity is Extended

THE WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT I I THE

COMPANY

for a Limited Time Only

BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

EN TOWNSITE

WILLARD TOWNSITE

SE2
Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad aven;es and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with intfrest
at 8 per cent per annum payable
semi-annuall-

"

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A DUNLAVY,

Vice-Pre-

:

'.':

INFORMATION

APPLY

TO

:

:

C.J.

W.

II.

New Mexico.
UK

"So at God's command I'm ready-Re- ady
day and night,
Wearing as my badge of office
Just a ribbon white."
The membership contest ended
Tuesday the 20th, and the captains
new memreported again of eghty-sibers, over which the Santa Fe Union
is quite jubilant. We are now climb'
Ing toward the 200 mark. This gain
was made mostly within the three
last weeks of the contest, as previous
to that time there were only fourteen
x

members reported.
We have

thirty-ninhonorary memare not voting
who
or
bers,
gentlemen
but
members in this organization,
This
who have all other privileges.
e

.

leaves us with a fine working force
and if the Santa Fe Union does not
accomplish many wonderful things in
the next year or two we will be great:
;
ly disappointed.
The banquet to be given by the defeated side has not yet been announced as to time or place, but it

will be given some time in the near ing feet never grow weary or falter.
The vision of that fair day when the
Mrs. C. E. Anderson was captain of Prince of Peace shall reign on this
the winning side, and Mrs. I. Sparks Earth is ever before their eyes; the
about
of our dear, defeated sisters, whose invisible hosts camp 'round
is
their
and
Himself
Jehovah
husthem,
to
to
work
now
is
and
it
get
duty
tle to provide a sumptuous banquet only acknowledged leader.
Are they obscure, are they unfor 125 or 150 comrades.
The Woman's Christian Temper-an- known, are they few? He who has
Union is growing rapidly in num- eyes to see, may glimpse this white
bers and strength, not only in New line of workers winding and doubling
Mexico, but all over the whole world, over states, bridging rivers and seas,
mountain
fastnesses,
and is the largest woman's organiza- penetrating
tion in the world. All clubs that are stringing the Isles of the Sea on
are good, but we white thread, always sowing, sowing
for
strike a yet higher note, we work not the seed of a white life for all; the
for no
only for the good of self, but for the seed of universal love, which
which
would
a
harm
brother,
good of others; for the education and gain
clean
and
the
would
safe
make
paths
of
little
the
children; for
protection
which would profor
children's
feet,
the
for
of
mercy
home;
preservation
for man and helpless beast; for the tect and care for the lives of our
enforcement of all just laws, and the dumb friends so dependent on us, yet
repeal of all unjust ones and for th. such faithful servants and who have
been such factors in our civilization
uplift of all humanity.
Sowing seeds of
The white ribbon army is Iiere to and development.
love which would shield the
that
stay, its volunteers enlist for life.
birds of the air, the beasts of the field
They know not the meaning of "deall creatures made by God's hand,
feat." They believe in their cause, and
that the One Life lives in all,
they know their leader and their knowing
that
of the Father
and
the heart-bea- t
bugle never calls "retreat." If down
throbs in every living thing and that
today, they rise again tomorrow with
new courage and hope; their march- - you cannot harm "the least of these'
without an injury to all. When this
!
sowing shall have rooted and grown

future.

.

c

I

;
i

j

are sick, or suffering from any of the
troubles peculiar to women, don't delay take Car
n
and successful remedy for wodui, that
men. Thousands of women have used Cardui and
been benefited. Why not you? Don't take any
chances. Get Cardui, the old, reliable,
d
women
of all ages.
remedy, for
"WEen you
well-know-

oft-trie-

THE PRICES OF RESIDENCE LOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO $150.00 AND BUSINESS
LOTS FRO M $350.00 TO $500-00-

INFORMATION

of Company.

Willard,

The Lots embraced in this offer lie convenient
to the business sectien of the town and to the
Depot and other Railroad buildiDgs.

FOR MAPS
AND OTHER

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

:

There are absolutely no restrictions as to the
class of building one shall erect nor the kind of
business one shall engage in.

ADDRESS

The Belen Town
& Improvement Co

kindness, one little act of love that
we could carry into the "great beyond" as a justification for our having
lived. Money is necessary and money
is good, but not when bought with the
price of a human life or soul.
We do not believe that any saloon
man is proud of his business. We believe that in his soul he loathes it.
for he has a soul, crowd it down and
starve it as he will, and in quiet times
it rises up and reproaches him.
There is not a man in the business
that cannot make a good, honest living at something else.
There is plenty in the world for
every living being, plenty to warm,
and feed and clothe them all. God
hag not cursed mankind, it is man's
"inhumanity to man that works the
ruin and poverty and misery of the
race.
This world could be a Paradise tomorrow if only one law was kept, the
one that includes the whole, "Love
the Lord thy God with all thine heart
and thy neighbor as thyself."

Read the pain formula on the box
of Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your
doctor if there is a better one. Pain
means congestion, blood pressure
somewhere.
Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Tablets check head pains, womanly
to a harvest under the sunshine and
pains, pain anywhere. Try one, and
showers of God's own appointed sea- see! 20 for 25c. Sold by Stripling,
sons, then shall begin that glad day Burrows & Co.
of "Peace on Earth, good will to
men."
No one is so poor they cannot be- SERIOUS TROUBLES
long to this White Ribbon army, none
OF A BRIDEGROOM
so old or tired, but they can scatter
some seed, and how glad we will be Los
Angeles Oil Magnate Arrested at
in the time of reaping to have even
El Paso Upon Charges Preferred
a handful of golden grain to show
By His Brother-in-Lafrom out a life full of sowing o!
worthless weeds. The only gold we - El Paso,
April 24. Charges of havever keep, is that we give away; in
threatened to kill, issuing a frauding
all our getting for ourselves, the only ulent check and
carry concealed weapreal and lasting good we get is in the ons were
preferred
yesterday against
doing for others. To gain we must James G. Howard,
of a
first give; if there is aught we would fuel, oil and
gas concern of Los Anhold, we must first "let go." This Is geles,
following his marriage last
the old, old law of life, yet how slow
to Miss Ruth Albro, daughter
night
we are to learn it ;
of Rev. Addis Albro, former chaplain
How strange it seems, when we of the New York Senate and promstop to think, that any man would inent Methodist minister and author.
want to gain money or happiness or The charges were made by' the young
any desire by the misery, the unhap-pines- woman's brother, who asserts Howard
the want, the ruin of body and threatened to kill him after the wedsoul of his brothers. It seems mon- ding ceremony which it is said, was
strous, it seems Incredible that any without the knowledge of relatives.
such thing" could be. And still more Howard denies the charges.
-

It Wffl Help You

J40

Wffl. Tanzania Morcan.- - Sneedville. Tesn.. writes
"IV ten
with the turn of life, and tried many remedies
Tears I Buffered
1 . a
155
1
.11
T 1 -3
T
11
.l
oan
over

wltnoux reuei. i
my way ana at tunes i coma
pains au
not sit up. At last I took Cardui and now I can do my housework.
I have told many ladies about Cardui and recommend it to all sick
women." , Try it.
--

AT ALL DRUG STORES

-

s

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
traffic to the Coast has created a DEMAND
FOR HOUSES.

s,

monstrous and incredible is it that
men and women will stand idly by
and look on, and that men even legislate to protect men, thus preying on
his fellowman. '
And this gold, for which we are so
greedy, what a "Dead Sea Apple" it
is when we are ill and dying we would
barter - it all for." one little deed of

Foley's Honey and Tar Is a safeguard against serious results from
spring colds, which inflame the lungs
pnd develop into pneumonia.
Avoid
counterfeits by insisting upon having
the genuine Foley's Honey and Tar,
which contains no harmful drugs.
Sojd by all druggists.

Rheumatic Pains Relieved.
Mr. Thos. Stenton, postmaster of
Pontypool, Ont, writes: "For the past
eight years I suffered from rheumatic
pains, and during that time I used
many different liniments and remedies for the cure of rheumatism. Last
summer 1 procured a bottle of Chamberlain's Pain Balm and got more relief from it than anything I have ever
used, and cheerfully recommend this
liniment to all sufferer sfrom rheumatic pains." For sale by all

WAHTS
A few furnished rooms for
114 Cerrillos street.

rent

FOR SALE. Good
upright piano
nquire at Wagner Furniture company

store.

rooms
FOR RENT Three
housekeeping or for gentlemen.

for
In-

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

quire, New Mexican.
P1AXO TEACHER, also harmony,
counterpoint, analysis and history of
music. Address, Miss Frietzi Wagner,

Box 264.

AUTHORS seeking a publisher
should communicate with the Cochrane Publishing Company, 277 Tribune Building, New York City.
WANTED Man
in
experienced
Merchant Tailoring who can measure
correctly, to handle large line. Over
400 samples nobby spring styles.
Tichner & Jacobi, Rochester, N. Y.
WANTED A
successful
bank
cashier wishes to invest $5,000 or less
in an established enterprise where
his services would bring a salary of
12,500. Address, P. O. Box 273,
las, Texas.

CALIFORNIA

EXCURSIONS
j

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

Dal-- J

$35.20

I

I

WANTED Intelligent
man
or
woman to take territory and appoint

canvassers to sell our water filters,
exclusive territory, ana nice, prom-ablwork for the right party. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.

SAN FRANCISCO
j

$45.20

e

ONLY REAL TRADE SCHOOL IN

THE WORLD. Enrollment
Contract work being

200.

$20,-00-

done in
Plumbing,
Bricklaying,
Electricity.
Advanced students earn wages while
UNION
learning. Free catalogue.
TRADE SCHOOL AND CONTRACTING CO., 120 East Ninth, Los Angeles.

May 6 to 13

June 1 & 2
June 24 to July 10
July 27 to Aug. 6
Return liinit Oct 31.

1909

"

outWANTED Salesmen
living
side of Santa Fe to sell a general
line of high grade groceries to hotels,

farmers, stockmen and other large
consumers; our goods are guaranteed
to comply with the National as well
as all state
laws; no investment; commissions advanced; experience unnecessary; liberal income assured honest energetic men; the banner season is now. at hand; write today for particulars. John Sexton &
Co., Wholesale Grocers,
Lake and
Franklin streets, Chicago.
pure-foo- d

,

Stop-over- s

"Santa Fe

Allowed

V

FOR

INFORMATION,
RATES FOR DIVERSE
ROUTES,
etc., 'CALL ON OR ADDRESS

H. S. Lutz,
Agent,
Santa Fe,N. M.

try

SOCIAL
PHONE
NO. 92.

PHONE

NO. 92.

we are going to give you a few prices this
1 1
week that wil1 make the other fe!low sit up
Vvi
and take notice, Get your order in as early as possible, as
we had a hard time getting the goods out last Saturday.

a

44

12cts
Pot Roast
20
cts
Stake
Porterhouse
Sirloin Steak 17cts
15
cts
Roasts
Rolled
15
cts
Round Steak
land
This is Colorado Fed Beef the finest in the
8

cts

P O R K

Pork Shoulder Roasts
2
Spare Ribs
2 lbs 85cts
Pork Chops
We have one hundred head
to sell before hot weather
this price.
li'-'.ct- s

lbs-25c-

ts

2

Pork Sausage
Sets each
Pigs Feet
locts
Pork Ham Roast
of fine CORN FED hogs
or we could not make
lbs-25ct-

s

ON

m U T T

FINE WEATHER MUTTON AND THE PRICE IS RIGHT

VEAL

Fine MILK FED VEAL ask us for the price,
before you buy dont let some one else hold you up

VEGETABLE S
Celery
Young Onions
Spinach

Lettuce

Asparagus
Rhubarb
Beets

Radish
Turnips

And every thing else that is in season

STRAWBERRIES
THEY ARE COMING FINE NOW

2

for 35 cts

ORANGES

The 30 cts size 20 cts
The 50 cts size 40 cts
Grape Fruit 3 for 25 cts

I

The 40 cts, size 30 cts
Lemons 25 cts per doz

Tangerines 20 cts doz

APPLES

have the finest line of apples in town and are
selling them at Roman Beauty 10 cts per pound.
Ben Davis 5 lbs for 25 cts. Get our price by the
box on all kinds. We

EGGS

are a little overstocked on strictly fresh
eggs, and as wedont want to lose our reputation
for handling only fresh ones we are going to
make you a price that will move them. 1 doz
25 cts, 2 doz for 45 cts.
We

EVERY EGG GUARANTEED

HAYWARO'S

PHONE
NO. 92.

MARKET

From Page Five.)

ranch owner, arB. F. Pankey,
rived on the noon train from Lamy.
John J. Hawkins of Prescott, Arizona, is in the city, for the Masonic
festivities next week.
Captain J. S. Lea of Roswell, one of
the best known residents of the Pecos
Valley, was a noon arrival. He came
to Santa FFe to attend the Masonic
reunion next week.
at. RosJohn W. Poe, an
well, banker and businessman, who is
well known and esteemed throughout
the Southwest, is in Santa Fe to attend the Masonic reunion.
The following parties will tomorrow
take a horseback trip to Buckman's
and return:
Harry Pooler, B. M.
H.
A.
Brodhead, Miss M.
Thomas,
Duval
and Miss L.
E.
Miss
Boyle.
Grygla.
Benarthur, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Nathan Jaffa, is so far improved that
he is able to sit up, but the Jaffa
residence, :!97 East Palace avenue,
will be under quarantine for probably
a week more.
The national convention
of the
Daughters of the American Revolution at Washington, D. C, yesterday
approved the election of Mrs. L.
Bradford Prince to he territorial regent for New Mexico.
At Roswell, on Wednesday evening
of this week, Robert N. Hamilton, a
businessman, was married to Miss
Myrtle Aldrldge, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. L. Aldridge, Elder George
Fowler of the Christian church officiating.
On next Tuesday, at Columbia, Missouri, Roscoe C. Nisbet, son of Alexander J. Nisbet of Roswell, will be
married to Miss Lorene Shepherd,
with whom he became
acquainted
while attending the State University
at Columbia. The couple will reside
at Roswell.
Hon. Alfred Grunsfeld and family
of Albuquerque set sail today from
New York on the Kaiserin Augusta
Victoria for Germany, where they
will spend the summer.
They are
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Eisenman of Boston, and Mrs. Stone-hil- l
of New York, a sister of Mrs.
Grunsfeld.
C. H. Ingraham, former cashier of
the U. S. Bank and Trust Company,
this city, returned last night from El
Paso, Texas. After a short stay here
he will return to his home at La
Harpe, Illinois. Ingraham may posin the banking busisibly
ness either in New Mexico or in Colorado.
Jack Fall, son of Judge A. B. Fall,
will be married to Miss Holman, at
Fayetteville, Tennessee, on Tuesday,
April 27. Judge and Mrs. Fall, mis.
H. W. Fall, Misses Carolyn and Jouett
Fall and Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Chase
left El Paso this week in Judge Fall's
private car, Ahumada, for Fayetteville
to attend the wedding.
One of the pretty incidents of Governor Curry's visit to Las Cruces on
Monday of this week was a floral surprise given him by the Woman's Improvement Club of Las Cruces. While
the Governor was down town with
the crowd, they took possession of
his car and decorated it beautifully
with flowers picked from the gardens
of the members of the Improvement
Association.
Las Cruces was the
only place on the trip where there
seemed to be an abundance of flowers
thus early in the season.
old-tini-

IP
Boiling Beef

AND PERSONAL

(Continued

HAYWAED'S MARKET

PHONE
NO. 92.

MINOR CITY TOPICS
Denver, Colo., March 24.
New
forecast for
Mexico: Fair and warmer to- night. Generally fair Sunday
with stationary temperature.
X

Weather

4

No

CASH

6rocery
TRY

g

No.

4

Bakery

Setwise

THE
CASH

System

and see how much less you spend and how
much more you get for what you do spend

16
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lbs Sugar

Belle Spring Creamery Butter 2 Jbs for :
New Texas Cabbage per lb

Fresh Florida Tomatoes

2

lbs for

Bananas per doz
3 cans 'standard corn
3

bars sapolio

2

lbs Bar rington hall coffee

$1.00
.65
06
25
35
25
25

:

75
50

Oranges per doz 20 cts
'
The only complete liDe of
, .'
'
'H GROCERIES VEGETABLES and BAKERY
Fish every Friday
Products in the Citv
AND DONT FORGET that we handle all
kinds of hay, grain and feed

r

r;:::3l.'3.4.
3E

F. Andrews,

Try our ground alfalfa meal. Best
chicken feed or earth. Leo Hersch,
San Francisco Street.
Train Report All trains are on
time today.
FOR RENT Modern brick house.
Chapelle street. C. A. Bishop.
Concert Sunday Evening The new
city board will give a Sunday conceit
at 7:30 in the evening.
New Advertisement
No one should
overlook the new advertisement of
Nulife on another page of this issue.
Woman's Board of Trade The Woman's Board of Trade will meet on
Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the Library.
Gila Running High Report' comes
from Grant county that the Gila is
running high and is washing out irrigation canals and ditches.
Eddy County District Court AdjournsThe District Court being held
at Carlsbad by Judge W. H.' Pope, adjourned on Wednesday of this week.
Will Fight it Out Tomorrow afternoon on the grounds of St. Michael's
College the Swastikas baseball team
Will measure their strengtn with the
College team,
Bought Considerable Cattle A. J.
Garcia has just purchased eight carloads of cattle from the widow Pino
of Galisteo. The cattle have been
shipped to Colorado.
Grande Bank Full The Rio
,. Rio
Grande at El Paso la running bank
full and at the Leasburg Diversion
dam near Engle ia flooding the low
lands, discharging 5,000 second feet
of water.
Suit Julius
Leo Hersch Brings
Staab, attorney, yesterday filed com-

4.

vs.

APRIL

'

1909.

24,

r

the New Uexico Fuel and Iron

Compauy for $112, alleged to be due
on account.
Noon Arrivals at the Hotels Palace Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Nye, Washington, D. C; J. S. Lea, Roswell, John
W. Poe, Roswell; John J. Hawkins,
Prescott; L. Tiger, Rochester; C. H.

BDrJPMOSS

Ingraham, La Harpe, 111. Claire IV
F. Pankey, Lamy.
Gallegos Found Guilty The jury in
the district court at Albuquerque, after being out several hours, returned
a verdict of guilty against Nicolas
Gallegos, on the charge of assault
with a deadly weapon upon the person of Pedro Apodaca.
The G. A. R. Meeting A special
Post, Grand
meeting of Carleton
is
called to be
the
of
Republic,
Army
held at the post hall on Monday evening, April 27. Business of great imJ. R. McFie, Commander;
portance.
by E. F. Hobart, Adjutant.
Lost Horses Recovered J. E. Bell,
liveryman at Albuquerque, recovered
at Springer the team of horses and
buggy he had hired a week ago to J.
Parker has been taken
A. Parker.
into custody at Trinidad, Colorado,
and will be brought back to Albuquer

CREAPI

Made from

pare, grape cream of tartar

Makes home baking easy. Nothing
can be substituted for it in making,
quickly and perfectly, delicate hot
biscuit,
muffins, cake and
Insures
the
food
pastry.
against alum.
hot-bread-

s,

Putt, Healtfcftil, Reliable

que.
Special G. A. R. Rate On account
Mexico
New
of
Departthe
of the Grand
ment encampment
which
the
of
Republic
Army
at Alamogoido
will take place
on June 8 and 9, the Santa Fe Railway has made a special rate of one
fare for the round trip from all
points.
The Santa
Ball Game Tomorrow
Fe Baseball team will play a team
States Indusfrom
the United
afternoon
trie! School tomorrow
at the ball park at 2 o'clock.
Sunday a week the Santa Fe team
will go to Estancia and play there.
Announcement of an excursion rate
to Estancia on that day will be made

PRIOI

NOTE. If mixtures called baking powder are
offered you at lower price, remember
they are mostly made from alum, a
metallic acid deleterious to healt h.

POWDER OOk
CHICAGO

BAKING)

olent Society of Albuquerque and will
be given without cost by Colonel R.
E. Twitchell, who has lately lectured
on the same subject at Roswell, Las
Vegas, Deming and other points, he
being possessed, with a zeal to spread
more information on New Mexico's
history, especially among the younger

generations.
Of especial interest to Santa Fe Is
a drawing Colonel Twitchell has made
of the historic Old Palace as it was
in 184G. The sketch is on exhibition
in the rooms of the Historical Society
In the Old Palace. It was
drawn
from the statements made by
and from a sketch of Lachlin
Maclain in 184G. The sketch made by
Maclain shows a Mission Arch for
the portico, but it is a front view.
The pillars immediately in front of
the commanding general's headquarters, were enclosed wtih boards sawed
to represent an arch, but the supporting pillars were of large pine or
spruce logs with a corbeile at the top.
It will be oue of the fifty pictures,
many of them in colors, to be shown
at the Albuquerque lecture.

later.

The lowest
35 dewas
last
night
temperature
grees and the fruit crop is safe, after
a close shave. The maximum temperature in the shade yesterday was
The relative humidity at
52 degrees.
6 p. m. last evening was 39 per cent.
Fair and warmer weather are predicted for tonight and tomorrow.
New Mexico Central Changes LocationToday the ticket office and
other local departments of the New
Mexico Central Railroad were moved
to the Laughlin Building on the corner of Galisteo and San Francisco
streets. The ticket office will occupy
part of the lower floor formerly used WESTERN WOMEN
by the U. S. Bank and Trust ComJOIN PROTEST
pany. On the second floor a suite of
will
which
rooms has been engaged
be used for the auditing and other de- Do Not Want to Wear Domestic
Stockings and Insist That Duty
partments. The New Mexico Central
Be Taken Off Imported.
locawill have now, one of the finest
Spokane, Wash., April 24. Protions in Santa Fe.
testing against being forced to wear
Mexican Jumping Beans Some in- domestic
which they deterest is being created among passer- clare are stockings, and inferior
in
shapeless
on San Francisco street by an
s-by
grade, members of the Spokane Florexhibition of Mexican jumping beans al Association, headed
by Mrs. John
in the window of Candelario's curio W. Wilson,
joined the women of Chistore. The beans were just brought cago in a movement for reduced tarin by visiting Indians. The Indians iff rates on woman's apparel, urging
claim that these articles contain the: also a cut In the duty on raw and
spirits of Indians gone to the happy ' refined sugars. In a letter to United
hunting grounds. They connect many States Senator Wesley L. Jones, the
other mysterious tales with the beans, association filed
formal
protest
which while lying on a sheet of card against the proposed increase in the
board in the window, now and then tariff on stockings and gloves, urging
start to move of their own accord. the Senator to use his best offices
The movement sometimes is a gliding to obtain a reduction all along the
No line. The petition., which is to be
one, sometimes a quick jump.
matter where they are placed, their presented to the United States Senpeculiar behavior continues. When ate, says that while this is the greatcountry in the
placed in the hand, the beans jump est
about in a seemingly
inexplicable world, "our exports of jams and jellies are comparatively small, as we
manner.
cannot compete in neutral markets
like Great Britain, which have the
AMERICAN OCCUPA-TIO- N
cdvantage of free sugar. We believe
of the sugar tax
ilia'
OF NEW MEXICO would a reduction
domestic conincrease
greatly
of these articles and would
sumption
Colonel Twitchell Will Lecture On
give tis a much larger share of the
Most Interesting Period of Modern
export trade. A reduction of this tax
Commonwealth.
would therefore, be an unquestioned
ed vantage to the people of the entire
On Monday, May 3, Colonel Ralph
century."
E. Twitchell of Las Vegas will lecture at Albuquerque on the American
PHILADELPHIA
Occupation of New Mexico. The New
Mexican assures the people of AlbuGETS BACK OLD RIFLE
querque that a treat is in store for
them. Colonel Twitchell, with his It Was Among a Job Lot of Spring-field- s
wondrous eloquence could clotne alSold Recently By the
most any subject with interest to his
Government.
listeners, but he has for his subject
Spokane, Wash., April 24. Samuel
one of the most intense and most ro- S. McDonald, son of Alex. McDonald,
mantic periods of New Mexico history. city detective, a member of the drill
In working upon his monumental! team of the Spokane aerie, Fraternal
work, a history of New Mexico, he has Order of Eagles, received from the
manu- quartermaster in a consignment
of
documents,
dug up original
a Philadelphia
scripts, pictures, proclamtions and firearms through
edicts, that were not known to exist
and which throw new light upon controverted episodes and events of the K X
five years that followed the coming of
General Kearny and the transition
period from the rule of Mexico to
that of the United States before the tt
establishment Tof the preesnt territor- tt
It is a, per tt
ial form of government.
iod of history upon which the present tt
generation has but little knowledge, t,
but of which it should have full Information in order to interpret intelThe Fruit Crop Safe

old-time-

j

j

fruit-growin-

g

house, a rifle which he carried six
years ago, while a member of a local
militia company. His name was written with an indelible blue pencil on
the inside of the sling strap. McDon-anand a score of others turned in
their old Springfield rifles in 1902 and
received in return the more modern
were
"Krags." . The Springfields
stored in United States ordinance depots in the east and recently the
government has been disposing of
The
them to the highest bidders.
Spokane consignment was bought
from an auction house in Philadelphia, which is selling them to western
stores and drill teams. McDonald
carried the old ride four years and
will now make an effort to acquire it
as his individual property.
d
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added to the vivid impression made
by the lecturer's graphic words. The
New Mexican is pleased that he first
volume of Colonel Twitchell's history,
soon to appear, will cover this momentous period of New Mexico annals.
The lecture at Albuquerque will be
Albuat
court
district
the
in
plaint
Benev- querque for Leo Hersch of this city given under the nonjSectarlan
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NEXT WEEK.

MASONIC REUNION
(Contlnued""From

First Page.)

24th degree; Knight of the Branzen
Serpent, 25th degree; Prince of
Mercy, 26th degree; Knight Commander of the Temple, 27th degree;
Knight of the Sua or Prince Adept,
28th degree; Scottish Knight of St.
Andrew, 29th degree; .Knight Kadosh,
30th degree.
New Mexico Consistory No. 1, will
on Wednesday confer the ceremonial
and official degrees pf Inspector Inquisitor, 31st degree; and Master of
the Royal Secreta, 32nd degree.
On Monday morning at 9:30 o'clock,
the reception of candidates will take
place. Music is on the program for
the degree work. The reunion wit;
mark an epoch in, the history of Scottish Rite Masonry in New Mexico and
will result no doubt, in the eariy start
on the construction of the proposed
new temple.

MARKET REPORT
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
New York, April 24. Amalgamated
771-8- ;
Atchison 107
pfd. 103
So. Pac. 120
bid;. N. Y. C. 130
U. P. 187
Steel 53
pfd. 114
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, April 24. Lead quiet,
13c;
$4.204.25; copper dull, 12
Call money nominal.
silver, 52
New York, April 24. Prime paper
31-2Mexican dollars 44.
St. Louis, April 24 Lead dull,
$4.15; spelter dull, $4.95.
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
Chicago, April 24. Wheat May
'
119
July 107
Corn May 68
July 66.i-4- .
Oats May 551-8- ;
July 48
Pork May $18.75;; July $18.00.
Lard May $10.30; July 10.421-2- .
Ribs May $9,621-2- ;
July $9,721-2- .
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, March 24. Wool firm
and unchanged.
LIVE STOCK.
Market
4,000.'
Sheep Receipts
steady. Native $3.606.00; western
7--

5-- 8

3--

;,

3--

7-- 8

7--

5--

1--

3--

yearlings $6.007.00;
$3.606.00;
western $5.50
lambs $5.508.10;
8.20.

FOR RENT Three rooms for light
a
unfurnished $10
housekeeping,
month, desirable locality.

ACHQ

ligently the present status and development of the commonwealth.
Those who heard Colonel Twitchell
upon this subject at the Capitol during the session of the legislature,
were fascinated with the information
given and the manner in which it was
given. The pictures that were shown

'

NAVAJO AND
CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

-

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

tt

SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

tt

FOR FIVE CENTS

tt

tt All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenir
tt
We will shortly have in a full line of
tt
Mexican 8ttaw Hats at 50cts. each
tt
tt
THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
tt
S.
tt
P'p!tt
301-30San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, Ni.
if

CANDELARIO

J.

3
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NOTICE OF FORECLO SURE SALE
west seventy links line run, and the letters
In the District Court of the First Judicial District of the Territory of diameter bearsfifteen
miles a tree west side. At thirteen
distant. At
in and for the County of Rio
New
Mexico, sitting

ten Inches

in diameter marked "15
M. Cor." on west side
and T.
A. on north side, from which a pine
eight inches in diameter bears weBt

Arriba in said District.
TRUST COMPANY,

HIE CONTINENTAL

Plaintiff,

k0. 1137.

CHARLES C. CATRON and T. B. CATRON,
Defendants.
Pursuant to the final decree rendered and entered in the above
entitled cause on the fifteenth day of September in the year one thousand nine hundred and eight, and to the decretal order rendered and
entered in the same cause on the twenty-eightday of November in the
same year, by which final decree there was found and adjudged to be
due to the plaintiff on the third day of July in the year aforesaid the
sum of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars principal and twelve
thousand five hundred dollars interest, making a total of two hundred
thousand and five hundred dollars of principal and inand sixty-tw- o
terest due on the day last aforesaid on the mortgage indebtedness involved in the said cause and secured by a mortgage on certain real estate a part of which is particularly mentioned and described in the
said final decree, being the same part which is also in like terms hereinafter particularly mentioned and described ; and by which final decree and decretal order it was, among other things, further ordered,
adjudged and decreed that all and singular that part of the said mortgaged premises hereinafter mentioned and described and being a part
only of all the premises so mortgaged to secure said indebtedness, and
being the part thereof situated in the County of Rio Arriba, Territory
of New Mexico, be sold at public auction in front of the door of the
Court House in the County of Rio Arriba in the Territory of New Mexico by and under the direction of John H. Knaebel, who was by the
said decretal order appointed a special master of the Court for that
depurpose in place of W. E. Hughes, named as such in the said final
master
said
who
and
that
had
give public
special
resigned,
cree, but
notice of the time and place of such sale in accordance with the terms
of said mortgage, the statutes in such case made and approved and according to the course and practice of the said court and the provisions
of the said decree; that such public notice shall be given as aforesaid
at any time on or after January 3rd, A. D. 1909; that the plaintiff, or
any of the parties to the said cause, may become the purchaser or purchasers at said sale ; that the said special master execute a deed or deeds
to the purchaser or purchasers for the said mortgaged premises on the
Bale thereof; and that the said special master pay to the plaintiff out
of the proceeds of said sale the costs of the said suit and of said sale to
be taxed, also the amount so adjudged and decreed to be due as aforesaid, with interest thereon at the rate of ten per cent, per annum from
the third day of July A. D. 1908, or so much as the purchase money of
the mortgaged premises so sold will pay of the same; and that said special master take plaintiff's receipt for the amount so paid and file the
game with his report, and that he bring the surplus moneys arising from
said sale, if any there be, into Court without delay to abide the further
order of the Court as to the same :
Public notice is hereby given by me, the undersigned John H.
Knaebel, as such special master, that, on the
TWELFTH DAY OF JUNE IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND
NINE HUNDRED AND NINE AT THE HOUR OF NINE
O'CLOCK IN THE FORENOON OF THAT DAY,
and at the front door of the Court House in Tierra Amarilla (a United
States postoffice town or settlement) in the County of Rio Arriba and
Territory of New Mexico, I, as such special master, shall expose for sale
at public auction, and publicly sell to the highest bidder for cash all
and singular the lands and premises mentioned and described in the
said final decree and which by the said final decree and decretal order I am authorized and directed to sell as aforesaid.
The property so decreed to be sold is all that part and portion of
the property embraced in the said mortgage which is situate in the
hundred
County of Rio Arriba, Territory of New Mexico, being five
thousand acres more or less and particularly described in the said final
decree as louows:
by twelve inches deep. At
BEGINNING at a stone eighteen by twenty-fou- r
h

twelve by twelve inches in size

chains change
six miles and forty-fou- r
decourse; thence: north twenty-fou- r
grees east. At seven miles, a stone
ten by eight by eight inches in size
marked "7 M. Cor." on side facing line
run with mound of earth two and one-hal- f
feet high from four pits eighteen
by twelve inches deep.
by twenty-fou- r
Thence north eighty-nin- e
degrees east.
chains
At seven miles and sixty-seve- n
n
change course thence south eighty-sevedegrees and thirty minutes east.
At eight miles, a stone eighteen by
six by six inches in size, marked "8
run with
M. Cor." side facing line
feet
mound of earth two and one-hal- f
high from four pits eighteen by twenty-four
by twelve inches deep. At nine
miles a stone twelve by nine by six
inches in size marked "9 M. Cor." on
side facing line run with mound of
feet high from
earth two and one-haby
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
twelve inches deep. At nine miles
and sixty-eigchains, change course;
degrees and
thence north forty-sevethirty minutes east.. At ten miles, a
stone forty by twenty-fou- r
by sixteen
inches in size marked "10 M. Cor." on
side facing line run with mound of
feet high from
earth two and one-hal- f
by
four Dits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
At ten miles
twelve Inches ' deep.
and eleven chains change course.
ThnnrtG north aixtv-si- x
degrees and
thirty minutes east, at ten miles and
forty-si- x
chains cnange course.

mark-

ed "T. A. Beg. Cor.," in mound of
earth two and one half feet high with
by
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
twelve inches deep, also with a mound
of stone, at a point on the south boundary of the Tierra Amarilla Grant on
the right bank of the Nutrias River
from which the house of William E.
Amy bears south thirty degrees west
five hundred links distant, thence up
the right bank of said Nutrias River,
with meanders of that stream on a
course south eighty-si- x
degrees east.
Variation of needle thirteen degrees
minutes east. At fifty-fivand thirty-fou- r
chains change course to north
fifty-fou- r
degrees 45 minutes east.
At one mile a stone fourteen by
twelve by twelve inches in size marked
"1 M. Cor." on side facing line run, in
feet
mound of earth two and one-hahigh with four pits eighteen by twenty-four
by twelve inches deep. At one
chains change
mile and thirty-sevedecourse; thence north seventy-tw- o
sixty-nin- e
and
mile
one
At
east.
grees
chains, change course, thence
north twenty-fou- r
degrees and fifteen
minutes west. At two miles from beginning corner, a stone fifteen by fourteen by six inches in size marked "2
M. Cor." on side facing line run, In
feet
mound of earth two and one-hal- f
high from four pits eighteen by twenty-four
by twelve Inches deep. At two
miles and fourteen chains change
decourse, thence north twenty-seve- n
sixty-eigmiles
and
two
At
east.
grees
chains change course; thence
e

lf

lf
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n
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Thence north forty degrees ana tnir- ty minutes east, at ten miles and, sev
enty chains cnange course.
Thence due east At eleven miles a
north eighty-sevedegrees and thirty
minutes east. At three miles, a stone stone forty by fifty by thirty inches
twelve by ten by ten inches in size in size, marked "11 M. Cor." on side
marked "3 M. Cor." on side facing line facing line run with mound of earth
f
two and
feet high from four
run, with mound of earth two and
by twelve
feet high from four pits eighteen pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches deep. inches deep from which an aspen eighte
by twenty-fou- r
At three miles and nine chains from inches In diameter bears north forty-fivdethence on course north
degrees east fifteen links distant.
grees and thirty minutes east. At An aspen twelve inches m diameter
links distant.
chains, beare BOtsth twenty-fivthree miles and seventy-ontree eight
eighty-sevemllos
sn
south
At
aspen
twelve
course.
Thence
change
in diameter marked "12 M.
degrees east. At four miles, a Inches
stone twelve by ten by eight Inches in r.nr " an west side. At twelve miles
size marked "4 M. Cor." on side fac- and seventy six chains change course.
Thence south
degrees
of earth two
ing line run with mound
fmi r- nlta and thirty minutes east. . At .thirteen
niiair faat hlrV 1mm
w
auu uucuRu
r
ny iweiye miies a pme wee eism wcium m u.naueighteen by twenty-iou-r
ater marked "13 M. Cor." on Bide fac
infhaa ripen. At four mileS fifty-Sichains and fifty links change course; ing line run, from which a pine tree six
degrees and Inches In diameter Dears nortn iorcy
thence north thirty-fou- r
five miles, a two degrees west eighty links diBtant,
At
east.
minutes
thirty
stone eighteen by twelve by ten inches and a pine tree Blx inches in diameter
vmu
i
ucrbwo
in size marked "5 M. Cor." on side Dears oUUiii
r.
links distant. At thirteen
ninety-fivof
earth
mound
with
run
line
facing
chains change
f
feet high from four miles and thirty-sitwo and
by twelve course
tits
eighteen by" twenty-fou- r
Thence north seventy-ondegrees
Inches deep. At five miies ana iwemy
Tl Hftll
tT.aat.al
and
thirtyA minutes east -1At ftthirteen
U11U111B
UUUI1KB KUUIOC,
- . .
AlUllflfl
I.
Ja - uihbb
M v-AT-- Nil.
uu MAaM
seventy-fivocyouvj vuwu.,
degrees ana tniny mm- trias
river.
utes east. At six miles, a stone twelve
Thence east, at fourteen mlleB a pine
marked
byfl ten rsby iisix inches in size una
rim trfio twelvA inches In diameter marked
ir
.ij ta.i..
"14 M. Cor." on side facing line run,
with earth mound two and
which a pine tree nine inches in
.from
from
by
four
feet high
pits eighteen
n
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links distant, a pine six
inches in diameter bears south thirty
links disdegrees west, twenty-eigh- t
tant. At sixteen miles, a stone sixteen
by ten by six inches in size, marked
"16 M. Cor." on side facing line run,
with mound of earth two and one-hal- f
feet high from four pits eighteen by
twenty-fou- r
by twelve Inches deep. At
seventeen miles, a stone eighteen by
twelve by seven inches in size, marked
"17 M. Cor." on side facing line run,
with mound of earth two and one-hal- f
feet high from four pits eighteen by
twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches deep. At
eighteen miles, a pine tree twelve
Inches in diameter marked "18 M. Cor."
on side facing line run, from which a
pine thirteen inches in diameter bears
'north one hundred and thirteen links
'distant. At nineteen miles, a stone
eighteen by fifteen by twelve inches
in size marked "19 M. Cor." on side
facing line run with mound of Btone
two and one-hal- f
feet high, from which
'a pine six inches in diameter bears
south forty-fivdegrees east one hundred links distant. At twenty miles, a
stone seventeen by ten by ten Inches In
size, marked "20 M. Cor." on west side,
with mound of stone two and one-hal- f
feet high. At twenty miles seven chains
and fourteen links a stone thirty-siby twenty-fiv- e
by ten inches in size,
marked "S. E. Cor. T. A." on tide facing Grant with mound of stone three
feet high, same being at
and one-hal- f
the foot of the main range of the
Chama mountains and the southeast
corner of said Tierra Amarilla grant,
from which southeast corner a pine
tree fourteen inches in diameter bears
'
north twenty degrees east sixty-si-x
links distant, a pine nine inches in di-- '
deameter bears south thirty-thre- e
grees and thirty minutes east one hun-- ;
dred and six links distant, and a pine
ten inches In diameter bears east one
hundred and twelve links distant.
Thence from said southeast corner
'of said grant along the west foot of
said mountains on a course north nine
minutes west. Vadegrees forty-fiv- e
riation of needle thirteen degrees and
twenty-siminutes east. At one mile a
pine tree thirty inches in diameter
marked "I. M. Cor." on south side and
the letters "T. A." on the west, from
which a pine twelve inches in di- ameter bears north fifteen degrees
east twenty links distant, also a pine
twenty-fou- r
inches in diameter bears
thirty-fou-

VS.

"T. A." cut on
miles, a pine
tree twenty inches In diameter,
marked "13M. Cor." on side facing line
run, from which a pine ten inches in
diameter bears west forty links distant,
and a pine nine inches in diameter
bears north ten degrees west thirty-fiv- e
links distant. At fourteen miles,
a pine tree fourteen Inches In diameter, marked "14.M. Cor." on side facing
line run from which a pine twelve
inches in diameter bears north twenty-five
links
degrees west ninety-twdistant. Also a pine ten inches in diameter bears south sixty-thre- e
degrees
east fifty-silinks distant, also a pine
six Inches in diameter bears north
eighty-fiv- e
degrees east sixteen links
distant, and a pine twelve Inches in
diameter bears south twelve links dis-

e

r

o

x

tant.
Thence north
degrees
and forty-fivminutes east. Variation
of needle thirteen degrees and thirty
eight minutes east. At fifteen miles,
a boulder protruding out of the earth
inches in
sixty by forty by thirty-sisize, marked "15 M. Cor." on southwest face, with mound of stone, from
which a pine five inches in diameter
bears south five degrees west,
ight
links distant, and a pine
twelve inches In diameter bears east
ninety links distant. At sixteen miles,
a stone twenty by ten by eight inches
in size, marked "16 M. Cor." on side
facing line run, with mound of earth
f
two and
feet high from four
by twelve
pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
inches deep. At sixteen miles and sevby
enty chains a boulder twenty-fou- r
forty-seve-

x

twenty-e-

e

x

one-hal-
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Inches in size, marked on

twenty-fou- r

top with the letters "T. A."
Thence north at seventeen miles a
stone fifty by twenty-fou- r
by twenty
inches in size marked "17 M. Cor." on

'

side facing line run, with mound of

feet high from
earth two and
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by
twelve inches deep. At seventeen
chains change
miles and twenty-twone-hal- f

o

'
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x

i
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e
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course.
Thence north thirteen degrees west.
At eighteen miles, an aspen tree eight
inches in diameter, marked "18 M.
Cor." on Bide facing line run, and letters "T. A." on side facing grant, from
which an aspen six inches in diameter
links distant.
bears east twenty-fiv-e
An aspen five inches in diameter bears
north thirty degrees west, fifty-eiglinks distant, and an aspen seven
inches in diameter bears west forty
links distant: at eighteen miles and
f0rtv chains, a Dine tree sixteen inches
in diameter.
Thence north fifty-thre- e
degrees and
At nineteen
thirty minutes west.
miles, a pine tree twenty inches in
ameter marked "19 M. Cor." on side
facing line run. from which a pine ten
inches in diameter bears west seventy links distant, and a pine eight
Inches in diameter bears south twelve
links distant.
degrees east forty-twAt twenty miles, an aspen tree six

north forty-fivdegrees west forty- four links distant. At one mile and
chains change course.
Thence north seventeen degrees '
ease. At two miies a stone twenty by
twenty by twenty inches in Bize
marked "2 M. Cor." on side
facing line run, with mound of
f
stone two and
feet high,
from which a pine eighteen Inches inches in diameter marked "20 M.
in
diameter, bears south sixty Cor." on side facing line run, from
links distant. At three miles an aspen which an aspen tree six inches in ditree fifteen inches in diameter marked ameter bears south ten links distant.
"3M. Cor." on side facing line run, At twenty-onmiles, a pine tree
from which a pine eight inches in di- twelve inches in diameter, marked "21
ameter bears south forty-twdegrees M. Cor." on side facing line run with
east twenty-fivlinks distant, also an the letters "T. A." on side facing
aspen six inches In diameter bears grant, from which a pine fourteen
south ten links distant and an aspen inches in diameter bears north ten
twelve inches in diameter bears west links distant, a pine eighteen inches
fifteen links distant. At three miles in diameter bears west twenty-fivforty-onchains and fifty links a pine links distant and a pine twelve inches
tree twenty-twinches in diameter in diameter bears south forty-fivdefrom thence north sixty degrees west;
east ten links distant. At twenty-tgrees
at four miles a stone fourteen by wo
an aspen tree twelve
twelve by eight inches In size, marked inches miles,
diameter marked "22 M.
in
"4M. Cor." on side facing line run Cor." on side
facing line run and letf
with mound of earth two and
"T. A." on west side, from which
ters
feet high from four pits eighteen by an
aspen tree four inches in diameter
twenty-fou- r
by twelve Inches deep. At bears
links distant,
south thirty-twfour miles and thirty-ninchains a
and an aspen twelve inches in diamet
in
tree
line
inches
pine
ter bears north
degrees west,
diameter.
twenty-threAt
distant.
links
forty
Thence north eighty-eigh- t
degrees
inches in diwest. At five miles, a stone sixteen miles, a pine tree nine
marked "23 M. Cor." on side
by twelve by seven inches in size ameter, line run from which a pine ten
facing
marked "5M. Cor." on side facing line
inches in diameter bears north twenty
run, with mound of earth two anl
fifty links distant, and
feet high from four pits eighteen degrees west inches
in diameter bears
seven
a
pine
r
by twenty-fouby twelve inches deep.
links disAt five miles and eleven chains change south one hundredr and ten a
pine
miles,
tant. At twenty-foucourse.
markdiameter
in
inches
tree
sixteen
thirThence north fifty degrees and
line
on side
ty minutes west. At six miles, a ed "24 M. Cor." "T. A." onfacing
west side,
stone sixteen by twelve by five inches run, with letters
in
in size, marked "6M. Cor." on side from which a pine twelve inches
dislinks
south
diameter
bears
forty
of
earth
facing line run with mound
miles a stake
two and
feet high from four tant. At twenty-fivfeet long
three
inches
four
r
square,
twelve
twenty-fouby
pits eighteen by
side
on
Cor."
facing
M.
"25
r
marked
miles
At
six
and
inches deep.
line run with mound of earth two and
chains change course.
f
feet high from four pits of
Thence north seventy-fivdegrees
by twelve
west. At seven miles a stone twelve eighteen by twenty-fou- r
a
by ten by eight inches in size marked inches deep. At twenty-si- in miles
diameter,
"7 M. Cor."on side facing line run with pine tree twelve inches
f
feet marked "26 M. Cor." on side facing
mound of earth two and
high from four pits eighteen by line run from which a pine eight
twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches deep. At inches in diameter bears north forty-fivseven miles and ten chains change
degrees east thirty Jinks distant,
and a pine nine inches in diameter
course.
links distant
Thence north thirty-nin- e
degrees bears north
west. At seven miles and sixty-fou- r
degrees
Thence north twenty-thre- e
chains change course.
and thlrtv minutes west. At twenty- Thence north
degrees and seven miles, a stone sixteen by twelve
fnrtv.flvA minutes west: at eleht miles bv ten inches in Size marked "27 M.
a stone twelve by ten by twelve Inches Cor." on side facing line run with
In size marked "8 M Cor." on side fac mound of Btone.
miles,
Thence north at twenty-eigh- t
ing line run with mound of earth two
feet high from four pits a stone twelve by ten by six inches in
and
by twelve size, marked "28 M. Cor." on side faceighteen by twenty-fou- r
inches deep. At eight miles and
ing line run with mound of stone two
f
and'
chains change course.
feet high.
Thence north seventeen degrees
Thence north four degrees and forty-fivwest. At nine miles a stone eighteen
miles
minutes east; at twenty-nicBtonB Bixteen bv twelve by eight
by twelve by twelve inches in size
marked "9M. Cor." on side facing line inches in size marked "29 M. Cor." on
run, with mound of earth two andiside facing line run, with mound of
feet high, from four pits learth tw0 and one.half feet high, from
by twelve four pltg eignteen by twenty-fou- r
eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by
inches deep. At ten miles, a stone tweive inches
deep. At thirty miles, a
twenty py ten oy live mcuen m w, Bt0ne twenty by twenty by niteen
marked "10M. Cor." on side facing lnches ln Blze marked "30 M. Cor." on
line run, wun earm mounu iwu uiiu side facing line run, with mound of
feet high from four pits eight stone two and
ieet nign.
een by twenty-fou- r
hy twelve inches
seventy-sevenorth
Thence
degrees
deep.
weBt. At thirty-onminutes
and
thirty
and
thirty-twThence north
degrees
a stone sixteen by twe ve by
thirty minutes west. At eleven miles miles,
inches in size marked 81 M.
a stone twelve by twelve by ten inches twelve
with
in size marked "11M. Cor." on side Cor." on side facing line ran
f
feet
two
and
mound
earth
of
two
mound
with
earth
facing line run,
feet high from four pits high from four pits eighteen by twenty,s
and
At
by twelve fo by twelve inches deep.
eighteen by twenty-fou- r
seventeen
tree
two
a
pine
m"es,
deep,
marked 32 M.
Thence north sixteen degrees and inches in diameter,
facing line run, from
thirty minutes east. At twelve miles Cor." on side thirteen
inches in
a pine twelve Inches in diameter which a pine
degrees east,
"12M. Cor." on side facing (ater bears south forty-one
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links distant, and a pine fourteen inches in diameter bears east
twenty-sevelinks distant. At thirty-thremiles, a pine tree thirteen Inches
ln diameter, marked "33 M. Cor." on
side facing line run, with the letters
"T. A." on side facing grant, from
which a pine tree eighteen inches ln
diameter bears north
links
distant, and a pine ten inches in diameter bears south seventy-ondegres
links distant. At
west,
thirty-foumiles a pine tree sixteen
Inches in diameter marked "34 M. Cor."
sixty-on-

e

e

n

thirty-seve-

e

forty-thre- e

r

on side facing line run, from which a
In diameter
pine thirteen inches
bears south sixty degrees west, thirty-sevelinks distant, a pine sixteen
Inches in diameter bears north forty
links distant.
degrees east, forty-thre- e
At thirty-fou- r
miles and sixty chains,
change course.
Thence north sixty-twdegrees west.
At thirty-fiv- e
miles a stone twelve by
ten by eight Inches in size marked "35
M. Cor." on side facing line run with
mound of stone two and one-hal- f
feet
high, from which a dead pine fourteen
inches in diameter bears south forty-fiv- e
degrees west fifty links distant.
Thence north twenty-sevedegrees
and fifteen minutes west. At thirty-si- x
miles a pine tree twenty-fou- r
inches
in diameter marked "36 M. Cor." on
side facing line run, from which a pine
eight Inches in diameter bears west
twenty-fivlinks distant, and a pine
ten inches in diameter bears north fifteen links distant. At thirty-sevemiles a stone twelve by twelve
by twelve inches in size marked
"37 M. Cor." on side facing line
of earth two
mound
run, with
and one-hal- f
feet high from four pits
eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve
inches deep, from which a pine thirteen inches in diameter bears north
links
forty degrees east twenty-sevedistant, and a pine ten inches in diameter bears south forty-sevelinks distant. At thirty-eigh- t
miles, a large
boulder twenty by twenty by fifteen
feet ln Bize, marked "38 M. Cor." on
side facing line run, from which a rock
or point of bluff bears north ten degrees east about ten chains distant. At
thirty-eigh- t
miles and twenty-eigh- t
chains, change course.
Thence north thirty-on- e
degrees
west. At thirty-nin- e
miles a stone seventeen by twelve by twelve inches in
size marked "39 M. Cor." on side facing line run with Btone mound two and
one-hafeet high, from which a pine
sixteen inches in diameter bears south
n
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thirty-thredegrees east forty-twlinks distant, and a pine seven
inches in diameter bears north twenty-silinks disdegrees east thirty-nintant. At forty miles, a stone sixteen
by ten by six inches in size, marked
"40 M. Cor." on side facing line run
with mound of stone. At forty-onmiles, a stone thirty-siby. twenty by
twenty Inches in Blze marked "41 M.
Cor." on side facing line run, with
mound of stone three feet high. At
forty-twmiles, a stone twenty-seveby sixteen by twelve inches in size
M.
on
"42
marked
Cor."
Bide
line
run
with
facing
mound of stone three feet high. At
miles a stone twenty-siby
eighteen by fifteen inches in size,
marked "43 M. Cor." on side facing
line run with stone mound two and
feet high from which a pine
eight inches in diameter bears south
thirteen degrees east
links
distant, and a pine six inches in diameter bears north fourteen degrees
links distant; at
east,
forty-fou- r
miles, a stone eighteen by
fifteen by twelve inches in size marke

o
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e

e
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forty-thre- e

one-ha-
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sixty-thre- e

thirty-seve-

n

ed "44 M. Cor." on side facing line
run, with stone mound two and one-hal- f
feet high, from which a pine
seven inches in diameter bears west
thirty-silinks distant, and a pine nine
inches In diameter bears north forty
three degrees east, ninety links distant. At forty-fiv- e
miles a stone sixteen by twelve by ten Inches in size
marked "45 M. Cor." on side facing
line run, with earth mound two and
one-hafeet high from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches
miles, a stone sixdeep. At forty-siteen by twelve by ten Inches in size
marked "46 M. Cor." on side facing
line run, with mound of earth two and
one-hal- f
feet high from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve Inches
deep from which a pine tree six Inches In diameter bears south sixteen
degrees east, one hundred and ten
links distant. At forty-sevemiles, a
stone thirty by twelve by twelve
inches in size marked "47 M. Cor." on
side facing line run, with mound of
feet high from
earth two and one-hal- f
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by
twelve Inches deep. At forty-eigmiles, a stone eighteen by eighteen by
twelve Inches in size, marked "48 M.
Cor." on side facing line. run, with
feet
mound of stone two and one-hal- f
miles, a stone
high. At forty-nin- e
thirty by twenty by twenty inches in
size, marked "49 M. Cor." on side facing line run with mound of stone three
miles and
feet high. At forty-ninthirty-sevechains, change course.
Thence north seven degrees west.
At fifty miles, a boulder four by four
by three feet in size, marked "50 M.
Cor." on side facing line run, with
mound of stone three feet high. At
fifty-on- e
miles a stone forty-eigh- t
by
Inches in
forty-eigby twenty-fou- r
size marked "51 M. Cor." on side facing line run, with mound of stone
three feet high. At fifty-tw- o
miles, a
stone twenty by fourteen by twelve
inches ln size, marked "52 M. Cor." on
Bide facing line run, with stone mound
two and one-hal- f
feet high. At fifty-thremiles, a stone eighteen by eighteen by twelve Inches in size, marked
"53 M. Cor." on side facing line run
with stone mound two and one-hal- f
miles and
feet high. At fifty-thre- e
forty chains, change course.
Thence north sixty-thre- e
degrees
minutes west. At
and twenty-seve- n
fifty-fou- r
miles a stone twenty-thre- e
by fifteen by ten inches in size, mark
ed "54 M. Cor." on side facing line
run with earth mound two and one-halfeet high from four pits eighteen
by twelve Inches deep.
by twenty-fou- r
At fifty-fiv- e
miles, a stone eighteen by
twenty-fou- r
by six inches in size marked "55 M. Cor." on side facing line run,
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with stone mound two and one-hal- f
feet high. At fifty-similes, a stone
eighteen by twenty by ten inches in
size marked "56 M. Cor." on side facing line run, with stone mound two
and one-hal- f
feet high. At fifty-similes and sixty chains a stone twenty-fou- r
by twenty by sixteen inches in
size marked "T. A. N. E. Cor." with
mound of stone four and one-hal- f
feet
high same being at the head of the
Navajo river and the northeast corner
of said Tierra Amarilla Grant, from
which a prominent point of rocks bears
north twenty degrees west about
forty chains distant also a prominent
point of rocks bears north twenty-five
east about one
degrees
mile
a
vertical
distant;
large
crevice In side of bluff bears north
fifty-fivdegrees west seventy chains
distant. A prominent spur of rocky
bluff running close down to river bears,
south
degrees west. A
stone thirty by twenty by sixteen Inches in size marked "T. A. W. M." on
Bide facing northeast corner with
mound of stone four feet high bears
south seventy degrees east two hundred links distant, same being witness
monument for said northeast corner.
Thence from the northeast corner of
said Grant on a meander down the left
bank of the Navajo river on a course
south forty-fiv- e
degrees and thirty
minutes west. Variation of needle
minthirteen degrees and thirty-fivutes east. At one mile, a stone eighteen by sixteen by ten inches in size
marked "1 M.. Cor." on side facing
line run, with earth mound two and
one-hal- f
feet high from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve Inches
deep.
Thence south twenty degrees and
thirty minutes west. At one mile and
seventy-twchains, change course.
Thence south twenty-sidegrees
west. At two miles, a stone thirteen
by twelve by twelve Inches In size
marked "2 M. Cor." on side facing line
run with mound of earth two and one-hafeet high from four pits eighteen
by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches deep
from which a pine fourteen inches in
dediameter bears south twenty-silinks distant. At
grees east thirty-sitwo miles and thirty-twchains,
change course.
Thence south thirty-twdegrees and
thirty minutes west. At two miles and
sixty chains, change course.
Thence south forty-on- e
degrees and
thirty minutes west. At two miles
seventy-eigh- t
chains and forty links,
change course.
Thence south thirty-ondegrees and
thirty minutes west. At three miles,
a stone eighteen by sixteen by sixteen
inches in size, marked "3 M. Cor." on
side facing line run with mound of
feet high from
earth two and one-hal- f
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by
twelve inches deep, from which a pine
tree thirteen inches in diameter bears
links distant and a
east sixty-sevepine six inches in diameter bears
south thirty-sevedegrees east ninety-on- e
links distant. At three miles
thirty-eigh- t
chains and forty links,
change course.
Thence south eight degrees and
thirty minutes west. At four miles, a
stone eighteen by eighteen by sixteen
inches in size marked "4 M. Cor." on
side facing line run with a Btone
feet high.
mound two and one-hal- f
Thence south twenty degrees west.
At five miles, a stone eighteen by ten
by six inches in size, marked "5 M.
Cor." on side facing line run, with
feet
mound of earth two and one-hal- f
high from four pits eighteen by twenty-four
by twelve inches deep. At five
miles and twenty chains change
course.
Thence south nine degrees and thirty minutes west. At six miles, a stone
eighteen by twelve by twelve inches in
size, marked "6 M. Cor." on side facing line run, with mound of earth two
feet high from four pits
and one-hal- f
by twelve ineighteen by twenty-fou- r
ches deep. At six miles and forty
feet
chains, a stake three and one-hal- f
long, four inches square marked "T.
A." on side facing Grant.
Thence south four degrees and fifteen minutes east; at seven miles a
feet long, four
stake three and one-hal- f
inches square, marked "7 M. Cor" on
side facing line run with mound of
feet high from
earth two and one-hal- f
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by
twelve inches deep. At seven miles
and sixty-fou- r
chains, change course.
Thence south seventeen degrees and
forty-fiv- e
minutes east. At eight miles,
a stone fifteen by twelve by ten inches
in size marked "8 M. Cor." on side
facing line run with earth mound two
feet high, from four pits
and one-hal- f
by twelve ineighteen by twenty-fou- r
ches deep. At nine miles, a stone sixteen by sixteen by four inches ln size
marked "9 M. Cor." on side facing line
run with earth mound two and one-hafeet high from four pits eighteen
by twelve inches deep.
by twenty-fou- r
Thence south seven degrees and
thirty minutes east. At nine miles and
seventy-eigh- t
chains, change course.
Thence south twenty degrees west.
At ten miles, a stone sixteen by twelve
by ten inches in size marked "10. M.
Cor." on side facing line run with
feet
mound of earth two and one-hal- f
high from four pits eighteen by twen
by twelve Inches deep. At ten
miles and sixty chains change course.
Thence south seven degrees and fifteen minutes east. At eleven miles, a
inches in dipine tree twenty-fou- r
ameter, marked "11 M. Cor." on side
facing line run, from which a pine
inches in diameter bears
twenty-fou- r
south ten degrees west, thirty links
inches
distant, and a pine twenty-fou- r
in diameter bears south twelve degrees
west forty links distant
Thence south seven degrees and flf- teen minutes west. At eleven miles
chains change course.
and forty-thre- e
Thence south eleven degrees east.
At eleven miles and sixty-fou- r
chains,
change course.
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Thence south eight degrees and fifAt twelve miles,
a post four inches square three and
feet long marked "12 M. Cor."
on side facing line run with mound of
feet high from
earth two and
teen minutes west.

one-hal- f

one-ha-

lf
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minutes seventeen hundred and seventy and
Thence Bouth seventy-on- e
degrees three degrees twenty-eighigh. At fourteen miles, a stone six-- ' inches in diameter bears south forty- hundred and forty ninety-nin- e
acres; alteen by twelve by nine inches in size five degrees west two hundred links eighteen minutes east, seven hundred east twenty-nin- e
detwenty-seve- n
so
forty-si- x
north
fifty-fivfeet;
south
excepting:
degrees
and
with
feet,
side
fifteen
in
inches
a
eighteen
Cor."
and
M.
on
north
marked "14
pine
distant,
hundred
minutes east thirty-seve- n
minutes west sixteen
Lands in the lower Nutritas Valley:
feet diameter bears west fifteen links dis- grees forty-tw- o
earth mound two and one-hal- f
deforty-thre- e
forty-tw- o
'
north
south
feet;
and
hundred
degrees
twenty-fou- r
feet,
stone
a
forty
miles
four
five
fifty
tant.
At
four
from
by
by
pltB
eighteen
high
Beginning at corner number one
n
minutes east
hundred identical
minutes west
with corner number seven of
by twelve inches deep. At fifteen three by two feet in size marked "5 grees and twenty-one
feet; north thirty-fou- r
miles a stone seventeen by ten by M. Cor." on west side with stone eighteen hundred and thirty feet; and sixty-fivMesa tract last above described, a stone
one-haln
e
thirty-sevemin
east
forty-fivminutes
degrees
seven inches in Bize marked "15 M. mound three feet high. At five miles south thirteen degrees
sixteen by ten by ten iches marked
hundred feet; north fifty-fiv- e "11" whence
chains Rio Chama utes west six thousand feet; north twenty-si- x
Cor." on north side, with mound of and thirty-oncorner number
of
minutes east, Tierra Amarilla tract bearseight
degrees thirty-fou- r
f
degrees fifteen minutes
feet high from and opposite mouth of Nutrias river. seventy-sitwo and
north
e
high from four pits eighteen by twenty-f- earth
thirty-threten
and
eleven
hundred
north
west
hundred
r
three
feet; thirty-thre- e
feet,
chains
by At five miles and thirty-twfour pits eighteen by twenty-fouour
degrees fourteen minutes
by twelve inches deep, from
east six north thirty-on- e
degrees twenty-seve- n
fifty-nin- e
hundred and sixty-fiv- e
east
inches twelve inches deep. At sixteen miles Nutrias river. Thence on meander up degrees forty-tw- eighty-on-minutesfeet nortn minutes east twenty-twwhich a pine tree twenty-fou- r
o
hundred feet, thence south sixty-si- x
nine by four the right bank of Nutrias river on a thousand and
thirty-fou- r
stone
a
by
twenty-sevedegrees
north
bears
in diameter
twenty-on- e
minutes feet; north two degrees twenty min- torty-flv- e
inches in size marked "16 M. Cor." on course north seventy-thre- e
west forty-fiv- e
degrees forty degrees hundred
hun
minutes
west
utes
six
and
north
degrees east one hundred linksin disseventy-eigthousand
feet
dinorth side with earth mound two and and fifteen minutes east. Variation of east twelve
forty-fiv- e
dred
south
feet;
degrees
forty
tant, and a pine twenty inches
forty-twminutes
feet; north eighty-eigdegrees minutes west seventy-on- e
feet high from four pits needle thirteen degrees east. At six eighteen degrees
hundred
ameter bears north two hundred links one-haminutes east thirty-eighundred and three fifty-fotwelve miles from southwest corner of said east, twenty-tw- o
twenty-fou- r
by
by
north eighty-tw- o
eighteen
feet;
degrees
forty
distant.
o
of
to
hundred
corner
feet
thirty-twand
to
corner
number
one,
place
inches deep. At seventeen miles Grant a stone thirty-threby thirteen feet
minutes west thirty-on- e
hundred feet:
conand
one
number
of
degrees
hundred
Thence south twenty-sione,
place
beginning,
In
containing
beginning,
falls
M.
corner
marked
"6
true
in
size
inches
for
south twenty-fou- r
by ten
degrees twenty-eigr
one hundredths taining twenty-fou- r
hundred and
and thirty minutes west. At fourteen place
de los Caballos inacces- Cor." on west side with stone mound eight and forty-fouminutes west thirteen hundred feet;
Laguna
nine
n
inches
r
twenty-sevetwenty-foustone
a
and
acres:
also
protruding
excepting:
miles,
feet high. At six
sible. At sevetneen miles six chains two and one-hal- f
south forty degrees forty-si- x
minutes
above ground, thirty by thirty inches and ninety-tw- o
acres; also excepting:
links a stone eighteen by miles eleven chains and thirty links LAND AT CANONES:
one
west
seventy-fiv- e
south
thousand
feet;
on
Cor."
side
M.
Lands adjacent to the village of
on top, marked "14
twelve by four inches in size, marked change course,
degrees forty minutes west eight
at corner number one, a
Beginning
facing line run, with stone mound two "W. C." on north side with stone
hundred and sixty-eigt
eighty-eighfeet; nortlt
Thence
north
indegrees
f
eleven
one-halfeet
stone
boulder
and
high.
eighteen by
feet high; and
Beginning at corner number one twenty-fiv- e
mound two and one-hal- f
east
minutes
six
At
degrees
east,
minutes
miles,
thirty
thirty
six
"1
B." with posts
ches, marked
with corner number eight of thirty-tw- o
Thence south forty-on- e
degrees and same being witness corner for place for thirty-fivhundred and fifty feet;
chains and thirty links, by six inches scribed "Cor. I Tract B." Identical
At
fourteen
west.
in
is
at the south seventy-thre- e
Brazos Valley lands which
fifteen minutes
seventeen mile corner which falls
degrees fifteen
change course.
whence corner number one, Chama end of the eighth course of foregoing
chains, change lake. At seventeen miles twenty-eigh- t
miles and fifty-fou- r
five hundred feet; north
minutes
east
seventy-sevenorth
four
Town Site, bears north
degrees description of Brazos Valley lands, a seventy-on- e
course.
chains and ninety-twlinks, the mouth andThence minutes east. At sixdegrees
degrees fifty minutes eas
miles and five minutes west thirty-fou- r
thou- lava stone
thirty
by twelve by eighteen hundred and seventy-fiv- e
eighteen
degrees of the Laguna de los Caballos the west- and seventy-twThence south fifty-fiv- e
feet;
course.
twenty-fou- r
and
three
hundred
sand
chains,
change
twelve inches marked "8 E." and "1 north thirty-eigfifty-sevwest. At fifteen miles, a pine tree ern boundary call of said grant. At
degrees
diameand
forty-fiv- e
in
inches
Thence
a
north
degrees
feet,
pine fourteen
F." whence a pine eighteen inches Jn minutes east seven thousand feet;
by
inches in diameter marked eighteen miles a stone twenty-sithirty-siforty-fiv- e
minutes east. At seven miles ter scribed "X. B. T. I. B." bears north diameter scribed
"X B. T. 8 E. I. F" north seventy-on- e
"15 M. Cor." on side facing line run, thirteen by ten inches in size, marked
degrees forty-fiv- e
min- bears
thirty-sevea stone sixteen by twelve by ten twenty-fiv- e
degrees
ditwenty-seve- n
with
side
north
on
M.
north
in
Cor."
"18
Inches
degrees fifty-sevtwelve
minutes east fifty-foa
hundred feet;
which
from
pine
e
eight-tenth- s
M.
on
"7
Cor."
twenty-ninmarked
and
utes
size
in
west
inches
minutes west seventy-on- e
feet; south twenty-thre- e
degrees mound of earth two and one-hal- f west side with stone mound two and feet.
ameter bears north forty-fiv- e
degrees forty-fiv- e
thence south seventeen degrees four- minutes east seventeen hundred feet
four pits
from
feet high
west forty links distant, and a pine
one-hal- f
feet high. At seven miles
Thence north sixty-fou- r
degrees teen minutes west, twelve hundred and to corner number one, place of beginby twelve sixty-fou- r
by twenty-fou- r
twelve inches in diameter bears south eighteen
chains and thirty links, twenty-on- e
minutes east, twenty-fou- r
miles
At nineteen
thirty feet; south eight-fiv- e
degrees five
deep.
forty-fiv- e
degrees west, fifty links dis- inches
containing seven hundred and six
course.
seven feet, north eighty- - minutes west two thousand and thirty-fiv- e ning,
change
hundred
and
ten
eleven
a stone twenty by
by
and eighty-fou- r
hundredths acres; also
tant.
x
minutes
nineteen
one
on
east,
Thence north eighty-si"19 M. Cor."
degrees excepting lands in Upper Brazos Valdegrees
feet; south seventy-sidegrees
Thence south seventy-thre- e
degrees inches in size marked mound two and east. At
e
twenty-on- e
minutes west fifteen hun- ley;
eight miles a stone eighteen seventeen hundred and seventy-fiv- e
west. At sixteen miles, a stone twelve north side, with earth
fifty-fivdred feet; south fifty-fiv- e
from
f
four
degrees Lands in
eight- by twelve by ten Inches in size mark feet; south fifty-fiv- e
degrees,
feet
pits
high
in
inches
size,
Upper Brazos Valley:
by twelve by eight
twenty-fou- r
minutes west fifty-sevtwenty-fou- r
by twelve inches ed "8 M. Cor." on west side, with minutes east two thousand feet; south
marked "16 M. Cor." on side facing een by
fiftyBeginning at corner number one on
feet twenty degrees forty minutes east
hundred feet; south thirty degrees
stone
mound of earth two and one-hal- f
firant with stone mound two and one- - deep'. At twenty miles, ainches twenty9
deline
of Brazos Valley tract thirteen
-six
e
four
twenty-fsouth
hundred
thirty-eigtwenty-threwest
minutes
size
from
feet;
four
in
four
six
high
pits eighteen by
by thirteen by
half feet high, from which a clump of marked
hundred
o
sixty-eigand seven-tentand thirty-thre- e
east
forty-twe
minutes
fifty-ninour
hundred
At
Inches
north
twelve
M. Cor." on north side
grees
"20
feet;
deep.
degrees
by
deforty-fivthree pines bears north
one degree and three
sixty-eigfeet
north
and
west
one-hal- f
one
hundred
thousand
ten
feet;
minutes
seventeen
and
a
stone
miles
two
and
nine
mound
of
earth
with
thirty
by
grees west two hundred and fifty links
minutes west from corner number eight
dedegrees thirty-fiv- e thirty-seve- n
feet; north twenty-on- e
high from four pits eighteen by by ten inches in size marked "9 M. north eighty seven twenty-twdistant. At seventeen miles, a stone feet
o
hun grees; twenty-si- x
minutes
minutes west five of that tract, thence south eighty-eigwest;
r
At
mound
of
with
on
west
side
Cor."
inches
twenty-foutwelve
deep.
by
size
in
inches
n
twenty by ten by eight
minutes east twenty-feet high from dred and twelve feet, north seventy- - thousand two hundred and eighty feet; degrees
chain a earth two and one-hal- f
miles and twenty-nin- e
one
marked "17 M. Cor." on side facing twentyboulder
eighty-thre- e
and
hundred
minutes
twenty-twe
feet;
r
minseven
twenty-onnorth
twenty-fouon
A."
north
four
eight
"T.
marked
degrees
degrees
by
pits eighteen by
line run, with stone mound two and large
e
one
e
south
three
fifty-onminutes east
west
and
sevtwenty-fivdegree
hundred
utes
west
seventeen
hundred
stone
and
a
twenty-oninches
twelve
side.
At
miles,
deep.
one-hafeet high.
e
hundred feet; north eighty-eigh- t
north five degrees fifty minutes enty fe t; north thirty-eigthirty-ondegrees twenty-fivby twelve by twelve inches
Thence north eighty-eigh- t
degrees feet;
fifty-sevfifty-si- x fifty-thrminutes west
Thence north eighty-twdegrees in size, marked "21 M. Cor." on north east.
north
east
fifty-fodegrees
thousand
three
huneast
feet;
minutes
At nine miles and forty chains,
twenty-fiv- e
seventy-thre- e
west
fifty-eigh- t
hundred
and
and fifteen minutes west. At eighteen side with earth mound two and one-hal- f
n
minutes
eighty-sevedred
north
degrees
feet;
degrees
change course.
two thousand and seventy-fiv- e
miles, a stone twelve by twelve by ten
feet; eight minutes east ten hundred and and three-tenth- s
feet; south sevenfeet high from four pits eighteen
eighty-fou- r
on
Thence
M.
north
Cor."
"18
o
teen degrees fourteen minutes east
e
marked
size
degrees
in
thirty-twthirty-nininches
e
north
r
forty-fivdegrees
inches
south
twenty-foutwelve
feet;
deep.
by
degrees twelve hundred and
by
at ten miles, a stone eighteen minutes west nine hundred and fifty-fiv- e fifty minutes east one thousand
side facing line run, with stone mound At twenty-tw- o
thirty feet; north
feet;
miles, a stone thirteen east,
eight
feet high. At eight- by twelve by ten inches in size, marked by twelve by ten inches in size markforty-thre- e
two and one-hal- f
n
north
fifty-sevedegrees, south
six minutes one degree three minutes east thirteen
feet;
degrees
and seven-tentchains, "22 M. Cor." on north side, with earth ed "10 M. Cor." on west side with forty-seveeen miles and twenty-on- e
minutes west forty-fiv- e
east twenty-fiv- e
hundred and ten feet; hundred and thirty-thre- e
of earth two and one-hafeet
mound
twenty-nin- e south
to
corner
feet
number
e
north
hundred
fifty-threand
one, place
min
feet;
change course.
fifty
f
from
mound two and
feet high
eighty degrees
from four pits eighteen by twen
twenty-seveminutes utes east sixty seven hundred feet to of beginning, containing one hundred
degrees and four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
degrees
Thence north sixty-siby high
by twelve inches deep. At ten east thirty-si- x
acres; also excepting:
hundred and nineteen corner number one, place of beginning, and thirty-fiv- e
thirty minutes west. At nineteen miles, twelve inches deep. At twenty-thre- e
chains and sixty links, feet; to corner number one, place of
and
eleven
on
hundred
fifteen
Rio
Nutrias:
Lands,
a stone ten by ten by ten inches in miles, a stone twelve by ten by ten miles six
containing
beginning, containing fifteen hundred and
acres; also excepting,
size marked "19 M. Cor." on side fac- inches in size, marked "23 M. Cor." on change course.
corner
at
number one, an
Beginning
s
Thence north fifty-on- e
acres; Lands adjacent to Tierra Amarilla:
degrees and and seventeen and
old post in mound of stone, identified
ing line run, with earth mound two north side with mound of earth two
feet high from four pits and one half feet high, from four pits thirty minutes east. At ten miles and also excepting:
and one-hal- f
Beginning at corner number one a as the second angle point of Boundary
by twelve eighteen by twenty-fou- r
chains, change course.
by twelve seventy-siLANDS ADJACENT TO PLAZA DE stone twenty by twelve by ten inches Survey of Tierra Amarilla Grant, easteighteen by twenty-fou- r
miles a
Thence south seventy degrees east
inches deep, from which a cottonwood inches deep. At twenty-fou- r
BRAZOS:
marked "I. H." whence a pine eighteen erly from second mile monument, from
inches in diameter stone twelve by ten by ten inches in At eleven miles a stone twelve by
tree thirty-siby ten by
bears south eev which a boulder eighteen
Inches
at the "Pre-sita- ,"
Beginning at corner number one, a enty-fo- in diameter forty-tw- o
bears east two hundred links distant. size marked "24 M. Cor." on north side twelve by eight inches in size marked
eight inches marked "I-minutes
degrees
e
Thence north eighty-on"11 M. Cor." on side facing line run boulder stone sixteen by eight by four
degrees with earth mound two and one-hal- f
bears south thirty-fiv- e
degrees
inches marked "4 M. I. D." whence, west forty, feet; a pine fourteen inches forty minutes east six hundred and
west. At twenty miles, a stone thir- feet high from four pits eighteen by with earth mound two and one-hal- f
twenty-foin
bears
diameter
north
Cliffs
Brazos
inches
of
bears
in
of
r
Peak
Summit
ten
size,
twenty-fouteen by twelve by
fifty-siby twelve inches deep. At feet high from four pits eighteen by
feet, which stone bears
minutes east fifty-thrdegrees thirty-seve- n
marked "20 M. Cor." on side facing twenty-fiv- e
from corner number two of Tierra Amdegrees forty-eigh- t
miles, a stone ten by ten twenty-fou- r
by twelve Inches deep. At South eighty-eigh- t
twelve
south
thence
feet;
degrees arilla tract heretofore described south
line run, with earth mound two and by ten inches in size, marked "25 M twelve miles a stake three feet by minutes east, monument on sharp fifteen
hunminutes east thirty-eigone-hal- f
feet high from four pits Cor." on north side, with mound of three by four inches in size marked point of hill bears south eighty-eigh- t
fifteen degrees forty-tw- o
minutes east
forty-nin- e
south
dred
and
feet;
forty
r
r
fifty-fouminutes west Plaza
f
by twelve earth two and
eiehteen bv twenty-foufeet high from "12 M. Cor." on side facing line run degrees
- forty thousand one hundred and eighty- west
fifteen
minutes
twentydegrees
de Brazos about six hundred feet
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
inches deep.
nine reet; tnence nortn nrty degrees
by with earth mound two and one-hal- f
six hundred and forty feet; north thirty-five
t twenty-siminutes west two thousand
feet high, from four pits eighteen by northeast;
Thence north eighty-thre- e
degrees twelve inches deep. e
n
thirty-sevetwenty min feet; south twenty-seve- n
degrees
e
thirty-threr
stone
eighty-threfourteen
a
inches
At
twenty-fouwest.
south
twelve
Thence
miles,
by
twenty
minutes
degrees west
degrees
deep.
and thirty
by
utes west, thirty-si- x
hundred
feet;
hundred north
thousand seven hundred and
eight
chains, a stone by nine inches in size, marked "26 M.
miles and fifty-on- e
Thence south sixty-tweast thirty minutes east twenty-sififty-tw- o
minutes
degrees
fifty degrees
side with stone mound At twelve miles sixty-fou- r
twenty-fou- r
by twenty by twelve Cor." on north
chains and and forty feet; north sixe degrees west one thousand feet; north eighty- - forty feet; west four thousand eight
- half fe?t
onetwo
At
hun
twenty-threhundred feet; south seventy-on- e
T.
and
W.
twentyCor.
de
minutes
"N.
high.
east,
marked
in
thirty
inches
size,
six degrees four minutes west thirteen
sixty links, change course.
minutes west ten thousand
de hundred
dred and fifty feet; north fifty-tw- o
grees
thirty
A." on side facing Grant, with stone seven miles, a stone eighteen by
o
deseventy-twsouth
t
eighty-eighThence south
feet;
degrees grees twenty-tw- o
minutes west; twelve grees thirty-ninfeet high, eighteen by twelve inches in size, and ten minutes
mound three and one-hal- f
e
minutes west four feet; west three thousand o six hundred
east,
27 M. Cor." on north side,
marked
north
hundred
feet;
twenty
degrees
degrees
from which a pine tree twenty-fou- r
hundred and fifty feet; north eighty de and fifty feet; north sixty-twAt thirteen miles a stone twenty- twenty-si- x
minutes east two thousand
minutes west nine thousand six
twenty
inches in diameter bears north eighty-tw- o with stone mound two and one-hal- f
one
west
seven
minutes
thousand
one
in
four
inches
size and forty-fiv- e
by eighteen by
t
e
miles a
feet; north one degree grees
feet; south
nine hundred and fifty feet; north hundred and twenty-fivdegrees and fifteen minutes west; feet high. At twenty-eighmarked "13 M. Cor." on side facing forty-on- e
east thirteen hun and
seven
minutes
hundred
and
by fif- line run
by twenty-fou- r
south
two hundred links distant, a pine stone thirty-sifeet;
fifty
thirty-fothirteen
minutes
two
degrees
with
mound
and
earth
sixty-fiv- e
dred feet; north five degrees twenty- - east one thousand
ten minutes east
degrees
thirtv inches in diametei bears south teen' inches in size, marked "28 M. one-hal- f
e
thirty-onnorth
feet;
from
feet
four pits eight five minutes east twenty-on- e
high
hundred
hundred and
sixty-seve- n
degrees and thirty minutes Cor." on north side, with earth mound een by twenty-fou- r
minutes east four thousand seven fifty-eigdegrees forty-nin- e
by twelve inches and three feet; north seventy-eigh- t
de seventy-sevefeet high from four
de
forty
feet; south
west, one hundred and fifty links dis- two and one-hal- f
n
and
hundred
feet,
sixty
deep.
minutes west twenty. south sixty-tw- o
by twelve
grees twenty-tw- o
grees fifteen minutes east three
tant, and a pine thirty inches in diam- pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r e
minforty-eigh- t
degrees
eighteen
At
miles
thirteen
and
five hundred and fifty-on- e
hundred and fifty
miles, a
feet; south utes east twenty-on- e
degrees inches deep. At twenty-nineter, bears south seventy-nin- e
hundred feet; thousand five
course.
eighty-tw- o
seven hundred and fifty feet south
south
feet;
degrees fifty
minutes west, two hun- stone thirty by twenty by sixteen chains, change
and forty-fiv- e
o
e
south thirty-twdegrees forty-fivThence north seventy-siminutes east four thousand one hundegrees twenty-eigh- t
degrees west eighty-nin- e
dred and fifty links distant, same be- inches in size, marked "29 M. Cor." on
east
minutes
hundred
twenty-fiv- e
and
ten feet; north eighty degrees
north side with stone mound two and and thirty minutes east. At fourteen hundred and thirty feet; north eighty- seventy-fiv- e
ing at a point on the Navajo river due
feet to point on line 9 ot dred and
f
east four thousand four
minutes
minutes east Ensenada tract
feet high. At thirty mileB a miles a stone twenty by twelve by eight degrees fifty-fou- r
thirty
north of the mouth of the Laguna de
last above described hundred and
hundred and thirty- - two seven hundred and
feet; north elxty-seve- n
fifty
by eighteen by eight three inches in size marked "14 M, thirty-eigh- t
los Caballos. and being also the north stone thirty-thre- e
thirty-fiv- e
feet
degrees twenty minutes east six
west corner of Baid Tierra Amarilla inches in size, marked "30 M. Cor." on Cor." on side facing line run with feet to corner number one, place of north twenty-on- e
x
twenty-sifeet beginning, containing eight hundred minutes west fromdegrees
north side, with mound of stone two earth mound two and one-hal- f
grant.
corner number thousand two hundred feet; south
one-hal- f
from
huntwen
one
four
and
which
ninety-fiv- e
from
a
and
eleven
and
high
feet
by
pits
eighteen
degrees east five hundred
high,
of
corner
seven of that tract; south four degrees sixty-eigThence from the northwest
dredths acres.
by twelve inches deep.
twenty-eigeast twenty-seve- n and ninety four feet; south eighty-sisaid erant on a course due south, va pine twelve inches in diameter bears
minutes
east three thousand six hun
links distant, and a pine
thirty-siAt fourteen miles thirty-fou- r
This tract joins the tract last above
chains
hundred and forty feet to corner degrees
riation of needle thirteen degrees and east
dred
and
in
inches
diameter
bears
fourteen
also
on
and
thirty feet; north fifty-foits
southern
links
described
course,
side;
mile
e
east.
At
one
fifty
change
number one, place of beginning, contwenty-ninminutes
forty-fiv- e
minutes east four
degrees forty-fiv- e
Thence north sixty-twdegrees west one hun
degrees and excepting:
eleven
seventy-thre- e
hundred
and
a stone seventeen by ten by ten inches south
taining
miles forty-fiv- e
thousand and ninety-tw- o
links distant. At thirty-on- e
feet; north
At fifteen LANDS IN BRAZOS VALLEY:
minutes east.
four-tentalso
in size marked "1 M. Cor" on side fac dred
and
acres;
ten
a
seventy-tw- o
two
stone
sixteen
east
sixteen
thousand
by
degrees
stone
by
a
ten
thirteen
ten
two
miles,
mound.
by
At
by
with
stone
ing line run
one hundred and twelve feet; north
"31 M. Cor." on Inches in size marked
15 M. Cor,
Beginning at corner number one
miles a stone twelve by ten by nine inches in size, marked
on
Lands
mesa
between
Rio
the
twenty-fou- r
side with mound of stone two on side facing line run, with earth identical with corner number one of
degrees fifteen minutes
inches in size, marked "2 M. Cor." on noith
Chama and Rito Nutritas:
west one thousand six hundred and
one-hal- f
thirty-tw- o
feet
At
and
tract
two
above
described.
mound
one
high.
last
and
half
feet
and
two
mound
high
with
earth
north side
a pine tree sixteen inches in di from four pits eighteen by twenty
Beginning at corner number one fifty feet; north twenty-seve- n
degrees
one-hal- f
Thence south nine degrees twenty identical
feet high from four pits eight miles,
with corner number ten of (27) east three thousand five hundred
"32
M.
Cor."
on
north
ameter
marked
four
twelve
inches
At
fif minutes west sixty-tw- o
by
deep.
hundred and
een by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches side from which a
feet 03564) to corner
pine twelve inches teen miles and forty-nin- e
chains forty-side Ensenada tract; corner number three and sixty-fofeet; south seventy-thre- e
deen. At three miles a stone sixteen
num
of
tract
and
corner
forty-thre- e
the
Parkview
bears
of beginning, conin
number
de
north
diameter
one,
course.
e
place
change
twenty-threeast
marked
minutes
thirtygrees
by sixteen by ten inches in size
west one hundred and sixteen
hundred and thirty-eigh- t
Thence south seventy-twnine hundred and fifty feet; north ber three of the Brazos Valley tract taining eight
"3 M. Cor." on north side wltn mouno. grees
degrees
s
described, a lava stone sixteen and
links distant, and a pine six inches in east. At fifteen miles and fifty-eigh- t
acres; also excepting:
thirty-eigh- t
minutes above
feet hi:
of earth two and one-hal- f
degrees fifty-thre- e
nine by eight inches marked "3 F. 3
twenty-sevede
by
bears
south
diameter
r
r
fifty-foutwenty-foueast
of
north
hundred
the
feet
of the
chains,
place
from four pits eighteen by
G." whence, a pine eighteen inches in Lands at the El Vado:
west ninety-silinks distant. At survey of said Tierrabeginning
Amarilla Grant eighty-seve- n
degrees eight minutes diameter
by twelve inches deep. At three miles grees
Beginning at corner number one, a
scribed "X ,B. T. 3 F. 3 G.
thirty-thre- e
twelve
a
stone
miles,
by and containing five hundred and nin east ten hundred and fifty feet; south
and eleven chains intersection of boun
fifty-sevstone twenty-si- x
bears
sand
north
twelve by eight inches in size marked
by ten by nine
degrees twenty
five hundred and fif forty-fiv- e
degrees
eight minutes minutes west
dary line between the State of Colorado "33 M. Cor." on north side, with teen thousand
south
feet;
thence,
eighty
inches
"I.
from
marked
n
which core
fifty-sevefifty-fivL.,"
and
hundredths acres east one thousand feet; south
and Territory of New Mexico at a point mound
e
of earth two and one-hal- f
feet according to the survey thereof;
degrees seven minutes east ner number fifteen of Parkview tract
six minutes east twenty- - twenty-onchains west
two miles and thirty-eighdegrees
seventeen hundred and seventy feet;
four pits eighteen by twen
Excepting, reserving and excluding five hundred and ten feet; south eighty south twenty-on- e
of two hundred and sixth mile corner high from
bears north
At
inches
twelve
degrees twenty- - theretofore described
e
deep.
by
fifty-threeast
from
a
all
minutes
that portion of the degrees
this decree
sixtyof boundary survey. At lour miles,
sixty-twsix
east
forty-liv- e
minutes
nine
east
hundred
minutes
seventeen
thirty-thre- e
and
miles
chains
degrees
said above described tract of land seven hundred feet; north one degree
stone thirty-siby twelve by twelve a stone
forty-fou- r
and forty-fiv- e
thousand nine hundred and
north thirty-tw- o
feet;
by
thirty
by
eighteen
eighteen
which
is
on
west
four
of
in
State
the
minutes
thousand
situate
Colo
4
three
M.
Cor.
feet;
marked
inches in size,
minutes west twenty-fiv- e seventy-tV- o
inches in size marked "S. W. Cor. T. rado, and also the following described south eighty-eigh- t
feet; the southeast corner
degrees forty-fiv- e
degrees twenty-twnorth side with mound of stone two A."
of
e
house
of
Juan
Martinez bears north
hundred
and
seventy-fivfeet:
on
side
mound
with
o
facing
grant,
tracts of land.
minutes west seventy-twhundred and
feet high. At five miles, of stone four feet
and one-hanorth sixty-tw- o
min sixty-fiv- e
degrees twenty minutes west
same
the
degrees
eighteen
high,
being
fifty-thre- e
forty-fou- r
de
north
ten
twelve
feet;
thirteen
stone
a
by
by
e
hundred feet; one hundred and ninety-eigfeet;
southwest corner of said Tierra Ama CHAMA TOWNSITE:
minutes east fifty utes west twenty-ongrees thirty-eigh- t
inches in size, marked "5 M. Cor." on rilla
seventy-seve- n
thence
north
forty-nin- e
south
thirty-on- e
from
which
degrees
degrees
corner
a
grant,
pine
five
and
five hundred
feet; minutes west seventy-seve- n
seventy
Beginning at corner number one,
north side with stone mound two and twenty-fou- r
hundred eighteen minutes west three thousand
inches in diameter bears sand stone twenty-tw- o
one-hal- f
by twelve by north eighty degrees one minute west and
feet high. At six miles
south
thirteen
degrees sixsouth
west
ten
one
feet;
hundred
sixty
degrees feet; south twenty-seve- n
e
degrees
two
T.
"S.
hundred
W.
nine
twenty-fivS."
and
marked
inches
from
twelve
feet;
twelve
fifty
stone twelve by
by
teen minutes west two thousand feet;
thirty-fou- r
one
west
minutes
a
links
in
twelve
thousand
inches
pine
distant,
six
west
which
corner
south
minutes
the
of
south
on
the
degrees thirty
inches in size, marked "6 M. Cor."
degrees seventeen
diameter bears south twenty degrees Round-hous- e
degrees four- south seventeen
of the Denver & Rio west twenty-thre- e
hundred and fifty feet; south thirty-thre- e
north side with mound of earth two and east
minutes east one thousand three hunteen
west
five
minutes
two
hundred
thousand
a
links
eighty-thre- e
distant,
pine
Railroad
north
Grande
bears
north
sixtyone-hal- f
feet;
thirty
four
degrees
from
feet high
pits eight
inches in diameter bears south seven degree's six minutes east two minutes west twenty-si- x
feet; dred and sixty feet; south nine dehundred and nine hundred e and sixty-fiv- e
een by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches twenty
minutes east eighteen
twenty-thregrees twenty-si- x
north
sixty-fiv- e
two
hundred
fortydegrees
east
degrees
feetto
corner
number one, place
forty
deep. At seven miles a stone twenty- links distant. Point of bluff bears north thousand and thirty and
hundred feet; south twenty degrees
five
west
minutes
seventeen
hun
nun
ten
of
sixteen
a
inches
in
diameter
feet,
containing
inches
beginning,
in
pine
fifteen
size,
twelve
four by
by
minutes east one thousdred feet; south seventy-on- e
de forty-thre- e
degrees west about twenty scribed "X. B. T. S. W. T. S." bears dred and seventy-on- e
and fifty-thre- e
marked "7 M. Cor." on north side with forty
- and feet; south thirty-eigh- t
forty-fiv- e
west
minutes
grees
fiftychains
end
South
of
degrees
distant.
fifty-sevealso
one
twenty-eight
hundredths
prominent north
acres;
excepting
degrees
feet
mound of earth two and one-hal- f
minutes east fifteen hunfour hundred feet; south thirty- - forty-eigmesa bears north fifty-thre- e
s
ninety-threand
minutes
to
degrees
r
twenty-fouwest,
Chama
in
Lands
Valley
adjacent
from
four
n
pits eighteen by
high
minutes west dred and eleven feet; south twenty-nin- e
s
eight degrees
east about
of a mile dis
feet a pine nine inches in dia- the village of Parkview:
by twelve inches deep.' At eight tant.
seven thousand feet; south seventy-on- e
degrees two minutes east seven
B.
S.
meter
"X.
T.
W.
scribed
T.
S."
miles a stone seventeen by thirteen
at corner number one degrees fifty minutes west eighteen hundred and twenty-fiv- e
Beginning
feet; south
sixty-twdegrees fifty-eig- identical with corner number one of hundred and seventy-fiv- e
Thence from said southwest corner bears north
by ten inches in size, marked "8 M.
feet; north' seventeen degrees seventeen minutes
east
one
hundred
minutes
and
mound
with
earth
on a course east. Variation of neeCor." on north side
ast above described tract, thence south seventy-thre- e
degrees fifteen minutes east seven hundred feet; south twenty-thre- e
s
twenty-fou- r
feet.
and
feet high from four dle thirteen degrees and thirty-thre- e
two and one-hal- f
nine degrees twenty minutes west six west five hundred feet; north ten de
minutes west
degrees forty-tw- o
Thence north eighteen degrees forty-tw- o ty-tfeet grees twenty-thre- e
by twelve minutes east. At one mile, a post three
hundred and forty-si- x
pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
minutes east seven nine hundred and fifty feet; south ten
hundred south seventy-thre- e
minutes east twenty-eigh- t
feet long, three by four
inches deep. At nine miles, a stone and one-hal- f
degrees twenty thousand four hundred and fifty-thrdegrees eleven minutes west five thous
thirty-on- e
feet, south seventy-on- e three minutes east thirty-nin- e
hundred feet; south fifty-fiv- e
by twenty by sixteen Inches Inches in size, marked "1 M. Cor." on and seventy-fiv- e
and two hundred and forty-tw- o
feet;
degrees fifty-tw- o
in size, marked "9 M. Cor" on north west side, with earth mound two and
degrees eighteen minutes east, and fifty feet; south sixty eight de minutes east two thousand feet; north south forty degrees east six thousand
one-hah
and
one-haltwelve
two
f
hundred
and
and
of
earth
mound
feet
seventy
Bide, with
minutes west eignt fifty-si- x
high from four pits
minutes1 two hundred and fifty-fiv- e
grees eighteen
degrees twenty-thre- e
feet; north
defeet high from four pits eighteen eighteen by twenty-fou- r
feet; south eighteen degrees hundred feet; north seventy-thre- e
minutes
east seven thousand five hundred and twelve degrees twenty-seve- n
by twelve
o
e
minutes west, twenty-on- grees twenty-thre- e
minutes west seven forty feet; north fifty-eigeast one thousand three hundred
by twelve inches deep. inches deep. At two miles a post three and forty-twby twenty-fou- r
degrees
h
hundred and thirteen and
by by four inches by three feet in size,
At ten miles a stone twenty-on- e
hundred feet; south fifty-tw- o
degrees fifty-on- e
hun- and fifty-thre- e
minutes east twenty-tw- o
feet; north forty-seve- n
feet to angle corner number six twenty-eigminutes west two thou- dred feet; north fifty-fou- r
twelve by twelve inches in size marked marked "2 M Cor." on west side, with
thirty-seve- n
mindegrees
degrees
of railroad depot grounds; south forty sand feet; south thirty-fo"10 M. Cor." on north side with mound mound of earth two and one-hadegrees five
hun- utes west two thousand two hunminutes east twenty-thre- e
minutes west, Uree minutes west thirty-on- e
feet high feet high from four pits eighteen by degrees twenty-eigh- t
hundred dred and twenty-tw- o
of earth two and one-hal- f
feet; north
feet; north forty-on- e dred and twenty-fiv- e
e
and fif- and sixty feet; south nineteen degrees
twenty-fou- r
forty-nin- e
from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
minutes
minutes east forty-on- e seven
twelve
by twelve inches deep. eight hundred and twenty-ondegrees
degrees
e
teen
hundredths feet; north seventy-on- nine minutes west fifteen hundred feet
hundred feet; north nineteen de- west two thousand seven hundred feet;
by twelve inches deep. At eleven miles At three miles a stake three feet by
degrees and eighteen minutes south forty-on- e
a stone thirty by sixteen by twelve three by four inches in size marked
degrees .twelve min grees nine minutes east fifteen hun- north nine degrees seventeen minutes
and utes west forty-on- e
hundred feet dred feet; north thirty-fou- r
de- east two thousand four hundred and
.
inches in Bize marked "11 M. Cor." on "3 M. Cor." on west side, with mound west, nine hundred and fifty-on- e
feet to place of beginlng, south fifty-fomin grees three minutes east thirty-on- e
degrees fifty-fiv- e
north side with stone mound two and of earth two and one-hal- f
feet high eight tenthsfifty-sevefifty feet; north four degrees forty-fiv- e
n
e
and ninety-threhundred and hundred and sixty feet; north fifty-tw- o
utes west twenty-thre- e
minutes west two thousand four hunone-hafeet high. At twelve miles a from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r containing
de degrees twenty-eigh- t
feet; south fifty-eigminutes east dred and fifteen feet; north sixteen destone sixteen by thirteen by eight
by twelve Inches deep. At four one hundredths acres; also excepting: twenty-tw- o
minutes west twenty- two thousand feet; south seventy-thre- e grees fifty-thrminutes west four
grees fifty-on- e
Inches in size marked "12 M. Cor." on miles a stone fifteen by seven by LAND IN CHAMA VALLEY:
and
two
de
two
mound
hundred feet; south fifty-si- x
minutes thousand seven hundred feet; north
Inches
stone
seven
in
M.
size
"4
Bide
degrees twenty-thre- e
with
marked
north
Beginning at corner number one grees twenty-thre- e
minutes west sev east seven hundred feet; north sixty-eig- seven degrees four minutes west twenty-one-hafeet high. At thirteen miles, a Cor." on west side with earth mound identical
with corner number two of enty-fiv- e
hundred and forty feet; north
hundred feet; north fifty dedegrees eighteen minutes east two
feet high from four
stone sixteen by ten by ten Inches in two and one-hal- f
Denver ft Rio Grande Railroad Depot fifty-fiv- e
fifty-tw- o
minutes
side
hundred feet to corner number grees thirty-on- e
minutes east two
on
north
r
degrees
Cor."
twenty-fouM.
twelve
eight
"13
size marked
by
pits eighteen by
west two thousand feet; north fifty- one, place of beginning, containing thousand two hundred and forty-fofeet inches deep, from which a pine eight grounds at Chama station.
with stone mound two and one-haht

by
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
twelve Inches deep, from which a pine
tree fifteen inches In diameter bears
south three degrees east two hundred
and fifty links distant. At thirteen
miles a stake four inches square, three
f
feet long, marked "13 M.
and
Cor." on side facing line run, with
f
feet
earth mound two and
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feet to corner number one, place of be- sand seven hundred and two and sevenone hundredths feet; north
ginning, containing seven hundred and ty-eight
minutes
hundredths forty-nin- e
fifty-toand flfty-flv- e
degrees thirty-sih
west nine hundred and one and
acres; also excepting:
feet; rfbrth forty degrees twenty-on- e
Lands known us the Thompson
minutes east two thousand nine
ranch:
h
and
hundred and twenty-on- e
a
number
corner
one,
Beginning at
feet; north eighteen degrees forty-tw- o
sand stone eighteen by twelve by eight
minutes east one thousand six hunfeet
and nine-tentInches marked "I. M." whence, corner dred and sixty-si- x
number
corner
to
one,
place of beginnumber ten of El Vado tract last above
and four-tentning, containing ninety-on- e
dedescribed bears south sixty-tw- o
also excepting:
acres;
minutes east ninety-seve- n
grees twenty-fou- r
Lands of Denver & Rio Grande Rail- feet; road Company:
hundred and flfty-flv- e
thence south slxty-sldegrees forty-nin- e
Right of way for Chama pipe line
five
thousand threo twelve and one-ha- lf
minutes west
feet in width exfeet; south tending from northerly line of Chama
hundred and eighty-nin- e
minutes west depot grounds in a northeasterly direcforty degrees thirty-tw- o
hundred feet; north forty-nin- e tion five thousand four hundred and
thirty-fou- r
minutes west thirty-fiv- e
feet more or less, to a point
degrees twenty-eigone thousand feet; north thirty-eigon the Chama river, containing three
acres;
degrees eighteen minutes east seven and nineteen
thousand five hundred feet; north also
eighty-tw- o
degrees thirty minutes east
Right of way of said railroad comtnree thousand one hundred feet; south pany
on its main line, extending from
five degrees fourteen minutes east two the eastern to the western boundaries
thousand two hundred and forty-si- x
of the Tierra Amarilla Grant, being a
feet to corner number one, place or
strip of land fifty feet on each side of
containing four hundred and the centre line of said railroad except
twenty-seve- n
hundredths acres; ex- through Chama station grounds, concepting also:
taining three hundred and nine-fiv- e
hundredths acres; also,
Mine:
.
Esperanza
Right of way for Lumber Branch of
Beginning at corner number one, a
railroad extending from Chama
said
lava stone eighteen by fifteen by twelve
In a southerly direction to the
station
inches marked "I" with post four by
"Cor.
village of Tierra Amarilla, including
four inches four feet long scribed
corner
whence
right of way to Laws Mill, being a strip
No. 1 Esperanza Lode,"
feet on each side
of ground twenty-fiv- e
Hereinbetract
Brazos
of
number one
and conrailroad
centre
of
said
line
of
e
eighty-ninbears
north
described
fore
and
and
one
four
of
hundred
sisting
degrees two minutes west fifty-eigone hundredths acres; also
ninety-si- x
thousand eight hundred and forty-on- e
excepting:
feet; thence north eighteen degrees
Land known as Iron Springs Vega.
thirty-on- e
minutes east six hundred
e
seventy-onBeginning at corner number one, a
degrees
feet; north
minutes west three thou- boulder stone fourteen by ten by eight
twenty-nin- e
sand feet; south eighteen degrees inches marked "I. C." with cedar post
minutes west six hundred
thirty-on- e
four by four inches marked "I. C."
degrees twenty-nfeet; south seventy-on- e
ine
minutes east three thousand whence corner number one Brafeet; to corner number one, place of be zos tract heretofore described bears
ana north thirty-fiv- e
minginning, containing iprty-on- e
degrees fifty-tw- o
thirty-threacres; also utes east seventeen thousand six hunexcepting:
feet; thence
The depot grounds of the Denver & dred and seventy-eige
twenty-nin- e
eighty-fivat
south
degrees
Rio Grande Railroad Company
Chama.
minutes west six hundred and
Station bounded and described as fol- thirty feet; south seventeen degrees
minutes west seventeen
lows. Beginning at corner number one, forty-seve- n
and
hundred
line
on
a
forty feet; south seventy-thre- e
an iron bolt, set at
point
minutes east
4
degrees forty-seve- n
Chama townsite heretofore deand fourteen hundred and fifty feet; north
scribed four hundred and forty-si- x
minfeet south eighteen degrees twenty-fiv- e
degrees forty-seve- n
forty-tw- o
minutes west from corner utes east one hundred and eighty-eigh- i.
degrees fifty-on- e
number three of said townsite; thence feet; north twenty-si- x
and seventy-eighundred
west
ten
e
minutes
seventy-oneighteen
south
degrees
feet; north nine degrees fifty-eigminutes east seven hundred and fifty
minutes east nine hundred and
feet; south eighteen degrees forty-tw- o
e
feet to corninety-livand four-tenthuntwo
two
thousand
west
minutes
x
hunnumber
ner
one, place of beginning,
dred and two and eighty-siand four-tentdredths feet; south forty degrees containing ninety-on- e
minutes west two thou acres.
twenty-eigx

ur
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NOVEL GATE THAT NEVER SAGS
How to Make

(IMDEN
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FOR GOOD ROAD

An Efficient

That

DRAG.

Home-Mad- e
Road Grader
One Man Can Easily

Manage.

p
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So much of the foregoing description
precedes the aforesaid exnotes
contained in the United
ceptions' is a substantial copy of the field
States patent for the Tierra Amarilla Grant, recorded in the office of
recorder of the said County of Rio Arthe probate clerk and
riba, New Mexico, in Volume 15A at pages 102 to 130, and also recorded
recorder of the Counin the office of the County Clerk and
474
to 492.
of Archuleta, Colorado, in Book 5, pages
io

io

ty

And the said foreclosure sale and the Special Master's deed thereunder will embrace all the estate, right, title, interest, property, possession, claims and demands of the said defendants and of each of them,
at law or in equity, and of all persons claiming under them or either of
them, of, in and to all and singular, so much of said Tierra Amarilla
Grant as is situate within the Territory of New Mexico, except the specific parcels above, and in the said mortgage and decree, mentioned and
described as exceptions to the said general description.

I have used this gate for many years
and never spent five minutes repairing
it. Countersink two pieces and pin
them together. Then set up two 2x4
piecesi two feet higher than the
gate bo it can be raised in winter.
Mortise and- - set in between the
crosspieces, which are 12 inches apart,
the board, a, and fasten a cap to the
top of the frame. The gate is 16 feet
long, 12 feet being for the gateway

A plan is given below for a cheap
road grader,
and efficient home-mad- e
or drag, that one man can manage and
one team can pull. It 1b as efficient
In putting the dirt, clay and gumbo
roads in good shape as the larger
grader and it is much more convenient as you do not have to wait for
three or four of your neighbors to
help you, but can go on with your
team when the roads get rough or rutted up and in a little while can have
them In tip-toshape.
With one dragging after each rain
s
of a mile of
we kept
dirt road In the best of condition all
summer and we hardly missed the
time it took, either.
The front, or cutting part of the
drag, is made from an old mowing
machine cutting bar. This bar is
bolted on the front side of the drag
so as to extend one-hal- f
inch lower
than frame to cut the dirt and slide it
toward the middle of the road. The
Unique Gate.
dirt slides off the end fastened with
longer chain, which end should run In and four feet
for the weights to balthe center of the road. The driver
ance
is of 2x4's. Cover
The
frame
it.
rides on the frame. If it is desired to
the four-foo- t
end with boards and fill
with enough stones to balance It when
hung. Cover the gate with wire fencing and hang by a chain. Put a bolt
through the lower part of the frame
into the crosspiece, a.

ht

as

a Gate That Will Al
ways Stay in Its Place with
Little Work.

Drag.

cut more, stand over the bar and If
it is cutting too deeply, stand nearer
the wheel at the rear of frame. This
wheel carries the rear end of frame
and throws all the weight on the cut
ting bar. It reduces the friction to a
minimum and enables better work,
The frame of the drag is made of two
by eight Inch hard wood pieces, five
feet in length.
SHIPPING

BOX FOR

FRUIT.

NEW

WAY TO

PLANT TREES.

Manner In Which to Plant
Trees to Induce Fresh Root
Formation.

Proper

It is an article of faith among fruit
growers that a fruit tree must be
planted In properly prepared soli, a
large, wide shallow hole, the roots
carefully spread out In all directions
and arranged near the surface with a
slight upward bearing at the end.
Small quantities of the finer soil
are first worked in among the roots,
hollow places caused by archings in
the stouter roots are filled up, the remainder of the soil is put in, trodden
carefully down and the whole left to
the compacting influence of the rain.
The tree is supported by stakes until
it is firmly established.
Spencer U. Pickering, with his re
cent researches, declares that proper
tree planting means a small hole,
roots doubled up anyhow, the trees
stuck In, the soil thrown In and
ram aed down as for a gate post. With
extensive experiments 59 per cent.
show in favor of the new simple method, 27 show no difference and 14 per
cent, show against the new way. By

BIS

E
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EAGLE

PENKNIFE WINS

SEATTLE

TO SAVE BABY

W

MAM

A

BRIDE

CARVED HIS NAME ON WALK, SHE
SAW IT, AND SENT HIM A
POSTAL CARD.

Trenton, N. J. Cupid's success in
bringing two young people to the altar was due to a name carved in a pavilion on the board walk in Cape May
and to a penny souvenir postal card.
The principals in this little romance
are
Miss Anna Clark, whose home Is
HOURS
TWO
STRUGGLE LASTS
near Lawrencevllle, and Joseph Bro-du- s,
a contractor of Seattle, Wash.
were wedded here the other day.
They
and
Giant Bird's Wing Are Broken
In 1907 Mr. Brodus visited the JerIt Is Finally Overcome with
sey summer resort. While sitting In
Help of Neighbors Meat-ure-s
a pavilion on the board walk one after-noo- n
Twelve Feet.
he carved his name with a penknife on a beam of the structure. A
St. Charles, 111. Fighting desperate- few weeks later Miss Clark
spent a valy for two hours with a monster eagle cation in Cape May, and while with a
to keep his baby from the menacing
talons of the great bird, Peter Johnson, a farmer, with the aid of neighbors, finally captured the king of the
air.
Fully a score of persons participated
in the conflict with the eagle, and
pitchforks, clubs and stones were
brought Into service before the bird,
exhausted from his efforts, gave up
the battle. Johnson was terribly
scratched in the encounter, although
his son was unhurt.
The Johnson boy, a sturdy child of
three years, was playing on his father's farm near St. Charles the other
morning when the eagle was first obILLINOIS FARMER IN DESPERATE
CONFLICT WITH MONSTER
MONARCH OF THE AIR.

served.
The great bird circled about the vicinity at a great height for several
minutes. Suddenly, with the speed of
a lightning flash, it darted down, and
its steel-liktalons caught in the
child's dress.
The child's surprise for a second
struck him dumb, and the eagle, using
every ounce of its strength, bore the
boy upward. Surprise gave way to
alarm. The child screamed for aid
and struggled vigorously to free himself from the eagle's clutches.
The boy Is a stockily built lad,
weighing about 35 pounds, and the
bird was unable to make great progress.
The father heard the screams of his
child and hurried from his home. He
saw the boy In the bird's clutches
and ran toward the scene of the struge

His Name Carved in the Board Walk
Resulted in a Wedding.

crowd of girls espied the name, "Joseph Brodus, Seattle, Wash,." in the
pavilion. She called the attention of
her companions to the name and some
one suggested, in jest, that the owner
of the name would be surprised if ha
received a postal. The Idea appealed
to
Miss Clark and that night Uncle
gle.
With all his strength he threw him- Sam carried in one of his mail bags
self on the eagle and bore it to the a penny souvenir postal directed jto
Mr. Brodus, with these words: "Are
you in the habit of leaving your name
behind you in every place you visit?
I suppose you want Cape May folks to
remember you." Miss Clark not only
signed the card, but gave her home
address.
The Incident had been forgotten by
her a month afterwards, but was vividly recalled to her memory when she
received a letter from Mr. Brodus. The
letter thanked the sender of the postal
for calling the writer's attention to his
boyishness and explained the circumstances.
Although realizing it was unconventional, Miss Clark could not resist the

Refrigerator Shipping Box Invented to
Prevent Berries from Spoiling
While in Transit.
whatever criterion the trees are
gauged the now method is said to give
AlA large fruit grower in the state of better results than the orthodox.
heavy though an antagonistic cry has been
Washington who experienced
loss from berries spoiling in shipment raised against the revolution theory
has Invented a refrigerator shipping no practical man has been able to
case. The case is built to contain 54 give any reason for the old faith that
TERMS OF SALE.
quart boxes placed on trays in airtight is in him beyond the fact that it is
sanctioned by established custom.
Examination proves that ramming
J. The purchaser must make at the time and place of sale and
has led to a copious development of
before the sale is closed, a partial payment of ten per cent, of the amount
fibrous roots. In planting the imporHe Threw Himself Upon the Eagle.
tant thing Is to Induce fresh root forbid by him, and must also then and there sign and deliver to the Special
more
and
mation
does
this
ramming
Master a memorandum of sale promising to comply with these terms
rapidly than the old way.
ground. The child was saved and ran
;
herein
provided
of sale and to pay the residue of the purchase money as
shrieking for assistance for his father. The man and the bird were
and for such partial payment the Special Master's receipt will be then
USEFUL IMPLEMENT.
locked in a death grip, the eagle usand there given; and such partial payment may be by bank draft or
his claws, while Johnson struck
Woodman's Lizard to Be Used in ing
certified check acceptable to the Special Master. In default of such
with his free hand as he held the
out
Sawing Poles Economizes
bird with the other.
immediate partial payment, the Special Master will disregard the said
and Time.
Strength
Neighbors were soon on the scene.
bidder
bid and proceed with the sale and accept the bid of the highest
From
the start they were determined,
A woodman's lizard is made with a
of ten
able, ready and willing forthwith to make immediate payment
if possible, to capture the eagle alive.
t
or
inches
six
eight
pole,
Sticks and stones fell on his monster
per cent, of his bid.
through at the largest end. Put two body, while both wings were immethe
a
from
foot
about
end
legs
largest
may be paid at the time and place
II. The whole purchase-mone- y
down diately crippled.
Box for Berries.
and then put two horns
The breaking of the wings made eswill
of
deed
Master's
conveyance
event
the
which
to
hold
the
side
the left
of sale, in
Special
pole you are
of the eagle impossible, but for
in
a
and
cape
compartment
buck-sacompartments,
then and there be delivered to the purchaser, and such or any payment above the berries is room for a 25-- sawing. This is the best
two hours he fluttered along the
of purchase money may be made by bank draft or certified check ac- pound cake of ice, making a total
ground, fiercely repelling every attack
67 pounds.
must
crates
The
of
until, completely exhausted, he was
weight
Master.
ceptable to the Special
be iced every 24 hours. This
pinioned to the earth by two pitchforks.
Under
the
railroad
done
whole
company.
the
by
if
purchaseIII. The residue of the purchase-moneconditions
berries
The eagle when measured proved to
these
Washington
must
be paid
money has not been paid at the time and place of sale,
be 12 feet from tip to tip of his wings
have reached Chicago in salable con
and a perfect specimen of Its kind. It
to the Special Master, at the office of the Clerk of the said First Ju- dition.
is believed he will speedily recover
durNew
of
Santa
Mexico,
Fe,
dicial District in the City and County
from the injuries in its struggle with
Harmonize
Shrub
and
Garden.
of June, 1909, and
ing banking hours of Thursday the Seventeenth day
the men, and Johnson plans to present
Shrubs as a rule are Intended as a
Farmer.
Useful
for
delivered.
it to some zoological garden.
frame for the yard or garden. They
thereupon the said Special Master's deed will be
Although Johnson is suffering inare planted around the borders of the for long poles ever used. The pole you
IV. The purchaser will be allowed out of the final payment th lawn, or used to screen the founda are sawing lays naturally along the tense pain as a result of the scratches
and does not take the com- received In the fight, none of his hurts
amount of any lawful taxes, if any, which were liens on tne premises tions of the house or to fill in cor lizard
bined
of yourself and family Is regarded as dangerous, the worst
strength
ners.
sold at the time of the acceptance of his bid and which the said purThe shrubbery frame for the yard or to hold it down on the buck, as is the wound being an immense gash torn In
case with the common ones.
his left shoulder. He was greatly weakchaser shall have paid before delivery of the said deed.
garden should be formed on the same
ened from loss of blood.
as
a
bor
the
frame,
picture
principle
JVV The Special Master is not required to send any notice to the der of a rug, etc. It should harmonize
Ground Corn for Hogs.
The boy is none the worse for his
"
to
of
and
sale
circumconditions
terms
are
and takes great delight in
with
the
and
There
it
the
and
with
pay
to
each
hfl
experience
nedects
and
comply
incloses,
if
picture
nwWer
where it is not advisable to watching the imprisoned bird.
stances
should
harmonize
in
border
shrub
the
on
interest
with
be
will
charged
and receive his deed as provided", he
Too often no grind the corn, even though it be
with Its companions.
his
of
amount
On the other hand, when fitthe whole
purchase.
attention is paid to this kind of har
Cold Dip Restores Girl's Voice.
border
and
the
be ting hogs for show, sale, or In high
shrubbery
mony
Los Angeles, Cal. Miss Bernlce
'"
struck
is
the
after
be
will
property
feedVI. The bid'dings
comes a thing of shreds and patches, pressure feeding for market, the
kept open,
Pooler, a visitor from Philadelphia
made up of showy bushes, perhaps er will consider it advisable to grind
rl m oasfi anv Durchaser shall fail to comply with any of the
a
since babyhood, reand a
will be beautiful plants in themselves, but ar- the corn, even though it is expensive gained her speech and hearing, followabove conditions of sale, the premises so struck off to him
The
these
to
so.
do
to
feeder,
the
effect
of
knowing
without regard
a sudden plunge In the Pacific
of said Special Master, under ranged
the shape, color and general appear- results, will use them to suit his own ing
again put up for sale under the direction
ocean at Balboa beach.
such ance of one upon the whole.
conditions.
these same terms of sale, without application to the Court, and
The bath was involuntary. She lost
to
shrubs
side
In
grow
choosing
by
that may
a pair of valuable gold combs and a
of
Beef.
defaulting purchaser will be held liable for any deficiency
Essential
Qualities
Baby
side, consider the foliage and flowers
diamond pin, besides getting a shock
exist between the sum for which said premises were struck off upon the as carefully as you consider the size
The feeder who makes yearling of and
ruining her gown but she says it
for
consider
and also,
quality, type was worth it.
and shape of the bush. Do not put baby beef, must
sale and that for which they may be sold on the
the
foliage and condition essential, while
large masses of
Miss Pooler lost her speech and
all costs and expenses occurring on such
catle should
next to masses of dark, or you will feeder of
by falling into a lake In Pennhearing
handle the type of cattle which can
have a patchy effect.
when she was an' infant, 19
Dated April 24, 1909.
sylvania
By care In selection as regards be bought relatively the cheapest and years ago, and has not heard a sound
JNO. H. KNAEBEL,
flowering season, you may be sure of be ready for market at such time as or spoken a word since.
Bhe
Special Master.
having one or more plants In the bor- that particular class of cattle is In Is garrulous, as she puts it
demand.
der In blossom at all times.

J
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deaf-mut- e

re-sal- e,

light-gree- n

re-sal- e.
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To-da- y

temptation to answer the letter, apologizing for her boldness In addressing a
stranger. This missive was unanswered and the romance was not like
others, inasmuch as there was no longbefore the prindistance
love-makin- g

cipals met.
Cupid prompted Mr. Brodus to make
another trip east last summer, and he
went to the home of Miss Clark, where
he introduced himself. While surprised, the girl received him. He
learned that several old friends of his
lived in this region, and through these
he convinced Miss Clark that his standing in the community in which he lived
He remained
was extremely good.
The friendlonger than he intended.
ship which sprang up between the two
ripened into a deeper affection, and a
second visit of the Seattle man last
September resulted in the engagement.
"I had a premonition that something
would result from the sending of that
postal," said the bride.
DIGS

10 MILES THROUGH SNOW

Colorado Prospector Reaches City
from Mountain Cabin More
Dead Than Alive.
Buena Vista, Col. Almost dead
from sheer exhaustion and starvation
in battling with the fierce elements,
Samuel Denny, an old prospector, living near the head of Cottonwood pass,
west of Buena Vista, who had been"
snowbound for over 30 days, stumbled
into the Hotel Buena Vista at Hot
Springs, six miles west of Buena
Vista, after a trip of four days, covering a distance of over ten miles from
his lenely cabin in the mountains to
the springs.
Denny would shovel out a trail for a
distance and then return to his cabin
for rest and food. Again he would
tackle the drifting snow, sometimes
shoveling through drifts 30 and 40
feet deep. In this manner and in constant danger of being engulfed in
snowslides which many times blocked
the trail behind him, he finally reached
the springs, more dead than alive.
Denny lives at the head of Cotton
wood pass, where he has located a
ranch and has a number of cattle, all
of which he says will die. He has already lost four from hunger and cold.
He was compelled to constantly shovel
snow so the cattle could get water to
drink.
This finally overcame the man, who
is nearly 70 years of age, and, seeing
that he could not save the rest of his
cattle without help, and finding his
provisions running low, he started for
the nearest place, Buena Vista Hot
Springs.

NEW

By GEORGE SIEBEL

(Copyright, by J. B. Lipplncott

to hips or prominent bust lines any
more than her elders. Like them, she
must be In silhouette a
knife blade, a charming stem which
SLIM NESS AND DAINTINESS IS can bloom widely only at the head.
In fact, with all the rest of the modTHE RULE.
ish lines falling so straightly and slim-ly- ,
mushroom
the
now worn give a good many of
hats
Like Her Elders, the Young Girl Has
us the look of having heads quite out
Neither Hips Nor Prominent Bust
of proportion to the rest of the body.
Lines
Suggestion for
With the fine wash materials which
Neat Costume.
compose the simpler of the girl frocks,
this slimness is especially gracious,
Slimness of effect, and daintiness of
giving that look of divine Innocence
material, rule styles for young girls. which Is so delightful to girl garThe correct figure for sweet 16 is one ments. Gut it Is the fashion
everyof reed wlllowyness; and If nature has where to look
forever
saintly,
Ingenue,
lavished more pounds than fashion
younger than one's years, rather than

FOR SWEET SIXTEEN

well-bre- d

heavily-trimme-

older.

A fashionable

effect in broadcloth

cares for, careful corset bodies and
laced stays, loose lines and high belts
must conceal the objectionable proportions.
The smart schoolgirl has no right

may be suggested by the Illustration.
The low blouse, with Its short sleeves
and revers, give a number of sugges
tions for rich lace and embroideries,
In place of the plaid trimming shown.
Again, plain or figured silk, the color
of the gown, could be used for these
bodice decorations and for the skirt
band, while the gown material, plainly
stitched, would prove not only an Inexpensive garniture but one eminently
stylish.
So replete with suggestion, In fact,
have styles become that there is rarely a smart one which may not be
copied In any every-damaterial, all
cuts leaning toward
smartness of
line rather than elaborate trimmings
and permitting many changes.
The
actual restriction Is with the dressier
of the empire modes, and to copy
these in poor or coarse materials is to
forswear taste entirely.
To conclude the subject of the
gowns all fragile texture would require silk or lawn undersllps fitting
the figure as carefully as do the costumes.
The gulmpes required with
them may be bought ready made if
the sewer does not care to attempt
them, for every shop of any importance is alive to the demand for these
dainty accessories, and shows them
in all degrees of elegance and simplicity.
Some of the prettiest of the gulmpes
and guimpe-bodice- s
are in
net or mull. The entire bodice is
more expensive than the pieces which
come no further than the bust or a
little lower, and are considered by
many as more comfortable to wear.
The short gulmpes run from $1.50 up;
but the cheapest of the bodices likely
to last any time will be $8.50 or more

ALL SHOW TOUCH OF BLACK.

LATEST

y

plain-tucke-

Effect in Plain or Figured
Silk.

Ornamentation as Popular
It Was Last Season Is Seen
To-Da-

THING

IN

The police magistrate of an inland
city at one side a high desk, at the
rear a grated door opening into a corridor of cells.
policemen
and several reporters in various indolent attitudes, too lazy even to fan
themselves.
Behind the desk a tall
man with a military bearing and an
empty sleeve. Such is the scene.
Officer Riley marched his prisoner
up to the desk an Italian, swarthy
and sullen. In a country where taxes
are levied for every window in a
house, is it wonder that little sunshine
falls on the people's faces?
The tall, military man fingered a
letter as he looked sternly down at
Half-a-doze- n

the prisoner.
"I got 'im, yer honor!" said

Officer

Riley.
"You fellows are a blame nuisance,"
aid his honor, "and I'm going
to
make an example of you. You were
grinding your organ along Sylvanla
avenue."
The Italian laid his arm lovingly
over the instrument suspended from
his shoulder by straps and sustained
by a sort of wooden stilt.
"I no blame nuisance," he said. "My
name Antonio Pagllaccl."
"Here's the complaint against you,"
said the military man, holding up the
letter. "You shall hear it:
"Superintendent of Police. Dear Sir:
I believe there is an ordinance forbidding
the street, and I should
like to know why the police do not enforce the law? For three mornings In
succession an Italian has passed through
Sylvanla avenue with an organ, and the
nuisance Is becoming Intolerable. If these
people are permitted to continue, why
not confine them to the poorer quarters,
where the racket will not grate on refined ears?"
"That's signed by one of the richest
and best men in the town," said the
organ-grinde-

rs

magistrate.

sort of defiance darkened
the Italian's face. "I no care," he
A gloomy

d

COIFFURE.

on

Everything.

Last spring and summer there was

tiuch talked and written about "the

touch of black that made the garment," "that improved the greatest
masterpiece," "that made the most unbecoming gown suit the most Impossible wearer," and "that gave the
touch of the artistic to the most com-

Surely all
monplace of garments."
this could not have been said with
truth last season and then all of it
revoked this year.
Certainly not.
The touch of black is as much used as
ever, and while it may not necessarily
take the form of a bow or a band of
black velvet Introduced on corsage, it
is still evident, and oftenest at the
girdle line.
Black frequently appears in soft
satin as a girdle slipped under panels
or bands crossing the waist line. A
little evidence of black Is seen whether the gown is trimmed with metals
or whether it is of the lightest fabric.
The touch of black is usually introduced to give character to an otherwise flat composition. It is not necessary, but in the case of a jabot, gown
or blouse being slightly unbecoming
the addition of a little black will make
all the difference in the world.
When Troubled by Dandruff.
A young woman who was much annoyed by dandruff, for which she tried
many remedies, was cured by making
a lotion of boracic acid and cologne In
the proportion of half a dram of the
former to an ounce and a quarter of
the latter. This was well massaged
into the head each night.
One cause of dandruff is the use of
a comb with fine teeth. Brushing is
much better than combing, and a
comb, if used on the scalp, should have

coarse, blunt teeth not to irritate the
sensitive surface.

A dab of eau de cologne will often remove a slight red spot from the face.
Scented toilet waters often Injure
,
the hair, but every girl delights in an
elusive odor for her locks. The best
plan la to rub a favorite sachet powder

"I Play Again

Star Spangle Banner."

said. "When I make de little children
glad, I no care when de big man get
mad."
"But we care," said the magistrate.
"Fined $10 and costs, and don't you
'
do it again."
The Italian put his hand to his head
in a dazed way. "I no understand,"
man
he said. "In Italy American
give me $10, here make me pay ten."
"Gave 'im ten? that's good, dago,"
An artistic girl's coiffure; a thick
called out a policeman sitting in the
plait of hair wound round the head, window. "Now shell out the same
outlined with a delicate silver band; tenner."
the coiffure finished with soft clus"Dat true one time in Napo'ii.
ters of curls.
Drunken sailor men on street. I play
'Home, Sweet Home.' They cry, cry
Table Flowers.
like little baby. One come up an'
The tall vase in the center of the give me $10 gold."
"That was to stop playing," voluntable has been abandoned. It is not
considered a pretty decoration be- teered one of the reporters.
"The man was drunk, sure," sugcause it hides the guests on one side
of the table from those on the other. gested a policeman.
"I thought you'd 'a' got the ten
The English fashion of putting low
decorations on the table at luncheon from some crowned head maybe. Ever
or dinner is much taken up over here. play for kings and queens?"
"I play for de great general in
A silver basket filled with fruit is one
of the
fancies that has come world," and the Italian's face lit up
into favor again, and the china basket proudly.
"Le's hear about it, dago," cried
is used if one does not possess the
someone.
other kind.
man was fig
The military-lookin- g
s
French basket, with
The
wide handle and dipping ends, is now uring up costs and making an entry
the popular idea for flowers on a sim- In a large hook. The Italian began:
"I first live in New York, you
blossoms
ple table.
cannot be used, but orchids, hyacinths, know. One day I play on corner of
lilies of the valley and California vio- big street play twice, then go on.
Then young woman came out, run
lets are used separately or together.
after me give me half a dollar.
"Star
"Play again,' she say. 'Play
into the rats and center nf the hair Spangle Banner." Sick man want to
puffs, and this gives just the right hear.'
scent.
"She point at window upstairs. I
Banner'
Rub warts night and morning with play again 'Star Spangle
'Miserere.'
Then
Verdi
ind
go
away.
Twelve
salve:
the following
centigrams
of chromate of potassa, well mixed In Nex day I come again."
the half dol"You remembered
15 grams of soft animal fat or vaseline.
The warts will usually disappear in the lar, eh?"
"I play 'Star Spangle Banner' and
course of three or four weeks' treatGirl
Verdi march from 'Bellsario.'
ment.
tome down an' say, 'Come play every
Habitually eating soft foods, to the
general verra sick.' "
exclusion of everything that is hard or Say
"Did she give you another half?"
crusty, will not only weaken the diges1 come every day to big fine house.
tive organs, but will lead to rapid de'Star Spangle Banner,' 'Bells-irio- ,'
play
cay of the teeth. When these are not
'Trovatore.' Next week, maybe
used in the mastication of harder foods two
week, girl come down an' tell
they become weak, just as any muscle tie, 'General say you come up once.'
will that is not given sufficient work to
"Me go up. Fine house, nice lounge,
do. This applies especially to growing,
iurtains,
pictures, Btatuas, many
healthy children.
old-tim- e

cut-glas-

Long-stemme- d

Co,)

sword.

Me go up front room, see
general. He sit in big chair, his foot
on other big chair, pillows hold him
up, blankets round his leg.
"'I like you play,' he say. 'I like
hear "Star Spangle Banner." Make
me think about Appomatto.'"
"What's that?" demanded the man
with the empty sleeve.
Then general say,
"Appomatto!
'What de other tune? sad, slow,
strong tune?'

" 'Bellsario,' I say.
'"Play him,' he say.
"I play him you know."
The Italian reached for the crank
of his organ, and the strains of that
magnificent march, into which Donizetti has put so much of frustrated
n
ambition, of desolate glory, of
sorrow and sublime
anguish,
filled the police court that march in
which Donizetti rises almost to the
sublimity of the funeral music in the
"Gotterdaemmerung."
"I tell him about the opera I see in
Milano how old general win all
world many great fight, then king
put his eyes out, and he have to beg
in street blind, starve.
" 'Yes,'
say general, 'poor Belisarl,
poor Belisarl!
They do same thing
yet put eyes out, make beg in street'
"I no understand him.
"'You play every day,' he say
I die soon.
'every day till I dead.
You play every day "Belllsari" an'
"Star Spangle Banner." That make
me think of Appomatto.' "
"What's that?" again demanded the
man, who was
tall, military-lookinnow listening intently.
Little while later,
"Appomatto!
maybe two week I play every day
woman come down again.
"They take general away
she say. 'You no need come
again. He go to country. He send
you this, no have money.' She give
me medaglla, golden medaglia, with
face of general on.
"Next morning they take him away
in carriage. He look thin, hollow in
face, his eye deep in. I see him lots
people see him. They call him 'II
When carriage go
gran general.'
away, I play 'Bellsario.' He look out
an' look back at me. I cry, an' look
boI-em-

John C. A. Leishman, who has been transferred from Constantinople to
Rome, has been in the diplomatic service since 1897. From that year until
1901 he was envoy to Switzerland, when he was sent to Constantinople, serv-in- g
as envoy until 1906, when he was raised to ambassador. Mr. Leishman
Is 54 years old and is a native of Pittsburg, where he was in the steel brok-erag- e
business prior to his entering the diplomatic service.
MUCH FOOD GOES TO WASTE. ALLOWANCE
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Pests, Such as Hostile Insects and Writer Objects to Term Applied to
Sum Wife Shall Receive from
Plants, Farmers Annually
Lose $700,000,000.

Her Husband.

One way to provide new food is to
save what we have. An apple or a
grain of corn saved is an apple or a
grain of corn gained. Upon all the
growing products of the earth an incessant war is waged by hostile insects and plants. Some of these pests
are animal flies, mites, caterpillars,
etc. others, like ruBts, mildew, bunt,
smut and mold are low forms of plant
life. But whatever their nature, origin
or method of work, the total destruction wrought by these pests amounts
in the United States to no less than
$700,000,000 annually, says Success.
Now, $700,000,000 may not be a
large sum, though it compares measurably with our total annual expenditures and is more than six times all
the interest annually paid on all mortgages on all the $20,000,000,000 worth
of farms in the United States. But,
if we could save these $700,000,000, we
should increase our total income from
farms by almost a fifth, and we could
easily increase the population fed by
some 10,000,000 or 20,000,000.
We have already begun in this way
to save a good many millions. We
have drawn upon chemistry, we have
Invented sprays and washes, fumlga-tor- s
and insecticides and have used
Somethem with varying success.
times we fail. There was once a contest between the people of Massachusetts and a caterpillar, and after expending $8,000,000 and infinite patience, the people gave in and the
caterpillar won out.

"An allowance is a mighty fine thing
when a man knows just how much ia
coming in, but I don't like that word
'allowance.' Who are you to 'allow
your wife to have money ? You endowed
her with It as soon as you married her.
It's just as much hers as yours. In the
partnership she and you are equal If
you married the right sort of woman.
'Allowance.' 'Just due' would be better. Give her her just due the first of
every month and relieve her of the humiliating necessity of asking so selfish
a creature perhaps I should
say
thoughtless a creature as you for

"Afterwards I hear he die. I never
forget. I go away from New York,
come here to play organ. II gran
general not think organ blame nuisance. II general Bellsario!"
The Italian fumbled a medal suspended from his neck by a string. It
was a thin piece of gold about the
size of a half dollar. His other hand
he plunged into a pocketful of coin,
to pay his fine.
"Let's see the medal," the empty-sleeve- d
man said.
The Italian handed it to him.
The old soldier saw on the token
the lineaments of a face he had
known well. He had watched that
face at Donelson, at Shiloh, in the
Wilderness, at Appomattox, in weary
He handed
days before Richmond.
back the medal with tears in his
eyes.
"Never mind," he cried as the Italian began counting out dimes upon
the desk. "Never mind fine is remitted. I'll settle the costs. You go
Making Cigars.
In the cigar factory the bales are
back and play in Sylvanla avenue."
The tobacco rethe empty-sleeve- d
opened as needed.
"Riley," said
man, "if Von Highton kicks any more, quired for the day's work is first dampstrippers,
you tell him this man has special per- ened and then goes to the mid-riof
mission to play wherever he pleases." who remove the stem and
into
are
classified
leaves
leaf.
The
Officer Riley saluted in a sort of the
wrappers and fillers, and turned over
puzzled way.
to the cigarmaker, who, with no other
I
him?"
tell
whose
shall
order,
"By
cuts out his wrapThe man with the empty sleeve tool than a knife,filler In the hollow
of
the
shapes
pers,
tremor
was
erect.
a
There
stood very
rolls the material
and
hand
his
deftly
in his voice and a tear in his eye as
g
into a finished cigar. There are
he carried his hand to his cap.
machines, but these are em"Tell him tell him it is by order
ployed only for making the cheaper
of Gen. Grant!"
grades of cigars from domestic tobacco. It is a peculiar fact that deGood Roads.
spite the wonderful progress of meAnother need emphasized by the chanical contrivances in all lines of
people everywhere is good roads. manufacture, the better grades of
exactly as they
They want them faster than they are cigars are made
Bohemian
some
hundred
a
were
favor
ago.
them.
years
Many
building
form of aid by the federal government.
Magazine.
Some favor the direct building of long
Pasteurized Milk.
highways under the government's authe custom of retailing
Berlin
In
to
construct
others
postroads,
thority
want help given to local governments milk in bottles has nearly gone out of
on condition that local governments fashion, as has also the sale of sterilheating It to 90 degrees
pay much of the cost and then keep ized milk byBoth
of these have been
centigrade.
in
genPublic
order.
them in
opinion
eral favors the national government largely superseded by the sale of milk
has been pasteurized by a spegoing at least so far as to have a body which
which the milk is not
g
of
engineers who shall cial process, by
60 degrees centigrade.
above
beated
that
give advice to any community
One concern markets nearly 30,000
asks it show just what sort of roads
of this milk daily, the bottles
gallons
out
to build and who shall work
with
stopprovided
being
thus
and
roads
for
long
large plans
which are sealed to afford the
b

cigar-makin-

to-da- y

road-buildin-

wire-rubb-

cause adjacent localities to work together. Again, the government can
show the people how. World's Work.
When Chicago Got

In 1833 Chicago went almost mad
over the fact that lots on what is now
La Salle street sold for $3,000, which
had sold for only $80 but a year beWhen Chicago's taxes totaled
fore.
almost $400 in 1832 the town uttered
a whoop of jubilation, and when in
1834 settlers began to arrive at the
rate of 100 people in two weeks, bringing the total population up to 4,000 before 1837, Chicago's hopes went mild
ly mad. She took out a eity charter,
did Chicago, and the pace she has kept
since that all the world knows- .Outing.

pers,

public the necessary guarantee.
Pasteurized milk is also sold largely in Dresden, where one concern supplies 6,600 gallons daily.
Eggsaetiy.

money.

"I've talked with a good many wives,
and they don't like to ask for money.
Many of them do not realize that they
have a perfect right to it, while some of
them have too much spirit to ask for
what is their due.
"The trouble in most cases is that so
many husbands have the 'lord and master' idea of their position, and they like
to feel that it is for them to say what
disposition shall be made of the money
that they earn.
"But remember that in the great middle class, of which American life I say

American life is largely composed, the
wife works as hard as the man does,
and, while he does work for which another pays him, she does her work
from love; and so, If he's a decent fellow, he will never force her to ask
for money; he will be glad to share it
with her." Charles Battell Loomis, la

Smith's.

Blames Laziness for Much.
Dr Charles A. Eaton of the Madison
Avenue Methodist church said in the
course of a brilliant after-dinne- r
speech
in Cleveland:
"Laziness is responsible for too
much of the misery we see about us.
It is all very well to blame alcohol
for this misery, to blame oppression

and injustice; but to wha. heights
might we not all have climbed but
for our laziness?"
He paused and smiled.
"We are too much like the supernumerary in the drama," he went on,
"who had to enter from the right and
say: 'My lord, the carriage waits.'
'"Look here, super,' said the stage
manager one night, 'I want you to
come on from the left Instead of the
right after this, and I want you to
transpose your speech. Make it run
hereafter: "The carriage waits, my
lord.'"
"The super pressed his hand to his
brow.
" 'More study!
More study!'
groaned." New York TimeB,

he

Long Strands.
The man with the grouch and the
joker sat at opposite tables
in the lunch room.
Confound this service!" blurted the
man with the grouch. "I wonder why
my order is so long. - I have beea
waiting an hour."
"What did you order?" asked the
incorrigible
joker, with a merry
twinkle in his eye.
"Crullers."
"Oh, cheer up, man! My order will
be longer than yours."
"Think so?"
"Sure, I ordered noodles. They are

Rooster How came this orange
here?
longer than crullers, aren't they?"
Chicken Why, that's the orange
marmalaid.
Another Suggestion.
Rooster (severely) ChickenB that
the reason your boy doesn't
"What's
joke on serious subjects become like to work on a farm? He's fond
spring broilers at any season of the of outdoor exercise."
,
year.
"I'm workin' on that problem now,"
answered Farmer Corntossel.
Result of Rashness.
"If
"Out of a job, are you?" asked the these uplift experts could make arfirst girl. "Boss catch you flirting?"
rangements to have plowin' recorda
"No; I caught the boss. Say, what printed in the sportin' news I think
sort of a wedding dress do you think Josh could be persuade! to take aa
la real swell?" Philadelphia Ledger. Interest." Washington Star.

